The following is a supplement to Dave Smith’s book, *Disney A to Z: The Official Encyclopedia* (New York, Disney Editions, 2006). Dave Smith has prepared new entries, which are followed by a list of additions to entries in the book, along with changes and corrections which have come to light since publication.

Additions:

**Aaron Stone** (television) Action-adventure series premiering on Disney XD on February 13, 2009. Charlie Landers, a teenage boy who has mastered playing *Hero Rising*, an online game in which his avatar defends the world from members of the Omega Defiance, is enlisted by its creator, billionaire recluse T. Abner Hall, to become the real-life version of the legendary crime-fighting avatar, Aaron Stone. Hall informs Charlie that the Omega Defiance is real and out to destroy mankind, and he encourages the teen that he has what it takes to bring Aaron Stone to life. Stars Kelly Blatz (Charlie Landers/Aaron Stone), David Lambert (Jason Landers), J.P. Manoux (S.T.A.N.), Tania Gunadi (Emma), Jason Earles (Hunter). Filmed in Toronto.

**ABC Studios** The in-house production company which develops and produces programming to network, cable, web, VOD, mobile, and broadband platforms. Before February 2007 known as Touchstone Television.

**Adams, Amy** Actress, she appeared in *Enchanted* (Giselle) and *The Muppets* (Mary), and provided the voice of Polly Purebred in *Underdog*.

**African Cats: Kingdom of Courage** (film) Disneynature documentary, released in the U.S. on April 22, 2011, after an April 21 release in Argentina. In one of the wildest places on earth, we meet Mara, an endearing lion cub, who strives to grow up with her mother’s strength, spirit, and wisdom; Sita, a fearless cheetah and single mother of five mischievous newborns; and Fang, a proud leader of the pride who must defend his family from a rival lion and his sons. Directed by Keith Scholey and Alastair Fothergill. Narrated by Samuel L. Jackson. 89 min. The cinematographers Owen Newman and Sophie Darlington spent two and a half years filming in the 580 square mile Masai Mara National Reserve in Kenya, one of the few remaining places in Africa where the big African cats—lions, cheetahs, and leopards—live in large numbers and in close proximity.

**Age of Believing, The: The Disney Live-Action Classics** (television) Documentary on Turner Classic Movies which follows the studio’s history as it ventured beyond its animation legacy to develop non-animated family fare, first airing on December 14, 2008. The story is told through film clips and interviews with actors and Disney historians. Directed by Peter Fitzgerald. 80 min. Narrated by Angela Lansbury.

**Air Buddies** (film) Direct-to-DVD release on December 12, 2006. The dogs, Buddy and Molly, are dognapped, and their puppies, B-Dawg, Budderball, Mudbud, Buddha, and Rosebud, collectively known as the Buddies, are off to save them. Along the way, the bumbling villains Denning and Grim constantly try to capture the puppies. And
now, for the first time, the animals talk. Directed by Robert Vince. Voices include Skyler Gisondo (B-Dawg), Josh Flitter (Budderball), Spencer Fox (Mudbud), Dominic Scott Kay (Buddha), Abigail Breslin (Rosebud), Tom Everett Scott (Buddy), Molly Shannon (Molly), Paul Rae (Denning), Trevor Wright (Grim). It was the final film role for Patrick Cranshaw (Sheriff Bob) and for Don Knotts (Deputy Sniffer). From Key Pix Productions and Buena Vista Home Entertainment. See also Snow Buddies, Space Buddies, Santa Buddies, and Spooky Buddies.

Aladdin A stage musical version of the animated film opened at Seattle’s 5th Street Theater in July, 2011. It is intended for licensing to professional and regional theater groups.

Aletter, Frank (1926-2009) Actor, appeared in A Tiger Walks (Joe Riley), Now You See Him, Now You Don’t (TV Announcer), and Run, Cougar, Run (Sam Davis), and as Harry on The Golden Girls in 1985.

Alice in Wonderland (film) 19-year-old Alice, trying to escape from an unwanted marriage proposal, falls down a hole and returns to the whimsical world she first encountered as a young girl. She has no memory of her previous visit, and her childhood friends the Mad Hatter, the White Rabbit, Tweedledee and Tweedledum, the March Hare, the Dormouse, the Caterpillar, and the Cheshire Cat wonder if she is the right Alice. She embarks on a fantastical journey through what she is told is really called Underland to find her true destiny, as predicted in a magical scroll, and end the Red Queen’s reign of terror. Directed by Tim Burton. Released on March 5, 2010, in regular, 3D and Imax versions, after a February 25, 2010, Royal World Premiere in London. Stars Mia Wasikowska (Alice), Johnny Depp (Mad Hatter), Helena Bonham Carter (Iracebeth, the Red Queen), Anne Hathaway (White Queen), Crispin Glover (The Knave of Hearts), Matt Lucas (Tweedledee and Tweedledum), Leo Bill (Hamish), with the voices of Alan Rickman (Absolem, the Blue Caterpillar), Stephen Fry (Cheshire Cat), Michael Sheen (The White Rabbit), Timothy Spall (Bayard), Christopher Lee (Jabberwocky), Paul Whitehouse (March Hare), Barbara Windsor (Dormouse). 109 min. Based on the books by Lewis Carroll. Tim Burton and Johnny Depp had earlier collaborated on Ed Wood for Disney. Danny Elfman composed the score. The film won two Academy Awards, for Art Direction and for Costume Design.

Aly and AJ Pop-rock band featuring sisters Alyson and Amanda (AJ) Michalka, recording for Hollywood Records from 2004 to 2010. In 2009 they changed their band name to 78violet. Alyson appeared in the series Phil of the Future (Kelly Teslow); Amanda appeared in Secretariat (Kate Tweedy). They both appeared in Cow Belles (Taylor and Courtney Callum).

A.N.T. Farm (television) Comedy series on Disney Channel which debuted on May 6, 2011. The show follows 12-year-old musical prodigy Chyna Parks and her gifted friends as they navigate high school as members of the prestigious A.N.T. (Advanced Natural Talents) program. Chyna’s best friends are Olive Doyle, who has a
photographic memory, and Fletcher Quimby, an artistic genius with a knack for using his creations for playful hijinks. Stars China Anne McClain (Chyna Parks), Sierra McCormick (Olive Doyle), Jake Short (Fletcher Quimby). Produced by It’s a Laugh Productions for Disney Channel.

Archinal, Harry  He began work for Disney in the New York office of Buena Vista Distribution Co. in 1954. Later he became a sales supervisor for Latin America and eventually was named president of Buena Vista International in 1972. He retired in 1988, and in 2009 was named a Disney Legend.


Army Wives (television) Series for Lifetime produced by Mark Gordon Co. and ABC Studios, premiering on June 3, 2007. Military life can exact a major toll on relationships, as shown in this drama series exploring the lives of wives, and one man, living on an active army post, who are constantly worried that their spouses will be called up to serve abroad. Stars Kim Delaney (Claudia Joy Holden), Sally Pressman (Roxy LeBlanc), Brigid Brannagh (Pamela Moran), Brian McNamara (Michael Holden), Roland Burton (Sterling K. Brown), Joan Burton (Wendy Davis), Drew Fuller (Trevor LeBlanc), Catherine Bell (Denise Sherwood). Adapted from the book, Under the Sabers: The Unwritten Code of Army Wives, by Tanya Biank. The series eventually became the most successful in Lifetime’s history.

Arnold, Susan E.  Became a member of the Disney board of directors on May 1, 2007.

Art of Animation Resort  A resort at Walt Disney World, with 1,120 family suites and 864 “value” category rooms, opened in four stages beginning on May 31, 2012. Building exteriors and room interiors are themed to The Lion King, Cars, The Little Mermaid, and Finding Nemo. The Finding Nemo buildings opened first, and the swimming pool there is the largest at the Walt Disney World Resort at 11,859 square feet. The food court is named Landscapes Café. The last of the four will be The Little Mermaid, opening September 15, 2012.


Aulani, A Disney Resort and Spa  Oceanfront resort on 21 acres in west Oahu’s Ko Olina Resort & Marina, opened August 29, 2011, with grand opening ceremonies held on September 23, 2011. Hawaii’s culture and connection to nature are brought to life so guests can gain a deeper understanding, appreciation, and enjoyment of Hawaii. 359 hotel rooms and 460 Disney Vacation Club villas are joined by a variety of idyllic restaurants, recreational activities, and fireside entertainment.
**Austin & Ally** (television) Series on Disney Channel, premiering on December 4, 2011. Teenagers Austin, an extroverted musician/singer, and Ally, a brilliant yet shy songwriter, become unlikely friends and combine their talents in an attempt to create a true musical tour-de-force. Stars Ross Lynch (Austin Moon), Laura Marano (Ally Dawson), Raini Rodriguez (Trish), Calum Worthy (Dez). From It’s a Laugh Productions.

**Avalon High** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering on November 12, 2010. A girl, Allie, after transferring to Avalon High, is shocked to discover that her new classmates are reincarnations of King Arthur and his Court. The deeper Allie searches these interesting parallels between the past and present, the more sure she is that her school is a contemporary Camelot, and it is up to her to solve the mystery before the notorious traitor Mordred wins again. Directed by Stuart Gillard. Stars Brittany Robertson (Allie), Molly C. Quinn (Jen), Gregg Sulkin (Will), Steve Valentine (Mr. Moore), Devon Graye (Marco), Joey Pollari (Miles), Christopher Tavarez (Lance). Based on the novel by Meg Cabot.

**Avengers, Marvel's The** (film) When an unexpected enemy, led by Loki, an exiled Norse god, emerges to threaten global safety and security, Nick Fury, Director of the international peacekeeping agency known as S.H.I.E.L.D., finds himself in need of a team to pull the world back from the brink of disaster. Spanning the globe, a daring recruitment effort begins. The resulting super hero team of a lifetime, named The Avengers, consists of Iron Man, The Incredible Hulk, Thor, Captain America, Hawkeye, and Black Widow. Released in 3D and IMAX on May 4, 2012, after an initial release in Australia, France, and other countries on April 25. Directed by Joss Whedon. Stars Robert Downey, Jr. (Tony Stark/Iron Man), Chris Evans (Steve Rogers/Captain America), Mark Ruffalo (Bruce Banner/The Hulk), Chris Hemsworth (Thor), Scarlett Johansson (Natasha Romanoff/Black Widow), Jeremy Renner (Clint Barton/Hawkeye), Tom Hiddleston (Loki), Samuel L. Jackson (Nick Fury), Gwyneth Paltrow (Pepper Potts). 143 min. Based on the Marvel comic book series, “The Avengers,” first published in 1963. From Marvel Studios; distributed by Disney.

**Baby Daddy** (television) Comedy series on ABC Family, premiering on June 20, 2012. Bachelor Ben Wheeler, in his 20s, becomes a surprise dad to a baby girl when she is left on his doorstep by an ex-girlfriend. Ben decides to raise the baby with the help of his mother, his brother Danny, his best friend, and a close friend, Penny, who is harboring a secret crush on him. Stars Jean-Luc Bilodeau (Ben Wheeler), Melissa Peterman (Bonnie Wheeler), Derek Theler (Danny Wheeler), Tahj Mowry (Tucker Dobbs), Chelsea Kane (Penny).

**Baer, Dale** Animator, beginning as a trainee in 1971 with Robin Hood. Away from the Studio from 1976-1998, he continued to freelance for Disney and started his own commercial house. After returning to the Studio, he was a supervising animator on Yzma in The Emperor’s New Groove, Slim in Home on the Range, and Wilbur in Meet the Robinsons.
Ballad of Nessie, The (film)  Short cartoon released with Winnie the Pooh on July 15, 2011. Nessie is really a very gentle sea monster, who is devastated when her home pond is taken over by a golf course developer named MacFroogle. With her only friend, a rubber duck named MacQuack, she goes on a quest to find a new home, but without luck she starts crying, and her tears create Loch Ness, which becomes her new home. Directed by Stevie Wermers-Skelton and Kevin Deters. Narrated by Billy Connolly. 6 min.

Bambi II (film)  Direct-to-DVD release on February 7, 2006, of this animated sequel to Bambi. Following the tragic loss of his mother, the young fawn Bambi reunites with his father, The Great Prince, who must now teach him the ways of the forest. Their adventure together helps them overcome their initially awkward relationship, and allows father and son to discover in each other something neither expected—family. Directed by Brian Pimental. Released theatrically abroad beginning with Argentina on January 26, 2006. Voices include Patrick Stewart (The Great Prince of the Forest), Keith Ferguson (Friend Owl), Alexander Gould (Bambi), Brendon Baerg (Thumper), Nicky Jones (Flower). 73 min. From DisneyToon Studios.

Bay Lake Tower  Vacation Club resort, connected by Sky Way Bridge to Disney’s Contemporary Resort at Walt Disney World, opened on August 4, 2009, with 16 stories and 295 villas.

Beauty & the Briefcase (television) An ABC Family Original Movie, premiered on April 18, 2010. Lane Daniels, a bright effervescent fashion journalist’s career and love life intersect in a complicated way when she pitches the article “Switching Careers to Find Love” to Cosmopolitan magazine—her favorite magazine and ultimate career aspiration. In order to pull the undercover story off, Lane lands a job at an investment bank filled with lots of eligible guys. But her perfect plan goes awry when she meets Liam, a gorgeous music producer who sweeps her off her feet outside the office. Since the rules for the story were that Lane could only date the businessmen where she worked, Liam is off limits, and Lane is forced to choose between what she believes might be love and her Cosmo cover story. Directed by Gil Junger. Stars Hilary Duff (Lane Daniels), Matt Dallas (Seth), Michael McMillian (Tom), Chris Carmack (Liam), Jaime Pressly (Editor). Based on Daniella Brodsky’s book, Diary of a Working Girl. Working title was The Business of Falling in Love. Filmed in New Orleans.

Bedtime Stories (film) Skeeter Bronson, a hotel handyman, finds his life changed forever when the lavish bedtime stories he tells his niece and nephew start to mysteriously come true. The stories have settings ranging from the Old West and outer space to medieval times. When Skeeter tries to help his family by telling them one outlandish tale after another, featuring characters from real life, it is the kids’ unexpected contributions that turn all of their lives upside down. Directed by Adam Shankman. Released on December 25, 2008, after a December 24 release in Belgium, France, and Egypt. Stars Adam Sandler (Skeeter Bronson), Keri Russell (Jill), Russell
Brand (Mickey), Teresa Palmer (Violet Nottingham), Richard Griffiths (Barry Nottingham), Lucy Lawless (Aspen), Courtney Cox (Wendy), Guy Pearce (Kendall), Jonathan Pryce (Marty Bronson), Aisha Tyler (Donna Hynde), Jonathan Morgan Heit (Patrick), Laura Ann Kesling (Bobbi). 99 min. Filmed in CinemaScope.

**Bengal Barbecue**  Quick-service food location in Adventureland at Disneyland, featuring beef, chicken, and veggie skewers.  Opened on June 4, 1990.

**Beverly Hills Chihuahua**  (film)  A pampered Beverly Hills Chihuahua named Chloe finds herself accidentally lost in the mean streets of Mexico without a day spa or Rodeo Drive boutique anywhere in sight.  Now alone for the first time in her spoiled life, she must rely on some unexpected friends, including a street-hardened German Shepherd named Delgado and an amorous pup named Papi, to lend her a paw and help her to find her inner strength on their incredible journey back home. Directed by Raja Gosnell.  Released in the U.S. on October 3, 2008, after an October 2 release in Australia.  Stars Piper Perabo (Rachel Ashe), Jamie Lee Curtis (Aunt Viv), Manolo Cardona (Sam Cortez), and the voices of Drew Barrymore (Chloe), Andy Garcia (Delgado), George Lopez (Papi), Cheech Marin (Manuel), Paul Rodriguez (Chico), Plácido Domingo (Monte), Edward James Olmos (El Diablo). 91 min.  Filming in Super 35 began in Mexico on July 13, 2007.  The working title had been *South of the Border*.  Over 200 dogs were cast to appear in the picture, including almost 50 Chihuahuas.  Chloe was played by a white Deerhead Chihuahua named Angel.  The pack rat Manuel and the iguana Chico were fully computer-generated characters.  Much of the film was shot on location in Mexico (Puerto Vallarta, Guadalajara, Mexico City, and near Hermosillo in the Sonora Desert), with even several “Beverly Hills” locations (interior and exterior of Aunt Viv’s mansion and an upscale lunch spot) being filmed in Puerto Vallarta.

**Beverly Hills Chihuahua 2**  (film)  Direct-to-DVD release on February 1, 2011, of this sequel to 2008’s *Beverly Hills Chihuahua*.  The five rambunctious, mischievous puppies of Chihuahuas Papi and Chloe present one challenge after another. But when their human owners end up in trouble, the tiny pups will stop at nothing to save them, because in good times and hard times, the family always sticks together.  Directed by Alex Zamm.  Stars Marcus Coloma (Sam Cortez), Lupe Ontiveros (Mrs. Cortez), and the voices of George Lopez (Papi), Odette Yustman (Chloe), Ernie Hudson (Pedro), Bridgit Mendler (Appoline), Miguel Ferrer (Delgado), Emily Osment (Pep), Madison Pettis (Lala), Zachary Gordon (Papi, Jr.) 83 min.

**Bibbidi Bobbidi Boutique**  Themed stores at Disney resorts offering young guests the opportunity for a makeover to become a princess or prince.  The first opened in the World of Disney in Downtown Disney at the Walt Disney World Resort on April 5, 2006, followed by ones in the Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World (September 10, 2007), the Tokyo Disneyland Hotel (July 8, 2008), Disneyland park (April 17, 2009), and, with the name My Little Princess, at the Hong Kong Disneyland Hotel (May 23, 2009).
**Big Grizzly Mountain Runaway Mine Cars**  Attraction at Hong Kong Disneyland, opening July 14, 2012. Using the ride system developed for Expedition Everest at Disney's Animal Kingdom, it is a multidirectional coaster, with cars that can hold up to 24 guests. They ride through mountain caves, trying to avoid mischievous resident grizzly bears, zip through the land backwards, and end with a powerful and surprising high-speed launch that sends the vehicle racing.

**Bleu, Corbin**  Actor, appeared in *High School Musical* (Chad Danforth) and *Jump in!* (Izzy Daniels). He did the voice of the Magic Gourd in the U.S. DVD release of *The Secret of the Magic Gourd*.

**Body of Proof**  (television) Drama series premiering on ABC on March 29, 2011. Dr. Megan Hunt was a brilliant neurosurgeon but a devastating car accident ended her time in the operating room, and she became a medical examiner. As she, with her sharp instincts, puzzles who or what killed the victims, she also fudges the lines of where her job ends and where the police department begins. Stars Dana Delany (Megan Hunt), Jeri Ryan (Dr. Kate Murphy), Geoffrey Arend (Dr. Ethan Gross), John Caroll Lynch (Det. Bud Morris), Windell Middlebrooks (Dr. Curtis Brumfield), Nic Bishop (Peter Dunlap), Sonja Sohn (Det. Samantha Baker). From ABC Studios. The show premiered before its U.S. airing in Europe, with a world premiere in Italy on January 25, 2011, followed by Spain, Poland, Hungary, and Bulgaria.

**Bolt**  [replace entry for *American Dog*]  For super-dog Bolt, every day is filled with adventure, danger, and intrigue—at least until the cameras stop rolling. When the star of a hit TV show is accidentally shipped from his Hollywood soundstage to New York City, he begins his biggest adventure yet—a cross-country journey through the real world to get back to his owner and co-star, Penny. Armed only with the delusions that all his amazing feats and powers are real, and with the help of two unlikely travelling companions—a jaded, abandoned housecat named Mittens and a TV-obsessed hamster in a plastic ball named Rhino—Bolt discovers that he doesn’t need superpowers to be a hero. Directed by Chris Williams and Byron Howard. The computer-generated animated feature from Walt Disney Animation Studios was released on November 21, 2008 in 2-D and Disney Digital 3-D. Voices include John Travolta (Bolt), Susie Essman (Mittens), Miley Cyrus (Penny), Mark Walton (Rhino), Malcolm McDowell (Dr. Calico), James Lipton (the director), Greg Germann (the agent). 96 min. Working title was *American Dog*. A 6-minute *Bolt* featurette was released with *Beverly Hills Chihuahua* on October 3, 2008. Bolt’s design was loosely based on American White Shepherds, with changes to the ears, nose, and overall body size. The film was Disney’s first animated feature to be conceived and designed for 3-D. The DVD included the new short *Super Rhino*.

**Bongirno, Carl**  He first joined Disney as chief accountant and controller for Celebrity Sports Center in 1963, then moved to become treasurer of WED Enterprises. From 1972 to 1979 he was vice president of finance and treasurer of Walt Disney World, then until his retirement in 1989 served as president of Walt Disney Imagineering. He was named a Disney Legend in 2007.
**Book of Masters, The** See *Kniga Masterov*

**Booth, Bob** (1923-2009)  Bob joined Disney in 1957 in the Studio’s Camera Service department, and in 1962 became supervisor of the Studio Machine Shop. In 1965 he was chosen to set up an innovative multi-craft research, development, and manufacturing subsidiary of the company known as MAPO, where he worked for 20 years creating elements for the Disney Parks. He retired in 1985 and was named a Disney Legend in 2008.

**Borrowers, The**  Children’s book series by Mary Norton, made into an animated film by Studio Ghibli and released in the U.S. as *The Secret World of Arrietty*.

**Bosley, Tom** (1927-2010)  Actor, appeared in *Gus* (Spinner), and on Broadway in *Beauty and the Beast* (Maurice).


**Braun, Nicholas**  Actor, appeared in *Sky High* (Zach), as a regular on *10 Things I Hate About You* (Cameron), and on Disney Channel in *Princess Protection Program* (Ed) and *Minutemen* (Zeke).

**Brave** (film)  An animated feature from Pixar. Released in 3D on June 22, 2012.  In rugged and mythic Scotland, the impetuous, tangle-haired redhead Merida, though a daughter of royalty, would prefer to make her mark as a great archer. A clash of wills with her mother who tries to arrange a marriage for her daughter compels Merida to bolt off into the forest on her faithful horse. Merida is led by the will-o’-the-wisp to an enchanted place, where she makes a reckless choice, unleashing unintended peril on her father’s kingdom and her mother’s life. She has to struggle with the unpredictable forces of nature, magic, and a dark, ancient curse, to set things right. Directed by Mark Andrews and Brenda Chapman. Voices include Kelly Macdonald (Princess Merida), Julie Walters (Witch), Billy Connolly (King Fergus), Emma Thompson (Queen Elinor), Kevin McKidd (Lord MacGuffin), Craig Ferguson (Lord MacIntosh), Robbie Coltrane (Lord Dingwall). 94 min.  Working title was *The Bear and the Bow*. Filmed in Cinemascope.

**Bridge to Terabithia** (film)  Jess Aarons is a young outsider on a quest to become the fastest kid in his school. But when the new girl in town, Leslie Burke, leaves Jess and everyone else in her dust, Jess’s frustration with her ultimately leads to their becoming friends. At first it seems Jess and Leslie couldn’t be more different—she’s rich, he’s poor; she’s from the city, he’s from the country—but when Leslie begins to open up
the world of imagination to Jess, they find they have something amazing to share: the kingdom of Terabithia, a realm of giants, ogres, and other enchanted beings that can only be accessed by boldly swinging across a stream in the woods on a strand of rope. Here, Leslie and Jess rule as King and Queen among the fantastical creatures they create, and not even the forces of evil can break their bond. Now, no matter what happens in the real world, in Terabithia Leslie gives Jess a magical place that will always be filled with amazing stories and dreams. Released on February 16, 2007. Directed by Gabor Csupo. From Walt Disney Pictures and Walden Media. Stars Joshua Ryan Hutcherson (Jess Aarons), AnnaSophia Robb (Leslie Burke), Zooey Deschanel (Miss Edmonds), Robert Patrick (Jack Aarons). 96 min. Based on the 1978 Newbery Medal-winning book by Katherine Paterson. The film was shot on location in the forests of New Zealand; visual effects were created by Weta Digital Ltd. of Wellington.

Brother Bear 2 (film) A direct-to-DVD release on August 29, 2006 from DisneyToon Studios. Kenai emerges from his first hibernation eager to take his little brother Koda to Crowberry Ridge for the best spring berries. Their buddies Rutt and Tuke have come down with a severe case of spring fever, courting a pair of female moose with hilarious results. But Kenai and Koda are intent on following their plan until Kenai’s childhood pal Nita shows up with a very human problem only Kenai can solve. It seems a simple carved amulet Kenai gave Nita long ago had a greater significance than either of them realized. Now Nita cannot marry until she and Kenai burn the amulet together at Hokani Falls, their old stomping grounds. They set off on an arduous journey over icy mountains, raging rivers, and unforeseen obstacles. It is an adventure that renews their friendship, redefines who they are, and ultimately reveals that the Great Spirits have a surprising plan of their own. Directed by Benjamin Gluck. Stars Patrick Dempsey (Kenai), Jeremy Suarez (Koda), Rick Moranis (Rutt), Dave Thomas (Tuke), Mandy Moore (Nita), Wanda Sykes (Innoko), Andrea Martin (Anda), Catherine O’Hara (Kata), Kathy Najimy (Aunt Taggig), Wendie Malick (Aunt Sisinig), Michael Clarke Duncan (Tug). 73 min. The film features three original songs by Melissa Etheridge. Much of the work on the film was done by DisneyToon Studios Australia.

Brothers & Sisters (television) A one-hour drama series on ABC, premiering on September 24, 2006, and ending on May 8, 2011. As told though the insightful eyes of the family’s most outspoken and public member, a group of siblings meet for a birthday celebration, only to find that underneath the idyllic family façade lie many secrets that threaten to tear the family apart or bring them closer together. Stars Calista Flockhart (Kitty Walker), Sally Field (Nora Walker), Ron Rifkin (Saul Holden), Balthazar Getty (Thomas Walker), Rachel Griffiths (Sarah Whedon), Dave Annable (Justin Walker), Matthew Rhys (Kevin Walker), Patricia Wettig (Holly Harper), John Pyper-Ferguson (Joe Whedon), Sarah Jane Morris (Julia Walker). From Touchstone Television.

Buena Vista Street Area at Disney California Adventure opened on June 15, 2012. The street, with its own Red Car Trolleys along with unique shops and eateries, is modeled
after Los Angeles at the time Walt Disney started his studio in 1923. Included is Disneyland's version of the Carthay Circle Theater, featuring the Carthay Circle Restaurant and Lounge, and the Fiddler, Fifer & Practical Café. Shops include Oswald’s, Los Feliz Five & Dime, Big Top Toys, Elias & Co., and Kingswell Camera Shop.

**Bunheads** (television) Drama series on ABC Family, premiering on June 11, 2012. A Las Vegas showgirl impulsively marries a man, moves to his sleepy coastal town of Paradise, CA, and takes an uneasy role at her new mother-in-law’s dance school. Stars Sutton Foster (Michelle Simms), Kaitlyn Jenkins (Boo), Julia Goldani Telles (Sasha), Bailey Buntain (Ginny), Emma Dumont (Melanie), Kelly Bishop (Fanny Flowers).

**Bunnytown** (television) Puppet variety series produced in the United Kingdom, premiering in the U.S. on Disney Channel on November 10, 2007. Set in the bustling world of Bunnytown where laughter rules and carrots are a close second, the bunnies create a humor-filled learning environment for preschool viewers and their families. Disney Channel’s first full-scale international production, in association with Baker Coogan. Stars Ed Gaughan (Red), Andrew Buckley (Fred), Polly Frame (Pinky Pinkerton).

**BURN•E** (film) An unlucky welder robot named BURN•E, having problems trying to repair a light on the outside of the Axiom spaceship, is locked out when WALL•E and EVE rush in and the hatch slams shut. He has to attempt various methods to get back in. Directed by Angus MacLane. 8 min. From Pixar; released on the WALL•E DVD on November 18, 2008.

**Camp Rock** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, released on June 20, 2008. The film also aired on the ABC Network on June 21 and ABC Family on June 22. Members of a leading musical group, Connect 3, go to a camp for aspiring young music artists where one becomes a guest instructor in an effort to counter his bad boy rocker image. Among the campers is Mitchie Torres, a teen girl with an extraordinary voice and a driving ambition to be a pop singer. She can only spend her summer at the camp by helping her mom work in the mess hall between classes. When Shane overhears Mitchie singing from behind closed doors, he sets out to find the girl with the beautiful voice. Together, Mitchie and the boys learn to believe in themselves and to value the freedom to be who they want to be. Directed by Matthew Diamond. Stars Kevin Jonas (Jason), Joseph Jonas (Shane Gray), Nick Jonas (Nate), Demi Lovato (Mitchie Torres), Alyson Stoner (Caitlyn Geller), Meaghan Jette Martin (Tess Tyler), Jasmine Richards (Peggy), Anna Maria Perez de Taglé (Ella), Maria Canals-Barrera (Connie Torres), Daniel Fathers (Brown), Roshon Fegan (Sander), Jordan Francis (Barron), Julie Brown (Dee La Duke).

**Camp Rock 2: The Final Jam** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie debuting on September 3, 2010. The kids return to Camp Rock for another great summer of music and fun. However they soon learn that a new state-of-the-art music/performance camp, Camp Star, has opened across the lake, and has lured away
many of the Camp Rock instructors and campers, putting the future of Camp Rock in jeopardy. When Camp Star’s hotshot performer, Luke Williams, challenges Camp Rock to a musical showdown to see which camp has the stronger musical talent, everyone prepares for the ultimate battle of the bands. Meanwhile, Nate falls for Dana, the daughter of the owner of the rival camp. Directed by Paul Hoen. Stars Demi Lovato (Mitchie Torres), Kevin Jonas (Jason), Joe Jonas (Shane Gray), Nick Jonas (Nate), Matthew “Mdot” Finley (Luke Williams), Chloe Bridges (Dana Turner), Meaghan Martin (Tess Tyler), Alyson Stoner (Caitlyn Geller), Anna Maria Perez de Tagle (Ella), Roshon Fegan (Sander), Daniel Fathers (Brown), Maria Canals-Barrera (Connie Torres).

**Cane** (television) Television series debuting on CBS on September 25, 2007, and ending December 18, 2007. The Duques are a large Cuban-American family who own a rum and sugar empire in South Florida. Patriarch Pancho Duque has two sons, one of whom is adopted, whose approach to business are as different as their approach to life. The series is an epic drama about the family’s external rivalries and internal power struggles. Stars Jimmy Smits (Alex Vega), Hector Elizondo (Pancho Duque), Nestor Carbonell (Frank Duque), Rita Moreno (Amalia Duque), Paola Turbay (Isabel Vega), Eddie Matos (Henry Duque), Michael Trevino (Jaime Vega), Lina Esco (Katie Vega), Samuel Carman (Artie Vega). From CBS Paramount Network Television in association with ABC Studios.

**Captain’s Grille** Restaurant at the Yacht Club Resort at Walt Disney World, prior to 2008 known as the Yacht Club Galley.

**Carolwood Records** A sister country music imprint to the Lyric Street Records label, part of the Disney Music Group, created on October 2, 2008, and located in Nashville, Tennessee. Their first album, in September 2009, was “Love and Theft.”

**Carpoolers** (television) ABC television series debuting on October 2, 2007 and ending March 4, 2008. The show follows the lives of four suburban husbands and dads who carpool to work together each day. Stars Fred Goss (Gracen), Jerry Minor (Aubrey), Jerry O’Connell (Laird), Tim Peper (Dougie). From ABC Studios, Dreamworks Television, and 3 Arts Entertainment.

**Cars Land** 12-acre area at Disney California Adventure, inspired by the town of Radiator Springs from Disney-Pixar’s *Cars*, opened on June 15, 2012. There are new attractions Luigi’s Flying Tires, Mater’s Junkyard Jamboree, and Radiator Springs Racers, plus restaurants (Cozy Cone Motel, Flo’s V8 Café, Fillmore’s Taste-in) and shops (Ramone’s House of Body Art, Radiator Springs Curios).

**Cars Toons** (television) A series of TV interstitials featuring characters from *Cars* placed in comic situations. Mater, the rusty but trusty tow truck, tells stories that may or may not be true in *Mater’s Tall Tales*. Three episodes have been produced, *Rescue Squad Mater*, *Mater the Greater*, and *El Materdor*. Mater’s voice is provided by Larry the Cable Guy, doubling as a fire truck, daredevil, and matador, respectively. Directed by
John Lasseter and co-directed by Victor Navone and Rob Gibbs. 3 min. each. Produced at Pixar Animation Studios; premiered October 27, 2008, on Toon Disney and subsequently on Disney Channel and ABC Family. See also Mater and the Ghostlight and Tokyo Mater.

Cars 2 (film) An animated feature from Pixar. Star racecar Lightning McQueen and the tow truck Mater head overseas to compete in the first-ever World Grand Prix to determine the world’s fastest car. McQueen faces his key competitor, the Italian Francesco Bernoulli. Mater gets caught up in an intriguing adventure of his own—international espionage, helping secret agent Finn McMissile and his associate Holley Shiftwell try to outwit the villains. Torn between assisting Lightning McQueen in the high-profile race and participating in a top-secret spy mission, Mater undertakes a journey that leads him on an explosive chase through the streets of Japan, Italy, France, and Britain. Luckily, Mater’s friends have come along and are able to help their old pal. Directed by John Lasseter and Brad Lewis. Released on June 24, 2011. Voices include Owen Wilson (Lightning McQueen), Larry the Cable Guy (Mater), John Turturro (Francesco Bernoulli), Michael Caine (Finn McMissile), Emily Mortimer (Holley Shiftwell), Eddie Izzard (Miles Axelrod), Vanessa Redgrave (The Queen/Mama Topolino), Bonnie Hunt (Sally), Tony Shalhoub (Luigi), Katherine Helmond (Lizzie), John Ratzenberger (Mack). Filmed in CinemaScope, with also Disney Digital 3D and Imax versions, and released with the short Hawaiian Vacation.

Carthay Circle Restaurant and Lounge  At the end of Buena Vista Street at Disney California Adventure, opening June 15, 2012. Signature dining is offered at the Carthay Circle Restaurant upstairs (200 indoor seats and 56 on the terrace), while downstairs is the 68-seat lounge. Also in the building is a private lounge named 1901, exclusive to Club 33 members. The Spanish Colonial Revival architecture was inspired by the former Carthay Circle Theatre in Los Angeles where Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs premiered in 1937.

Castle (television)  ABC television series, premiering March 9, 2009. Famous mystery novelist Nick Castle is bored with his own success, but when a real-world copycat murderer starts staging scenes from Nick’s novels, he is teamed up with NYPD Detective Kate Beckett to help solve the crime. Nick and Beckett’s styles instantly clash and sparks begin to fly, leading both to danger and a hint of romance. Stars Nathan Fillion (Nick Castle), Stana Katic (Kate Beckett), Molly Quinn (Alexis), Susan Sullivan (Martha), Monet Mazur (Gina), Ruben Santiago-Hudson (Capt. Montgomery). Produced by ABC Studios.

Catmull, Ed  President of Pixar Animation Studios, he was named president of Walt Disney Animation Studios when Disney acquired Pixar in 2006. He received the Gordon E. Sawyer Oscar for technical contributions to the industry in 2009. Before Disney’s acquisition, Catmull had received four scientific and technical Academy Awards.
Cavemen (television) ABC television series premiering on October 2, 2007, and ending November 13, 2007. Three cavemen struggle with prejudice as they strive to live normal lives in 2007 Atlanta. Based on characters from a group of seven popular Geico Insurance television commercials which were introduced in 2004. Stars Bill English (Joel), Nick Kroll (Nick), Sam Huntington (Andy), Kaitlin Doubleday (Kate), Stephanie Lemelin (Thorne), Julie White (Leslie). From ABC Studios.

Champion, Marge Actress; a veteran of the golden age of MGM musicals, she had, in the mid-1930s, as Marjorie Belcher, been the live-action model for Snow White. Later she also modelled for the Blue Fairy in Pinocchio, and for Hyacinth Hippo in Fantasia. She married Disney animator Art Babbitt, and later dancer Gower Champion, with whom she had a lengthy movie career. She was named a Disney Legend in 2007.

Characters in Flight Tethered gas balloon, operated by Aerophile and decorated with Disney characters, located at Downtown Disney at the Walt Disney World Resort, in which guests can ascend 400 feet for a view of up to 10 miles. It made its first flights in April 2009. A similar balloon has been featured at Disneyland Resort Paris since 2005.

Chaykin, Maury (1949–2010) Character actor, appeared in Where the Heart Is (Harry), Mr. Destiny (Guzelman), Money for Nothing (Vicente Goldoni), Unstrung Heroes (Arthur Lidz), Mystery, Alaska (Bailey Pruitt), and on Disney Channel in Northern Lights (Ben).

Cheetah Girls One World, The (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, the third in the Cheetah Girls series, premiered on August 22, 2008. The Cheetah Girls travel from New York to India to star in a film directed by an aspiring Bollywood movie director. Upon arriving, they are shocked to learn their movie’s producer has a role for only one Cheetah Girl. Dreams and friendships are tested as they begin to compete against each other for the title role. Before long, the three girls start to question their commitment to The Cheetah Girls’ dream, and each must weigh her own aspirations against the group’s future. Directed by Paul Hoen. Stars Sabrina Bryan (Dorinda), Adrienne Bailon (Chanel), Kiely Williams (Aqua), Roshan Seth (Uncle Kamal), Kunal Sharma (Amar), Rupak Ginn (Rahim), Deepti Daryanani (Gita), Michael Steger (Vikram Bhatia). Filmed in Udaipur, Rajasthan, India.

Cheetah Girls 2, The (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering on August 25, 2006. As the talented Cheetah Girls plan a summer rehearsing at home in New York City, they learn Chanel must instead accompany her mother to Spain to meet her wealthy beau Luc’s family. So, the ever-resourceful Galleria enters the group in a Barcelona music festival, and the spirited foursome—Galleria, Chanel, Aquanetta, and Dorinda—embarks on a Catalan adventure of a lifetime. Once the teens arrive in Spain, they meet Marisol, a talented Spanish solo singer and her manager/mother Lola, who unbeknownst to the Cheetahs, could lead their group to break up. Each girl has different and exciting experiences, until finally the Cheetahs’
dream of becoming stars may be dashed forever when they are informed they have broken a festival rule. Directed and choreographed by Kenny Ortega. Stars Raven-Symoné (Galleria Garibaldi), Adrienne Bailon (Chanel), Sabrina Bryan (Dorinda Thomas), Kiely Williams (Aquanetta), Lynn Whitfield (Dorothea Garibaldi), Lori Alter (Juanita), Belinda Peregrin (Marisol), Kim Manning (Lola), Golan Yosef (Joaquin), Abel Folk (Luc), Peter V. Newey (Angel). Filmed entirely on location in Barcelona.

Chimpanzee (film) Disneynature documentary, released on Earth Day, April 20, 2012. Deep in the forests of Africa, after a rival band of chimpanzees confronts his family, a young chimp named Oscar is left to fend for himself until a surprising ally steps in to adopt him and change his life forever. Directed by Alastair Fothergill and Mark Linfield. Narrated by Tim Allen. 78 min. Filmed in the tropical jungles of the Ivory Coast and Uganda.

Christmas Carol, Disney’s A (film) Ebenezer Scrooge begins the Christmas holiday with his usual miserly contempt, barking at his faithful clerk and his cheery nephew. But when the ghosts of Christmas Past, Present, and Yet to Come take him on an eye-opening journey revealing truths Old Scrooge is reluctant to face, he must open his heart to undo years of ill will before it is too late. Released on November 6, 2009 in the U.S., after a November 3 world premiere at London’s Leicester Square. Directed by Robert Zemeckis. Stars Jim Carrey (Ebenezer Scrooge/Ghosts), Cary Elwes (Dick Wilkins), Gary Oldman (Bob Cratchit/Marley/Tiny Tim), Colin Firth (Fred), Bob Hoskins (Fezziwig/Old Joe), Robin Wright Penn (Belle/Fan), Fionnula Flanagan (Mrs. Dilber). 96 min. Many of the actors play multiple roles. Filmed in CinemaScope and Disney Digital 3-D, using the performance capture technique whereby the performances of the actors are captured digitally with computerized cameras in a full 360 degrees. A 16,000-mile whistle-stop train tour of four cars promoting the film left Los Angeles on May 25, 2009, hitting 40 cities in six months.

Christmas Cupid (television) Original movie for ABC Family, airing on December 12, 2010. High-powered Hollywood publicist, Sloane, finds herself haunted by the ghost of her recently departed infamous client, Caitlin. With just days away from Christmas, Caitlin takes Sloane on a journey to meet the ghosts of her ex-boyfriends from the past, present, and future to try and guide her to love. A modern-day take on Charles Dickens’ Christmas Carol. Directed by Gil Junger. Stars Chad Michael Murray (Patrick) Christina Milian (Sloane Spencer), Ashley Benson (Caitlin Quinn), Jackée Harry (Mom).

Christmas with Walt Disney (film) A film created for the Walt Disney Family Museum featuring home movies of the Disney family at holiday time, along with sequences from Disney Christmas cartoons and television shows. Directed by Don Hahn. Shown at the museum in San Francisco beginning November 27, 2009. 51 min.

Chronicles of Narnia, The: Prince Caspian (film) The second film in the Chronicles of Narnia series. A year after their previous visit, the Pevensie siblings are pulled back
into the land of Narnia, where they discover that thirteen hundred years in Narnian time has passed since they left. During their absence, the Golden Age of Narnia has become extinct, Narnia has been conquered by the Telmarines, and it is now under the control of the evil King Miraz, who rules the land without mercy. The children meet Narnia’s rightful heir to the throne, the young Prince Caspian, who has been forced into hiding as his uncle Miraz plots to kill him in order to place his own newborn son on the throne. The Pevensie kids once again are enlisted to join the colorful creatures of Narnia in combating the usurping king. A production of Walt Disney Pictures/Walden Media. Directed by Andrew Adamson. Released on May 16, 2008, after a May 15 release in Chile, Indonesia, Russia, South Korea, and the Ukraine. Stars Georgie Henley (Lucy), Skandar Keynes (Edmund), Anna Popplewell (Susan), William Moseley (Peter), Peter Dinklage (Trumpkin), Warwick Davis (Nikabrik), Ben Barnes (Prince Caspian), Vincent Grass (Doctor Cornelius), Liam Neeson (voice of Aslan), Pierfrancesco Favino (General Glozelle), Sergio Castellitto (Miraz), Eddie Izzard (voice of Reepicheep), Tilda Swinton (White Witch). From C. S. Lewis’s 1951 book. Filmed on location in New Zealand, Czech Republic, Poland, and Slovenia. Filmed in Super 35.

Chronicles of Narnia, The: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader (film) The third film in the Chronicles of Narnia series, released on December 10, 2010, directed by Michael Apted. Cast includes Ben Barnes (King Caspian), Georgie Henley (Lucy), Skandar Keynes (Edmund), Will Poulter (Eustace Clarence Scrubb), Tilda Swinton (White Witch). In December 2008, Disney decided not to exercise its option to co-finance the movie, and Walden Media instead partnered with 20th Century Fox.

Cinderella III: A Twist in Time (film) A direct-to-DVD release on February 6, 2007. When the Fairy Godmother’s magic wand falls into the wrong hands, the glass slipper no longer fits Cinderella! Instead, her evil stepsister Anastasia is slated to marry Prince Charming! But with her loyal mice friends, Gus and Jaq by her side, Cinderella is determined to make things right again. Directed by Frank Nissen. Voices include Jennifer Hale (Cinderella), Rob Paulsen (Jaq, Grand Duke, Bishop), Corey Burton (Gus), Russi Taylor (Fairy Godmother, Drizella), Tress MacNeille (Anastasia), Holland Taylor (Prudence), Susan Blakeslee (Stepmother), Frank Welker (Lucifer), Christopher Daniel Barnes (Prince), Andre Stojka (King).

Cline, Becky After 17 years in the Walt Disney Archives, Becky Cline became director on the retirement of Dave Smith in 2010. Becky has written many articles on Disney history, and spoken at fan gatherings.

Club Penguin Disney acquired the online virtual world for kids aged 6 to 14 on August 1, 2007. The site, founded by Lane Merrifield, Dave Krysko, and Lance Priebe, and headquartered in Kelowna, British Columbia, had originally launched in October 2005 and by the time of the acquisition had grown to 700,000 paid subscribers and 12 million users.

College Program See Disney College Program.
**College Road Trip** (film) High school student, Melanie, is eagerly looking forward to her first big step toward independence when she plans a “girls only” road trip to check out prospective universities. But when her overprotective police chief father insists on escorting her instead, she soon finds her dream trip has turned into a nightmare adventure full of comical misfortune and turmoil. Dad is trying to assure total security and safety for his precious daughter, while Melanie has a 17-year-old’s need to become a grown woman and have her own sense of independence. Directed by Roger Kumble. Released on March 7, 2008. Stars Martin Lawrence (James Porter), Raven-Symoné (Melanie), Kym E. Whitley (Michelle), Eshaya Draper (Trey), Lucas Grabeel (Scooter), Brenda Song (Nancy), Arnetia Walker (Grandma Porter), Margo Harshman (Katie), Donnie Osmond (Doug Greenhut), Molly Ephraim (Wendy). 83 min. Primarily filmed in Connecticut, utilizing private academies, prep schools, and colleges in that state standing in for Northwestern, the University of Pennsylvania, and Georgetown University. Filmed in Super 35.

**Confessions of a Shopaholic** (film) Rebecca Bloomwood is a sweet and charming New York City girl who has a tiny problem that is rapidly turning into a big problem: she is hopelessly addicting to shopping and is drowning in a sea of debt. While Rebecca has dreams of working for a top fashion magazine, she cannot quite get her foot in the door—that is, until she snags a job as an advice columnist for a financial magazine published by the same company. Overnight, her column becomes hugely popular, turning her into a celebrity. But when her compulsive shopping and growing debt issues threaten to destroy her love life and derail her career, she struggles to keep it all from spiraling out of control, and is ultimately forced to reevaluate what is really important in life. Directed by P.J. Hogan. Released on February 13, 2009, after a February 12 release in Russia and Thailand; from Touchstone Pictures and Jerry Bruckheimer Films. Stars Isla Fisher (Rebecca Bloomwood), Hugh Dancy (Luke Brandon), Krysten Ritter (Suze), Joan Cusack (Jane Bloomwood), John Goodman (Graham Bloomwood), John Lithgow (Edgar West), Wendle Malick (Miss Korch), Kristin Scott Thomas (Alette Naylor), Fred Armisen (Ryan Koenig), Leslie Bibb (Alicia Billington), Lynn Redgrave (drunken lady at ball), Robert Stanton (Derek Smeath), Julie Hagerty (Hayley). 105 min. Based on the best-selling novels by Sophie Kinsella. Filmed in CinemaScope on location in New York, Miami, and Connecticut.

**Conway, Russ** (1913-2009) Actor, he played the father, Fenton Hardy, in the *Hardy Boys* serials on the *Mickey Mouse Club*. He also appeared in *Moochie of the Little League* and *Moochie of Pop Warner Football* (Monty Morgan), *Boomerang, Dog of Many Talents* (Rancher), and *The World’s Greatest Athlete* (field judge).

**Cory in the House** (television) A Disney Channel series, premiering on January 12, 2007. Cory Baxter’s father Victor has been named presidential chef to the newly elected president. Living with his father in the staff quarters of the White House and attending an exclusive private school with the kids of Washington’s power elite is all new to Cory. With some schemes of his own, Cory must contend with the president’s
precocious 8-year-old daughter, Sophie. As his amazing life in Washington begins, Cory has new friends in Meena, an ambassador’s daughter, and Newt, heir to a political dynasty, but a nemesis in Jason Stickler, son of the CIA chief. Stars Kyle Massey (Cory Baxter), Rondell Sheridan (Victor Baxter), Jason Dolley (Newt Livingston III), Madison Pettis (Sophie Martinez), Maiara Walsh (Meena Paroom), Jack Thomas (Jason Stickler), John D’Aquino (President Martinez), Lisa Arch (Samantha Stevens). Produced by It’s a Laugh Productions.

Costner, Kevin Actor, appeared in Play It to the Bone (Ringside Fan [himself]), Open Range (Charley Waite), The Guardian (Ben Randall), Swing Vote (Bud Johnson).

Cougar Town (television) Series on ABC debuting September 23, 2009, and ending on May 29, 2012; the series moved to TBS in 2012. A recently-divorced 40-something single mother finds that starting over with the dating game is not easy. Her son is embarrassed by everything she says and does, and her ex-husband is still hanging around, as are her two best friends trying to offer encouragement. She learns to deal with the realities of dating and aging in a youth-obsessed culture. Stars Courteney Cox (Jules Cobb), Christa Miller (Ellie), Busy Philipps (Laurie), Dan Byrd (Travis), Brian Van Holt (Bobby), Josh Hopkins (Grayson), Ian Gomez (Andy). From Doozer and Coquette Prods. in association with ABC Studios.

Cow Belles (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering on March 24, 2006. The father of two wealthy, freewheeling teens, who owns a major dairy operation, puts them to work to teach them the responsibility of running a business. But trouble brews when someone empties the company’s bank accounts and now the sisters must put aside their pampered existence to save the business and their father’s reputation. Directed by Francine McDougall. Stars Alyson Michalka (Taylor Callum), Amanda Michalka (Courtney Callum), Michael Trevino (Jackson Meade), Christian Serratos (Heather Perez), Amanda Tilson (Jenny Bryant). Produced by Just Singer Entertainment. 90 min.

Cox, Courteney Actress, appeared in Mr. Destiny (Jewel Jagger), Bedtime Stories (Wendy), and on television in Dirt (Lucy Spiller) and Cougar Town (Jules).

Cozy Cone Motel Five huge traffic cones, inspired by yesteryear’s “wigwam” motels along Route 66, offer cone-themed treats at Cars Land in Disney California Adventure. Opened June 15, 2012.

Cri-Cri, El Grillito Cantor (film) Bill Justice and X Atencio prepared an animated sequence featuring the Three Little Pigs in this Mexican film produced by Carlos Amador, directed by Tito Davidson, and released in 1963. The English-language title is Cri-Cri, the Little Singing Cricket.

Criminal Minds: Suspect Behavior (television) Hour-long television drama series on CBS, premiering on February 16, 2011. An elite team of agents within the FBI’s Behavioral Analysis Unit use unconventional methods of investigation and aggressive
tactics to capture the nation’s most nefarious criminals. Stars Forest Whitaker (Sam Cooper), Janeane Garofalo (Beth Griffin), Matt Ryan (Mick Rawson), Michael Kelly (John “Prophet” Sims), Beau Garrett (Gina LaSalle), Kirsten Vangsness (Penelope Garcia). Produced by ABC Studios in association with CBS Television Studios.


Cross-Utilization Program, known as Cross-U, initiated at Walt Disney World during the Thanksgiving weekend in 1972, where office, clerical, and management cast members are trained to work as food service and operations hosts/hostesses in the parks during peak holiday periods when high attendance is expected.

Cupid (television) ABC television series premiering on March 31, 2009, and ending June 16. Trevor Pierce, a larger than life character, may or may not be the Roman god of love, Cupid, sent to earth to bring couples together. As fate would have it, Trevor is under the care of famous psychologist and self-help author Dr. Claire Allen, who is also dedicated to helping lonely hearts find their soul mates. While she agrees with his cause, she questions whether he is crazy or really is Cupid. Stars Bobby Cannavale (Trevor), Sarah Paulson (Claire Allen), Rick Gomez (Felix), Camille Guaty (Lita). Produced by ABC Studios.

Curtis, Jamie Lee Actress, appeared in Freaky Friday (Tess Coleman) and Beverly Hills Chihuahua (Aunt Viv).

Cyrus, Miley Actress, appeared on Disney Channel in Hannah Montana (Miley Stewart/Hannah Montana) and High School Musical 2 (girl at pool), starred in Hannah Montana & Miley Cyrus: Best of Both Worlds Concert and provided the voice of Penny in Bolt. In theaters she appeared in Hannah Montana the Movie and The Last Song (Ronnie).

D23; The Official Community for Disney Fans Announced on March 10, 2009, D23 represents the company’s first major foray into providing an organization for Disney fans. Membership includes a quarterly Disney Twenty-Three magazine, special event opportunities, and a D23 Expo, the first held in Anaheim in September 2009. The 23 refers to 1923, the year that the company was founded.

D23 Expo Event first held from September 10 to 13, 2009 at the Anaheim Convention Center. All Disney divisions came together to create an incredible experience for Disney fans and enthusiasts, with screenings, seminars, displays, informational booths, and speakers, not to mention the availability of special merchandise to purchase. The second D23 Expo was held two years later, on August 19-21, 2011.
**Dadnapped** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie premiering on February 16, 2009. A girl, Melissa, is frustrated that her father, Neal, a best-selling author, is totally preoccupied with the hero of his spy novels, Tripp Zoome, and the fan activities surrounding the character. Tripp is cool, adventurous, and clever—basically everything Melissa thinks she’s not. During a long overdue father-daughter vacation, her dad goes missing, and now it is up to Melissa to muster the courage and know-how to find him... which suddenly puts her in the midst of her own adventurous plot. Directed by Paul Hoen. Stars Emily Osment (Melissa), Jason Earles (Merv), Moises Arias (Andre), David Henrie (Wheeze), George Newbern (Neal), Phill Lewis (Maurice), Denzel Whitaker (Sheldon).

**Dallas, Matt** Actor, appeared on television in the series *Kyle XY* (Kyle) and in *Beauty & the Briefcase* (Seth).

**Dan in Real Life** (film) Dan Burns has a popular newspaper advice column, called “Dan in Real Life,” but he has less success as a widower raising three daughters. When the family travels to his parents’ house for a family reunion, Dan becomes infatuated with a woman, Marie, in a local book store, only to later discover that she is the new girlfriend of his brother. Tensions arise as both Dan and Marie are staying in the same house, but trying to keep the fact that they have met and been attracted to each other a secret. Released on October 26, 2007. A Touchstone Picture. Directed by Peter Hedges. Stars Steve Carell (Dan), Juliette Binoche (Marie), Dane Cook (Mitch), Dianne Wiest (Nana), John Mahoney (Poppy), Emily Blunt (Ruthie Draper), Amy Ryan (Eileen), Alison Pill (Jane), Brittany Robertson (Cara), Marlene Lawston (Lilly), Norbert Leo Butz (Clay), Jessica Hecht (Amy), Frank Wood (Howard). 98 min. Filmed in Rhode Island. Riven Rock, an all-wood beach house with a wraparound porch on Narragansett Bay in Jamestown became the Burns family home.

**Dancy, Hugh** Actor, appeared in *King Arthur* (Galahad) and *Confessions of a Shopaholic* (Luke Brandon).

**Dano, Hutch** Actor, appeared on Disney XD in *Zeke and Luther* (Zeke) and *Den Brother* (Alex Pearson). Hutch is the grandson of Royal Dano.

**Day & Night** (film) Short cartoon from Pixar released with *Toy Story 3* on June 18, 2010. When Day, a sunny fellow, encounters Night, a stranger of distinctly darker moods, sparks fly. Day and Night are frightened and suspicious of each other at first, and quickly get off on the wrong foot. But as they discover each other’s unique qualities — and come to realize that each of them offers a different window onto the same world — the friendship helps both to gain a new perspective. Directed by Teddy Newton. 6 min.

**Day Break** (television) One-hour drama series debuting on ABC on November 15, 2006, and ended December 13, 2006, with remaining episodes made available on ABC.com. Detective Brett Hopper is accused of killing Asst. DA Alberto Garza. Even though he has a solid alibi, no one believes him and he realizes he has been
framed. Not only he, but his loved ones, are in danger. He wakes up and relives the same day over and over. In order to break the cycle and move on, he will have to figure out who framed him and solve the complex mystery surrounding Garza’s death. Also he will have to heal the fractured relationships with those he loves, and only then will he be able to fix the problems and awaken to a brand new day. Stars Taye Diggs (Brett Hopper), Meta Golding (Jennifer Mathis), Moon Bloodgood (Rita Shelten), Victoria Pratt (Andrea Battle), Ramon Rodriguez (Damien Ortiz), Adam Baldwin (Chad Shelten). From Touchstone Television.

**Dempster, Al** (1911-2001) Disney background artist, beginning in 1939 and creating backgrounds for most features between *Fantasia* and *The Rescuers*. He was also noted for illustrations of more than a dozen Disney Golden Books. He was named a Disney Legend in 2006.

**Den Brother** (television) A Disney Channel Original movie, debuting on August 13, 2010. A teen hockey star who is suspended from his team after showboating during a game must swallow his pride and step in to be substitute leader of his little sister Emily’s Bumble Bee troop. Alex finds that he can get Emily and the girls to do his chores and make him snacks in exchange for merit badges, and he finds the opportunity to get closer to the beautiful Matisse Burrows, leader of another Bumble Bee troop. However, when his self-centered antics cost the scouts a spot at Camporee, Alex finally sees how he has affected those he cares about and must devise a plan that will get his troop into the camp. Directed by Mark L. Taylor. Stars Hutch Dano (Alex Pearson), G Hannelius (Emily Pearson), Vicki Lewis (Dina), Debra Mooney (Mrs. Jacklitz), Kelsey Chow (Matisse Burrows), David Lambert (Danny “Goose” Gustavo), Maurice Godin (Professor Pearson). Filmed in Salt Lake City.

**Detroit 1-8-7** (television) ABC drama series, debuting on September 21, 2010, and ending on March 20, 2011. The men and women of Detroit’s police Homicide Unit are as smart and tough as they come. They have to be, working the neighborhoods of the once and future Motor City, a rebounding bastion of middle America still saddled with the highest murder rate in the country. Stars Michael Imperioli (Det. Louis Fitch), Jon Michael Hill (Det. Damon Washington), James McDaniel (Sgt. Jesse Longford), Aisha Hinds (Lt. Maureen Mason), Natalie Martinez (Det. Ariana Sanchez), D. J. Cotrona (Det. John Stone), Shaun Majumder (Det. Vikram Mahajan), Erin Cummings (Dr. Abbey Ward). Filmed in Detroit; from ABC Studios.

**Diller, Phyllis** (1917-2012) Actress, provided the voice of the Queen in *a bug’s life*. She also hosted an episode of *Mouse Factory*, and appeared in *Christmas at Walt Disney World* and *Circus of the Stars Goes to Disneyland*.

**Dirt** (television) Comedy series on FX Network, premiering on January 2, 2007, and ending April 13, 2008. Lucy Spiller, a tabloid editor-in-chief of the magazines *Dirt* and *Now*, tries to make her way in the world of celebrity journalism, exposing the hidden truths behind celebrity lives. Lucy has a maniacal dedication to finding the truth, for reasons even she has yet to fully fathom, and is aided by a schizophrenic
photographer with a genius for getting the money shot. Stars Courtney Cox (Lucy Spiller), Will McCormack (Leo), Ian Hart (Don Konkey), Josh Stewart (Holt McLaren), Laura Allen (Julia Mallory), Jeffrey Nordling (Brent Barrow). From Touchstone Television and Coquette Productions.

**Dirty Sexy Money** (television) ABC series premiering on September 26, 2007, and ending August 8, 2009. An idealistic young lawyer gets to represent the rich, powerful, and ethically flexible Darling family after his father’s unexpected death. Stars Peter Krause (Nick George), Donald Sutherland (Tripp Darling), William Baldwin (Sen. Patrick Darling), Jill Clayburgh (Letitia Darling). Produced by ABC Studios.

**Disney Ambassador Hotel** Elegant art deco style hotel at Tokyo Disneyland Resort, opened July 7, 2000.

**Disney Digital Books** Announced in September 2009, an ever-expanding library of over 500 new and classic Disney books was made available by subscription for use on any computer.

**Disney Dream** The third ship in the Disney Cruise Line fleet embarked on its maiden voyage on January 26, 2011, after a christening on January 19. At 130,000 tons, the ship is much larger than its predecessors, with 14 decks, a ship length of 1,115 feet, and a maximum width of 125 feet. There are 1,250 staterooms, with a capacity of 4,000 passengers and 1,458 crew members. Innovations include Magical Portholes, which offer a real-time view of the world outside for inside cabin passengers, interactive floors in the children’s club, and the AquaDuck, the first water coaster at sea, which allows guests to swoosh up, down, around, over the edge of the ship, and back before making a splash landing. There is a new fine dining restaurant, Remy, offering French culinary delights. Admiral Donald presides over the lobby with a bronze statue.

**Disney English** The first Disney-operated training center for teaching English as a second language to children, using the Disney characters and stories, opened in Shanghai in October 2008. The curriculum is developed in the U.S., and taught by North American tutors.

**Disney Fairies: Pixie Hollow Games** (television) Animated television special that premiered on Disney Channel on November 19, 2011. Tinker Bell and her fairy friends gather to compete in the Pixie Hollow Games—a sports spectacle filled with pixie pageantry and fantastic fairy events. Directed by Bradley Raymond. Voices include Mae Whitman (Tinker Bell), Lucy Liu (Silvermist), Jason Dolley (Rumble), Anjelica Huston (Queen Clarion), Brenda Song (Chloe), Zendaya (Fern), Raven-Symoné (Iridessa), Megan Hilty (Rosetta).

**Disney Fantasy** The christening of the fourth ship in the Disney Cruise Line fleet was held in New York on March 1, 2012, with a maiden voyage following on March 31.
Matching the Disney Dream, the ship features 14 decks, a ship length of 1,115 feet, a maximum width of 125 feet, and 1,250 staterooms, with a capacity of 4,000 passengers and 1,450 crew members. The early 20th century design recalls the golden age of cruising, and like previous Disney ships, was specially designed with families in mind, combining sleek style and convenient facilities with splashes of Disney magic. The bronze atrium lobby statue features Minnie Mouse. While the stern of the Disney Dream has a Sorcerer Mickey painting, Dumbo is on the Disney Fantasy; the interior of the Dream is art deco; on the Fantasy it is art nouveau. Restaurants are Animator’s Palate, Cabanas, Enchanted Garden, Royal Court, and the fine dining Palo and Remy.

**Disney Junior** Cable channel for preschoolers and their families, which replaced Soapnet on March 23, 2012. A new animated show, *Doc McStuffins*, debuted with the new channel. Disney Junior had rolled out on February 14, 2011, as a programming block on Disney Channel in the U.S., taking the place of and expanding *Playhouse Disney*, and on 25 *Playhouse Disney* channels worldwide by September 2011.

**Disney Live! Mickey’s Magic Show** The second of the touring stage productions produced by Feld Entertainment. The theme of the show is discovering the magic within each of us. It premiered April 21, 2006, in Columbia, South Carolina.

**Disney Live! Rockin’ Road Show** Touring stage production premiering in Lakeland, Florida on August 22, 2009. Mickey, Minnie and the gang round up acts for a spontaneous talent show, travelling the world on a “fantastical bus.”

**Disney Live! Three Classic Fairy Tales** This is the first of the Disney Live! tours to debut in Asia, opening at the Shanghai Oriental Art Center on May 27, 2008. Aimed at introducing the Disney characters to Chinese audiences, the show features Snow White, Cinderella, and Beauty and the Beast.

**Disney Mobile** In June 2006 Disney launched Disney Mobile, a cellphone operation where parents could monitor their children’s phone usage and track a child’s whereabouts with a global positioning system. The service was suspended on December 31, 2007.

**Disney XD** On February 13, 2009, Toon Disney was rebranded as Disney XD (Xtreme Digital), with a mix of live-action and animated programming for kids age 6-14, primarily targeting boys.

**Disneyland Dream (film)** Home movies of the Connecticut family of Robbins and Meg Barstow, along with their children Mary, David, and Daniel, from 1956, detailing a trip they won to Disneyland and other nearby sites through a contest sponsored by 3M. The films were edited and narration was added in 1995. 30 min. The home movie was selected for the 2009 Library of Congress National Film Registry, stating, “Home movies have assumed a rapidly increasing importance in American cultural studies as they provide a priceless and authentic record of time and place.”
**Disneynature**  A new production banner announced on April 21, 2008, to produce nature documentaries for theatrical release. The unit is headed by Jean-Francois Camilleri, and based in France. Initial titles are *Earth, African Cats: Kingdom of Courage, The Crimson Wing: Mystery of the Flamingos, Oceans, Orangutans: One Minute to Midnight, Naked Beauty: A Love Story that Feeds the Earth,* and *Chimpanzee.*

**Disney’s Hollywood Studios** – see Disney-MGM Studios.

**Disney’s PhotoPass**  Service which debuted at the four Walt Disney World parks on December 1, 2004, where photographers using professional equipment take photos of guests throughout the parks. The guests receive a PhotoPass card which they use each time they get a photo. Their vacation photos are then linked together into one online account for viewing and sharing. The service is also available at Disneyland and the New York World of Disney store.

**Do Dooni Chaar (Two Times Two Equals Four) (film)**  The first live action Hindi feature released by The Walt Disney Company in India, on October 8, 2010. The Duggal family struggles as they attempt to buy into the big middle class dream and get a car, and the resultant journey of chaos, revelations, confrontation, and discovery helps bring them together as a family. Directed by Habib Faisal. Stars Rishi Kapoor (Mr. Duggal), Neetu Kapoor, Aditi Vasudev, Archit Krishna. Produced by Planman Motion Pictures.

**Doc McStuffins (television)**  Animated series for pre-schoolers on Disney Junior, debuting on March 23, 2012. Doc McStuffins is a 6-year-old girl who has the ability to communicate with toys when she puts on her stethoscope and goes to work in her backyard playhouse. She works with her own stuffed animals to treat and help broken toys in her neighborhood. Voices include Kiara Muhammad (Doc McStuffins), Jaden Betts (Donny McStuffins), Robbie Rist (Stuffy). Produced by Brown Bag Films for Disney Junior.

**Dominick, Peter H., Jr. (1941-2009)**  Architect, designed the Wilderness Lodge, Animal Kingdom Lodge and the Grand Californian Hotel.

**DreamWorks**  Disney announced on February 9, 2009, an exclusive long-term distribution and marketing deal with Steven Spielberg’s production company, DreamWorks Studios. The first DreamWorks motion picture released under the Touchstone banner was *I Am Number Four,* on February 18, 2011. DreamWorks Animation is a separate company and not included in the deal.

**Ducktales: Treasure of the Golden Suns (television)**  Two-hour movie special which introduced the Ducktales series on September 18, 1987. Donald joins the navy and leaves Huey, Dewey, and Louie in Duckburg with Uncle Scrooge. The Nephews have to prove themselves innocent of stealing an expensive ship model, and then help Scrooge find a lost treasure ship.
**Duffy**  Popular nautical teddy bear character, with Mickey Mouse-shaped markings on his face and paws, at Tokyo DisneySea since Winter 2005. The backstory is that Minnie had made a teddy bear for Mickey on the night before he embarked on a long ocean voyage. The bear had originated, as the “Disney Bear,” at the opening of Once Upon a Toy at Downtown Disney Marketplace at the Walt Disney World Resort in July 2002, but he was later named and adapted with themed clothing and the backstory for Japan. A girlfriend, Shellie May, was added in 2010.

**Dug’s Special Mission** (film)  Special cartoon included as a bonus on the DVD release of *Up* on November 10, 2009. The good-hearted dog, Dug, is sent on a series of quests by his mean canine bosses, but their plans always backfire. Directed by Ronnie Del Carmen. 5 min.

**Earth** (film)  Documentary telling the story of animal families—emphasizing the polar bear, humpbacked whale, and elephant—and their amazing journeys across the planet. Directed by Alastair Fothergill and Mark Linfield. Released in the U.S. on Earth Day, April 22, 2009; original release at the Vaduz Film Festival on July 14, 2007. Narrated by James Earl Jones (narrator for the earlier version had been Patrick Stewart). Produced by BBC Worldwide and Greenlight Media for Disneynature. 90 min. The first film in the Disneynature series. Filming from a great height from helicopters using the gyro-stabilized Cineflex aerial camera system allowed the filmmakers to track their wild and elusive animal characters from great distances and place them into the context of their environment while not disturbing them. The film broke records for a nature documentary at its opening.

**Edgren, Don** (1923-2006)  After serving as chief engineer during the construction of Disneyland, working for Wheeler & Gray, he joined WED Enterprises in 1961. Over the next two decades he supervised engineering on the New York World’s Fair Disney pavilions, New Orleans Square at Disneyland, Walt Disney World, and Tokyo Disneyland. He retired in 1987 and was named a Disney Legend in 2006.

**Efron, Zac**  Actor, appeared in the *High School Musical* films (Troy Bolton).

**Eight Below** (film)  Three members of a scientific expedition in Antarctica—Jerry Shepard; his best friend Cooper, and a rugged American geologist—are forced to leave behind their team of beloved sled dogs due to a sudden accident and perilous weather conditions. During the harsh Antarctic winter, the dogs must struggle for survival alone in the intense frozen wilderness for over six months until the adventurers can mount a rescue mission. Directed by Frank Marshall. Released on February 17, 2006. Stars Paul Walker (Jerry Shepard), Bruce Greenwood (Davis McClaren), Moon Bloodgood (Katie), Jason Biggs (Charlie Cooper), Gerald Plunkett (Dr. Andy Harrison), August Schellenberg (Mindo). 120 min. Filmed in Super 35 Scope with British Columbia and Greenland standing in for Antarctica. Suggested by the film *Nankyoku Monogatari* (1983).
Eli Stone (television) ABC television series, debuting on January 31, 2008, and ending July 11, 2009. A thirtysomething San Francisco attorney with an inoperable brain aneurysm begins to have larger-than-life visions that compel him to do unusual things. Stars Jonny Lee Miller (Eli Stone), Victor Garber (Jordan Wethersby), Nathasha Henstridge (Taylor Wethersby), Loretta Devine (Patti), Sam Jaeger (Matt Dowd), James Saito (Dr. Chen), Matt Letscher (Nathan Stone), Julie Gonzalo (Maggie). From ABC Studios.

Emperor’s New School, The (television) Animated series, debuting on Disney Channel on January 27, 2006, and on ABC Kids on January 28. The teenage Kuzco, a self-centered but lovable wise guy, is first in line to be emperor but before he can officially claim the throne, he must graduate from school. Kuzco’s biggest obstacle is the evil Yzma and her dimwitted yet good-natured sidekick Kronk who are determined to make Kuzco fail. While pursuing his diploma, Kuzco is banished from the royal palace and forced to live with commoner Pacha and his family. Despite their sometimes turbulent relationship, Pacha is like a father to him while Kuzco relies on his friend (and biggest crush) Malina to help him navigate schoolwork. Voices include JP Manoux (Kuzco), Patrick Warburton (Kronk), Eartha Kitt (Yzma), Jessica DiCicco (Malina), Wendie Malick (Chicha), Fred Tatasciore (Pacha), Rip Taylor (Royal Records Keeper). From Walt Disney Television Animation.

Enchanted (film) In this fairytale spoof beginning in the colorful, musical, animated world of Andalasia, the beautiful Giselle’s wish to meet the handsome prince of her dreams and share “true love’s kiss” comes true when Prince Edward hears her lilting soprano raised in song and rushes to her side. The very next day, on her way to marry Edward, Giselle is tricked by the evil Queen Narissa and banished from her fairytale kingdom to modern-day New York City, where the film turns to live action as Giselle, a very real woman, experiences the cruelty of the big city. Giselle soon meets a handsome, no-nonsense, divorce lawyer, Robert, and his young daughter, Morgan, and begins to change her views on life and love. Robert also eventually changes, accepting that innocence and joy can exist in our jaded world. Prince Edward and the two-faced lackey Nathaniel, along with an eager chipmunk, are also transported to Manhattan, with Edward searching for his princess, and Nathaniel, acting under orders from the Queen, trying to keep them apart. With this collision of two worlds, Giselle finds herself wondering whether her storybook view of romance, complete with “happily ever after,” can survive in our world. Directed by Kevin Lima. Released on November 21, 2007. Stars Amy Adams (Giselle), Patrick Dempsey (Robert Philip), James Marsden (Prince Edward), Timothy Spall (Nathaniel), Idina Menzel (Nancy), Rachel Covey (Morgan), Susan Sarandon (Queen Narissa), Julie Andrews (narrator). 107 min. Former Disney voice actresses Jodi Benson, Paige O’Hara, and Judy Kuhn have cameo roles. Filmed in Super 35. Music, including five original songs, is by Alan Menken and Stephen Schwartz. Three of their songs (“Happy Working Song,” “So Close,” and “That’s How You Know”) received Academy Award nominations. Animation supervisor was James Baxter. Location filming took place in New York City.
**Fawcett, Farrah** (1947-2009) Actress, appeared in *Man of the House* (Sandra Archer) and did the voice of Faucet in *The Brave Little Toaster Goes to Mars*.

**Ferrera, America** Actress, appeared on Disney Channel in *Gotta Kick It Up* (Yolanda Vargas), and as the title character, Betty Suarez, in *Ugly Betty*. She provided the voice of Fawn in *Tinker Bell*. She won an Emmy Award for Best Actress in a Comedy in 2007.

**Fiddler, Fifer & Practical Café** At Disney California Adventure, opening June 15, 2012. The quick-service café and bakery showcases Starbucks coffee drinks, plus sandwiches, soups, and pastries.

**Finding Nemo Submarine Voyage** Attraction at Disneyland opening June 11, 2007. It replaced the old Submarine Voyage, and features Dory, Marlin, and the rest of the gang from *Finding Nemo*, thanks to a new generation of imaging technology.

**Finding Nemo—the Musical** Stage show in the newly-enclosed Theater in the Wild at Disney’s Animal Kingdom featuring spectacular scenery, elaborate puppetry, and special songs by Robert Lopez and Kristen Anderson-Lopez. The overly cautious father clownfish, Marlin, along with his absent-minded friend Dory, swim with the sharks and take on the jellyfish as they make a heroic effort to rescue Nemo. Previews began November 5, 2006, with a grand opening in January 2007.

**Fish Hooks** (television) Animated series on Disney Channel, premiering on September 24, 2010. Created by children’s book author and illustrator Noah Z. Jones, the series revolves around three tweens, Bea, Milo, and Oscar, as they navigate the choppy waters of high school…and they just happen to be fish. Voices include Chelsea Kane (Bea), Kyle Massey (Milo), Justin Roiland (Oscar). Produced by Disney Television Animation.

**Fisher, Isla** Actress, appeared in *Confessions of a Shopaholic* (Rebecca Bloomwood).

**Fitzgerald, Tom** He joined WED Enterprises (now Walt Disney Imagineering) in 1979, and has supervised story development and production of many of Disney’s most popular park attractions and shows. In 1989 he was made executive producer of Theme Park Productions, which provides conceptual development, production, and post production of all film and video presentations for Disney parks. In 2001 he was given the added responsibility of executive vice president and senior creative executive for Walt Disney Imagineering, being responsible for the creative direction of the Disneyland Resort and Disneyland Paris.

**Flamingo Crossings** 450-acre lodging and shopping district planned on the Walt Disney World property near State Road 429 and Western Way. Parcels of land will be offered for sale to developers, though remaining within the Reedy Creek Improvement District, to build value-oriented hotels and motels, along with fast-food and casual dining restaurants, and shops offering wares such as groceries, toiletries, and basic
clothing. The development is planned to be built in phases over 8-10 years, with the first shops or hotels to break ground around 2009.

**FlashForward** (television) Series on ABC debuting on September 24, 2009, and ending May 27, 2010. A mysterious event causes the entire world to black out for 137 seconds, causing mayhem but also giving everybody an unnerving glimpse of the future exactly six months ahead. FBI agent Mark Benford leads an investigation as to what might have been responsible. Stars Joseph Fiennes (Mark Benford), John Cho (Demetri Noh), Jack Davenport (Lloyd Simcoe), Sonya Walger (Olivia Benford), Courtney B. Vance (Stanford Wedeck), Brian O’Byrne (Aaron Stark), Christine Woods (Janis Hawk), Zachary Knighton (Bryce Varley), Peyton List (Nicole Kirby), Dominic Monaghan (Simon). From HBO Entertainment and ABC Studios.

**Flik’s Fun Fair** Area in A Bug’s Land at Disney’s California Adventure which opened on October 7, 2002. Guests enter through a fallen cereal box for a closer look into the world of bugs as seen from a bug’s perspective. The attractions are Flik’s Flyers, Tuck & Roll’s Drive ‘Em Buggies, Heimlich’s Chew Chew Train, Francis’s Ladybug Boogie, and Princess Dot’s Puddle Park.

**Flo’s V8 Café** Restaurant seating 300, inspired by vintage roadside eateries along historic Route 66, at Cars Land in Disney California Adventure, opening on June 15, 2012. Guests can order full meals at a quick-service counter.

**Flynn Rider** Gallant bandit in *Tangled* who saves Rapunzel from her tower. Voiced by Zachary Levi.

**Four Seasons** On August 25, 2008, Walt Disney World Co. finalized the sale of 298 acres on the northeast border of the Resort to Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts for the building of a 445-room Four Seasons Hotel, Residence Club (fractional ownership vacation homes), an 18-hole championship golf course, as well as custom single- and multi-family vacation homes. The hotel is being designed by Wimberly Allison Tong & Goo and is planned for 2012 as part of the Golden Oak residential community.

**Fox and the Hound 2, The** (film) Direct-to-DVD release on December 12, 2006. Young pals Tod and Copper head off to a crazy adventure at the County Fair, with Copper trying to discover his greatest talent. The hound puppy joins in during a performance of The Singing Strays, a harmonizing novelty dog act, and is recruited by Cash, the charismatic bandleader who has his sights set on the Grand Ole Opry. For Copper, the prospect of fame affects his friendship with Tod. Diva dog Dixie, however, is not about to lose her spot in the band, and she soon recruits Tod as she schemes a way to regain her rightful place. Their plans go awry with disastrous results, and everyone must bond together to bring harmony back to the mutual friendships and fame where it most belongs. Directed by Jim Kammerud. Voices include Reba McEntire (Dixie), Patrick Swayze (Cash), Jonah Bobo (Tod), Harrison Fahn (Copper), Jeff Foxworthy (Lyle), Vicki Lawrence (Granny Rose), Stephen Root
(Talent Scout). Trisha Yearwood adds some vocals, along with Little Big Town, Josh Gracin, and Lucas Grabeel. 69 min. From DisneyToon Studios.

**Frankenweenie** (film) Stop-motion animated film, in black and white. Directed by Tim Burton. Planned for release on October 5, 2012 in Disney Digital 3D. Feature-length version of the 1984 short film from Tim Burton.

**Frenemies** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering on January 13, 2012. Friendship is a difficult thing, as three very different sets of friends discover. There are best friends Halley and Avalon whose fashion blog is to be turned into a magazine, but only one of them is needed to stay on as senior editor; science-whiz Jake and his dog Murray (who doesn’t like Jake’s girlfriend Julianne); and Savannah and Emma who look alike but come from very different social classes and realize that life on the other side isn’t all it’s cracked up to be when they decide to trade places for a while. Directed by Daisy von Scherler Mayer. Stars Bella Thorne (Avalon Greene), Zendaya Coleman (Halley), Stefanie Scott (Julianne), Nick Robinson (Josh Logan), Mary Mouser (Emma/Savannah), Jascha Washington (Kendall Coleman), Connor Price (Walker), Dylan Everett (Lance Lancaster). Based on the novel by Alexa Young.

**Fright Night** (film) High school senior Charley Brewster thinks all is going well for him, for he is running with the popular crowd and dating the hottest girl in school, but trouble arrives when an intriguing stranger, Jerry, moves in next door and Charley soon discovers that his neighbor is a vampire. Unable to convince anyone to believe him about the vampire, Charley has to find a way to get rid of the monster himself. A Touchstone/Dreamworks film. Directed by Craig Gillespie. Released on August 19, 2011. Stars Anton Yelchin (Charley Brewster), Christopher Mintz-Plasse (Ed), Colin Farrell (Jerry), David Tennant (Peter Vincent), Imogen Poots (Amy), Toni Collette (mom). 106 min. Released also in 3D. A remake of a 1985 film from Columbia Pictures.

**G-Force** (film) A covert government program trains animals to work in espionage. Armed with the latest high-tech spy equipment, these highly trained guinea pigs discover that the fate of the world is in their paws. Tapped for the G-Force are guinea pigs Darwin, the squad leader determined to succeed at all costs; Blaster, an outrageous weapons expert with tons of attitude and a love for all things extreme; and Juarez, a sexy martial arts pro, plus the literal fly-on-the-wall reconnaissance expert, Mooch, and a star-nosed mole, Speckles, the computer and information specialist. These ultra-intelligent animal commandoes try to prevent an evil billionaire from taking over the world. Released on July 24, 2009 in the U.S. after a July 23 release in Chile and other countries. From Disney and Jerry Bruckheimer Films. Directed by Hoyt Yeatman, Jr. Stars Nicolas Cage (voice of Speckles), Sam Rockwell (voice of Darwin), Steve Buscemi (voice of Bucky), Tracy Morgan (voice of Blaster), Bill Nighy (Saber), Will Arnett (Kip Killian), Zach Galifianakis (Ben), Kelli Garner (Marci), Gabriel Casseus (Agent Carter), Jack Conley (Agent Trigstad), Penelope Cruz (voice of Juarez), Dee Bradley Baker (voice of Mooch). 88 min. In CinemaScope.
Filmed in Disney Digital 3-D. A blend of live action and CG characters. Filmed around Los Angeles.

Galifianakis, Zach Actor, appeared in Bubble Boy (Bus Stop Man), Corky Romano (Dexter), Out Cold (Luke), and G-Force (Ben).

Gallagher, Neil (1931-1995) After joining the Studio Machine Shop in 1957, Neil was soon working on Disneyland park projects as an Imagineer. He helped create the Enchanted Tiki Room and the Mr. Lincoln figure, and spent 18 months in New York leading show and animation maintenance for the Disney shows at the World’s Fair. In 1971 he relocated to Florida, and in 1972 became Director of Maintenance for Walt Disney World. He worked with the Buena Vista Construction Company on Epcot and went to Tokyo to work on Tokyo Disneyland. From 1983 to 1994 he served as Vice President of Engineering and Construction at Walt Disney World, with 3 years off to help with the planning of Euro Disney in France. He was named a Disney Legend posthumously in 2008.

Game Plan, The (film) A famous Boston football quarterback, Joe Kingman, is shocked one day to find an 8-year-old girl, Peyton, at the door of his elegant bachelor pad, claiming she is his daughter and left there by her mother who is in Africa for a month. Now, just as his career is soaring, Joe must learn to juggle his old lifestyle of parties, practices, and dates with supermodels while tackling the new challenges of ballet, bedtime stories, and baby dolls—all without fumbling. Equally perplexed is his hard-edged mega-agent, Stella Peck. But, as the championship grows nearer, Joe is about to realize that the game that truly matters has nothing to do with money, endorsements, or even touchdowns—it is all about the really tough stuff: patience, teamwork, selflessness…and winning the heart of the one little fan who turns out to count the most. From Walt Disney Pictures in association with Mayhem Pictures. Directed by Andy Fickman. Released on September 28, 2007. Stars Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson (Joe Kingman), Brian White (Jamal Weber), Kyra Sedgwick (Stella Peck), Madison Pettis (Peyton Kelly), Roselyn Sanchez (Monique Vasquez), Morris Chestnut (Travis Sanders), Gordon Clapp (Coach Mark Maddox), Hayes MacArthur (Kyle Cooper), Jamal Duff (Monroe), Paige Turco (Karen Kelly). 110 min. Filmed in Boston in Super 35.

Gans, Ronald (1931-2010) Actor, provided voices for Disney cartoon series, including Dumbo’s Circus (Sebastian) and Welcome to Pooh Corner (Kanga and Roo).

Garofalo, Janeane Actress, appeared in Romy and Michele’s High School Reunion (Heather), Big Trouble (Monica Romero), and provided the voices of Bridget in The Wild and Colette in Ratatouille.

Gary Unmarried (television) Comedy series premiering on CBS on September 24, 2008, and ending March 17, 2010. A recently-divorced father of two, Gary, is looking to start dating again, especially when his ex of 15 years announces that she is engaged to their marriage counselor. Stars Jay Mohr (Gary Brooks), Paula Marshall (Allison
Brooks), Ed Begley, Jr. (Dr. Walter Krandall), Vanessa Flood (Jaime King), Al Madrigal (Dennis Lopez), Ryan Malgarini (Tom Brooks), Kathryn Newton (Louise Brooks). From ABC Studios.

Gazzara, Ben (1930-2012) Actor, appeared in Shadow Conspiracy (Vice President Saxon).

GCB (television) Drama series premiering on ABC on March 4, 2012, and ending on May 6. Amanda Vaughn, once the ultimate high school “mean girl,” is forced to return home to Dallas in disgrace after her marriage ends in scandal. Her mother is delighted to have her back, and wants to give her two teenage kids a good southern upbringing. But Amanda is hesitant about re-entering the world of opulence, status, and salacious rumor mills. She is hopeful for a new start, but soon finds it’s not that easy to escape your past in this tightknit community. Stars Leslie Bibb (Amanda Vaughn), Kristin Chenoweth (Carlene Cockburn), Annie Potts (Gigi Stopper), Jennifer Aspen (Sharon Peacham), Miriam Shor (Cricket Caruth-Reilly), Marisol Nichols (Heather Cruz), Brad Beyer (Zack Peacham), Mark Deklin (Blake Reilly), David James Elliott (Ripp Cockburn). The series defines GCB as Good Christian Belles, though it is based on Kim Gatlin’s book, Good Christian Bitches.

Geek Charming (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering on November 11, 2011. When “it” girl Dylan Schoenfield at the upscale Woodlands Academy teams up with film geek Josh Rosen to be the star of his documentary exposé about popularity, they become unlikely friends. She can’t help making him over, and ultimately, he can’t help falling for her as she strives to become the school’s Blossom Queen while showing that she has a serious side and isn’t really as much a diva as he thought. Directed by Jeffrey Hornaday. Stars Sarah Hyland (Dyland Schoenfield), Matt Prokop (Josh Rosen), Jordan Nichols (Asher), Sasha Pieterse (Amy), Jimmy Bellinger (Steven), Lili Simmons (Lola). Filmed in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.

Ghirardelli’s Soda Fountain and Chocolate Shop Opened in Downtown Disney Marketplace at Walt Disney World Resort on December 15, 1997. Also at Disney California Adventure, opening June 7, 2012.


Gifford, Frank A former NFL football player, Frank joined ABC as a commentator on ABC’s Monday Night Football in 1971. He received an Emmy Award in 1971 as Outstanding Sports Personality. In 1995 he received the Pete Rozelle Award from the Pro Football Hall of Fame, and was named a Disney Legend in 2008.
Glago’s Guest (film)  CG animated short, premiered June 10, 2008, at the Annecy Animation Film Festival. A lonely Russian guard at a Siberian outpost in the 1920s is visited by an alien spaceship during his shift. Directed by Chris Williams. 7 min.

Glover, Crispin  Actor, appeared in Where the Heart Is (Lionel) and Alice in Wonderland (Knave of Hearts).

Gnomeo & Juliet (film)  Two neighbors try to outdo each other with backyards decorated with an array of tacky garden gnomes. What they do not know is that the gnomes come to life when they aren’t being seen by humans. The gnomes in one yard, the Reds, are sworn enemies of the gnomes in the other yard, the Blues, with each group constantly trying to outdo the other. When a red gnome, Juliet, falls in love with a blue gnome, Gnomeo, they are caught up in the feud between neighbors which soon becomes a war. Released on February 11, 2011, as a Touchstone Film. Directed by Kelly Asbury. Voices include Emily Blunt (Juliet), James McAvoy (Gnomeo), Jason Statham (Tybalt), Michael Caine (Lord Redbrick), Maggie Smith (Lady Bluebury), Patrick Stewart (William Shakespeare), Julie Walters (Lady Montague). 84 min. The CG animated film had originally been pitched to Walt Disney Feature Animation by Rocket Pictures in 2000, but was taken over by Miramax in 2006. With the sale of Miramax in 2010, distribution rights were retained by Disney. Elton John served as executive producer, and the film utilized many of his songs.

Goal! The Dream Begins (film)  A poor Mexican-American immigrant from Los Angeles, Santiago Munez, seems destined to follow in his father’s path in life—laboring at menial jobs to earn just enough money to support his family—but he has an amazing gift on the soccer field. Discovered by a British scout, he is given a chance with one of England’s premier soccer clubs, Newcastle United. Santiago, alone in a world where soccer is a religion and players are gods, must prove that he has the talent and determination to make it among the best in the world. Produced by Milkshake Films and Epsilon Motion Pictures in association with Touchstone Pictures. Released on May 12, 2006, after a premiere at the Deauville Film Festival on September 8, 2005, and a first theatrical release in Israel on September 29, 2005. Directed by Danny Cannon. Stars Kuno Becker (Santiago Munez), Stephen Dillane (Glen Foy), Anna Friel (Roz Harmison), Marcel Iures (Erik Dornhelm), Sean Pertwee (Barry Rankin), Alessandro Nivola (Gavin Harris), Tony Plana (Hernan Munez). 118 min. Filmed in CinemaScope in Newcastle, London, and Los Angeles.

Golden Oak  Luxury residential resort community at the Walt Disney World Resort, encompassing 980 acres (half of which is conservation areas), offering a limited collection of single-family, custom homes priced between $1.5 million and $8 million. Designed by Disney Imagineers, the gated community announced in June 2010 will feature intimate neighborhoods and amenities created with everyone in the family in mind. Concierge services will be offered, and there will be Summerhouse, a proposed private clubhouse. A Four Seasons Resort Orlando will be part of the development. At build-out, Golden Oak is anticipated to include approximately 450 homes.
Good Luck Charlie (television)  Comedy series on Disney Channel, premiered on April 4, 2010. Two teenagers, Teddy and PJ Duncan, and their 10-year-old brother, Gabe, are enlisted by their parents to help when the parents return to work after the birth of their fourth child, Charlotte (aka Charlie). With their parents juggling full time careers, the older Duncan siblings pitch in, getting very familiar with baby formulas, burp clothes, and babysitting while navigating typical teenage life. Each episode features Teddy’s video diary, which she creates for Charlie to use for advice after Teddy has grown up and moved out. Stars Bridgit Mendler (Teddy), Jason Dolley (PJ), Bradley Steven Perry (Gabe), Eric Allan Kramer (Bob Duncan), Leigh Allyn Baker (Amy Duncan), Mia Talerico (Charlotte “Charlie” Duncan). The third season introduced a new story line as the Duncans prepared for the arrival of another baby. He arrived during a June 24, 2012, special episode and was named Toby as a result of a “name the baby” poll on the Disney Channel website—25 million votes were tallied. From It’s a Laugh Productions, Inc.

Good Luck Charlie, It’s Christmas (television)  A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering on December 2, 2011. The Duncans get separated en route to Palm Springs, and with just days before the holiday, everyone scrambles to reunite the family. In true Duncan fashion, and not without facing some hiccups, hurdles and even a happy surprise, they discover a whole new meaning of family.

Gould, Harold (1923-2010)  Actor, appeared in The Strongest Man in the World (Dietz), Gus (Charles Gwynn), and provided the voice of Old Dehai in Brother Bear, as well as making a number of appearances on the Disney television shows (including Miles Webber on 13 episodes of The Golden Girls over a four year period).

Grabeel, Lucas  Actor, appeared in High School Musical (Ryan Evans), College Road Trip (Scooter), and as Ethan Dalloway in both Return to Halloweentown and Halloweentown High.

Gran Fiesta Tour Starring The Three Caballeros  Boat ride attraction in Mexico at Epcot, replacing El Río del Tiempo in 2007. The Caballeros are reunited for a performance in Mexico City; along the way Donald Duck disappears to take in the sights of the country leaving José Carioca and Panchito to search for their missing friend.

Gravity Falls (television)  Animated series premiering on Disney Channel on June 15, 2012. Twin brother and sister, Dipper and Mabel Pines, are in for an unexpected adventure when they spend the summer with their great uncle Stan in the weird town of Gravity Falls, Oregon. Upon their arrival, Dipper and Mabel’s huckster great uncle, also known as Grunkle Stan, enlists the siblings’ help in running The Mystery Shack, a fun tourist trap he owns that overcharges unsuspecting customers. Although the kids quickly discover The Mystery Shack itself is a hoax, they sense there is something strange about their new town and they attempt to unlock the secrets. Voices include Jason Ritter (Dipper Pines), Kristen Schaal (Mabel Pines), Alex Hirsch (Stan/Soos),
Linda Cardellini (Wendy). Created by Alex Hirsch; from Disney Television Animation.

**Great American Cowboy, The** (film) Documentary film directed and produced by Kieth Merrill in 1973 for which Disney later acquired distribution rights. Disney produced an educational film version in 1980 and released the entire film on video in 1986. The documentary details the yearlong quest of veteran rodeo cowboy Larry Mahan and his new superstar competitor, Phil Lyne, focusing on the explosive, sometimes bone-shattering action of the arena. Mahan and Lyne starred as themselves; the narrator was Joel McCrea. 89 min. Academy Award winner for Best Documentary Feature.

**Green, Seth** Actor, he appeared in *Can’t Buy Me Love* (Chuckie Miller), *Big Business* (Jason), and *Old Dogs* (Craig), and on television on *Our Shining Moment* (Wheels) and *Good and Evil* (David).

**Grier, Ed** Joining Walt Disney World in 1981, he served as general manager of Epcot and Disney-MGM Studios, did a stint at Disneyland Paris and later as executive managing director of Walt Disney Attractions Japan. In July 2006 he was named president of Disneyland. He retired in 2009.

**Griffiths, Richard** Actor, appeared in *Blame It on the Bellboy* (Maurice Horton), *Funny Bones* (Jim Minty), *Bedtime Stories* (Barry), and provided the voice of Jeltz in *The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy*.

**Grizzly Gulch** New themed area at Hong Kong Disneyland, opening July 14, 2012. Guests enter the era of the California Gold Rush, visiting the boomtown of Grizzly Gulch, founded on August 8, 1888, the luckiest day of the luckiest month of the luckiest year. Towering over the town is Big Grizzly Mountain, standing more than 88 feet tall. Rocketing through the mountain and around the entire land is a multidirectional coaster, Big Grizzly Mountain Runaway Mine Cars, based on the Expedition Everest ride system at Disney’s Animal Kingdom. There is also Geyser Gulch, a water-based play area, and food and beverage offerings at the Lucky Nugget Saloon.

**Gugino, Carla** Actress, appeared in *Son-in-Law* (Rebecca), *Miami Rhapsody* (Leslie), *Race to Witch Mountain* (Dr. Alex Friedman), and as the voice of Delilah in *Homeward Bound II: Lost in San Francisco*.

**Handy Manny** (television) A Playhouse Disney series on Disney Channel, premiering on September 16, 2006. Set in the multicultural community of Sheetrock Hills, the stories follow Manny Garcia, a friendly handyman who has a feisty and sometimes bickering set of tools, but together they eagerly assist neighbors by taking on their fix-it projects, no matter how big or small. Along the way, Manny and his friends model conflict resolution and problem solving skills, while teaching kids basic Spanish words and phrases and exposing them to aspects of Latin culture. Voices include Wilmer
Valderrama (Manny), Carlos Alazraqui (Felipe), Dee Bradley Baker (Turner), Nike Futterman (Stretch and Squeeze), Tom Kenny (Mr. Lopart and Pat), Kath Soucie (Dusty), Fred Stoller (Rusty), Nancy Truman (Kelly), Grey DeLisle (Flicker). A production of Nelvana Limited in association with Disney Channel.

**Hannah Montana** (television) Original series premiering on Disney Channel on March 24, 2006, and ending January 16, 2011. Miley Stewart, a 14-year-old living in Malibu, California, leads a double life. She wants to be treated like any other teenager at school and maintain the typical life led by kids her age—from getting good grades, to impressing her crush, to being accepted by the various social cliques—but unbeknownst to the other students she is famous pop singer Hannah Montana, travelling the world and entertaining fans, with perks of limousines, cool clothes, and hanging out with celebrities. Stars Miley Cyrus (Miley Stewart), Emily Osment (Lilly), Mitchel Musso (Oliver), Jason Earles (Jackson), Billy Ray Cyrus (father).

**Hannah Montana & Miley Cyrus: Best of Both Worlds Concert** (film) During a hugely successful, sold-out concert tour to 69 cities which began in St. Louis on October 16, 2007, and ended on January 31, 2008, a filmed version of the tour was shot in Disney Digital 3D. Miley Cyrus performs both as herself and in the role of her popular television character Hannah Montana. The film includes footage of pre-tour rehearsals, a jam session with Billy Ray Cyrus, and fan testimonials. It was announced that the film would play exclusively in movie theaters in the U.S. and Canada for one week only, from February 1-7, 2008, though that week was extended due to overwhelming response. Directed by Bruce Hendricks. Stars Miley Cyrus, Jonas Brothers, Kenny Ortega, Billy Ray Cyrus. 75 min.

**Hannah Montana the Movie** (film) Miley Stewart struggles to juggle school, friends, and her secret pop-star persona. When Hannah Montana’s soaring popularity threatens to take over her life—she just might let it. So her father takes the teen home to Crowley Corners, Tennessee, for a dose of reality, kicking off a fun-filled adventure. Directed by Peter Chelsom. Released on April 10, 2009 in the U.S., after an April 8 release in Egypt. Stars Miley Cyrus (Miley Stewart/Hannah Montana), Billy Ray Cyrus (Robby Ray), Vanessa Williams (Vita), Emily Osment (Lilly), Margo Martindale (Ruby), Jason Earles (Jackson), Peter Gunn (Oswald Granger), Melora Hardin (Lorelai), Mitchel Musso (Oliver), Lucas Till (Travis Brody), Barry Bostwick (Mr. Bradley), Moises Arias (Rico), Jared Carter (Derek), Rascal Flatts (themselves), Taylor Swift (herself). 102 min. Based on the Disney Channel television series. Filmed on location in Los Angeles and in the area of Nashville, Tennessee. The fictional town of Crowley Corners was re-created on the historic town square of Columbia, Tennessee.

**Hansel and Gretel** (film) Directed by Tim Burton on 16mm film, this live-action film tells the Grimm fairy tale through Japanese actors, kung fu fights, and Japanese toys. It had its premiere with *Vincent*, and was introduced by Vincent Price, on *Disney Studio Showcase* on Disney Channel on October 29, 1983. Stars Michael Yama (Mother/Witch), Jim Ishida (Father). 36 min.
**Happy Endings** (television) ABC comedy television series, began airing on April 13, 2011. When a couple gets divorced, who gets to keep the friends? Dave and Alex’s break-up complicates matters for a long-term, close-knit group of friends. Stars Elisha Cuthbert (Alex), Eliza Coupe (Jane), Zachary Knighton (Dave), Adam Pally (Max), Damon Wayans, Jr. (Brad), Casey Wilson (Penny). From Sony Pictures TV and ABC Studios.

**Happy Town** (television) Drama series on ABC premiering on April 28, 2010, and ending June 16, 2010. Dark truths are revealed about residents of small Haplin, Minnesota, a town called “Happy Town,” despite being riddled for years by unsolved kidnappings. Haplin now faces a new crime that brings all of its unresolved fears to the surface. Many residents wonder if the elusive “Magic Man”—who may have been responsible for the bizarre abductions, has returned to claim another innocent victim. The town’s most powerful family, the Haplins, run the local bread factory and try to wield control while dealing with the fact that a family member was one of the Magic Man’s many victims. Stars Geoff Stults (Tommy Conroy), Lauren German (Henley Boone), Steven Weber (John Haplin), Amy Acker (Rachel Conroy), Sarah Gadon (Georgia Bravin), Jay Paulson (Eli Rogers), Robert Wisdom (Roger Hobbs), Sam Neill (Merritt Grieves), Frances Conroy (Peggy Haplin). From ABC Studios.


**Hatching Pete** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiered on April 24, 2009. Pete, a shy 16-year-old high school student is struggling to be noticed, especially by a long-admired special girl. Then his best friend, Cleatus Poole, must quietly take a break from performing as the school’s chicken mascot, and unbeknownst to fans, he convinces Pete to stand in for him. Once Pete dons the chicken suit, a whole new outgoing personality emerges, and it not only captivates the school but the whole town. No one knows it is not Cleatus in the suit. Meanwhile Cleatus reaps the benefits of Pete’s dynamic performances, including a new girlfriend. Now unassuming Pete must decide if he wants everyone to know who the funny guy is. Directed by Stuart Gillard. Stars Jason Dolley (Pete Ivey), Mitchel Musso (Cleatus Poole), Tiffany Thornton (Angela Morissey), Josie Loren (Jamie Wynn), Brian Stepanek (Coach Madden).

**Hawaiian Vacation** (film) Short cartoon from Pixar released with Cars 2 on June 24, 2011. When Bonnie leaves on a Hawaiian vacation with her family, she wants to take her Ken and Barbie dolls along but she forgets her backpack. Ken and Barbie emerge from it expecting a romantic getaway and soon realize they are not in Hawaii. The rest of the toys then go to work trying to fashion a Hawaiian holiday for the pair in Bonnie’s room. Directed by Gary Rydstrom. Voices include Tim Allen (Buzz
Lightyear), Jodi Benson (Barbie), Michael Keaton (Ken), Tom Hanks (Woody). 6 min. Filmed in CinemaScope; also released in 3D and Imax versions.

**Heigl, Katherine** Actress, appeared in *My Father the Hero* (Nicole), and on television in *Romy and Michele: In the Beginning* (Romy White) and *Grey’s Anatomy* (Isobel “Izzie” Stevens). She received an Emmy Award as Best Supporting Actress in a Drama for *Grey’s Anatomy* in 2007.

**Help, The** (film) Three very different, extraordinary women in Mississippi during the 1960s build an unlikely friendship around a secret writing project that breaks societal rules and puts them all at risk. From their improbably alliance, a remarkable sisterhood emerges, instilling all of them with the courage to transcend the lines that define them, and the realization that sometimes those lines are made to be crossed—even if it means bringing everyone in town face-to-face with the changing times. A Touchstone/Dreamworks film. Directed by Tate Taylor. Released on August 12, 2011. Stars Emma Stone (Eugenia ‘Skeeter’ Phelan), Viola Davis (Aibileen Clark), Bryce Dallas Howard (Hilly Holbrook), Octavia Spencer (Minny Jackson), Jessica Chastain (Celie Foote), Ahna O’Reilly (Elizabeth Leefolt), Allison Janney (Charlotte Phelan), Anna Camp (Jolene French), Chris Lowell (Stuart Whitworth), Cicely Tyson (Constantine Jefferson), Mike Vogel (Johnny Foote), Sissy Spacek (Missus Walters), Mary Steenburgen (Elaine Stein). 146 min. Octavia Spencer won the Oscar for Supporting Actress in 2012 for her performance.

**Henson, Jim** (1936-1990) Puppeteer and creator of the Muppets, one of Henson’s last chores was the filming of Muppet*Vision 3D* for the Disney parks. Years later, Disney acquired the Muppet properties. Jim Henson was named a Disney Legend in 2011.

**High School Musical** Stage version of the Disney Channel movie, premiered in a professional version on January 5, 2007 at the Children’s Theater Company’s Cargill Stage in Minneapolis. Two new songs were added for the stage version, which was made available for student and amateur groups beginning in August 2006.


**High School Musical: The Challenge** (*High School Musical: El Desafío*) (film) Argentinan version of *High School Musical*, in Spanish, released on July 14, 2008. Fer, captain of the rugby team, is attracted to Agus. The students are invited to participate in a Challenge of the Bands, a musical contest where the kids will have the chance to appear as true music stars. The rugby players form one band, while the conceited Delfi forms an all-girls band. Only one band will be the winner, the band capable of understanding teamwork, personal improvement, and studying with the best not only makes them better artists, but better persons. Directed by Jorge Nisco. Stars Fernando Dente, Agustina Vera, Delfina Peña, Walter Bruno.
**High School Musical: The Challenge** (*High School Musical: El Desafío*) (film)
Mexican version of *High School Musical*, in Spanish, released on September 5, 2008. Cristóbal, captain of the soccer team, is attracted to Mariana. The students are invited to participate in a Challenge of the Bands, a musical contest where the kids will have the chance to appear as true music stars. The soccer players form one band, while the conceited Luli forms an all-girls band. Only one band will be the winner, the band capable of understanding teamwork, personal improvement, and studying with the best not only makes them better artists, but also better persons. Directed by Eduardo Ripari. Musical director is Peter McFarlane. Stars Cristóbal Orellana, Mariana Magaña, Maricela Contreras, Fernando Soberanes.

**High School Musical: The Challenge** (*High School Musical: O Desafio*) (film)

**High School Musical 2** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, debuting on August 17, 2007. School’s out for the summer and the East High Wildcats are looking for summer jobs. Troy Bolton can hardly believe his luck when he’s offered a job at Albuquerque’s posh country club, Lava Springs. What he doesn’t know is that his newfound employment is part of club queen Sharpay’s plot to lure him away from Gabriella. But that plan begins to unravel when Troy, unbeknownst to Sharpay, lands a lifeguard position at the club for Gabriella and the rest of his Wildcat pals. The club’s annual Midsummer Night’s Talent Show provides an opportunity for Troy and Gabriella to sing a duet, while the determined Sharpay plots to ensure they will not upstage her. Directed by Kenny Ortega. Stars Zac Efron (Troy Bolton), Vanessa Hudgens (Gabriella Montez), Ashley Tisdale (Sharpay Evans), Lucas Grabeel (Ryan Evans), Corbin Bleu (Chad Danforth), Monique Coleman (Taylor McKessie), Mark Taylor (Mr. Fulton). Filmed on location in Salt Lake City and St. George, Utah. The film set records with 17.24 million viewers tuned in for its premiere.

**High School Musical 3: Senior Year** (film) East High School seniors Troy and Gabriella face the prospect of being separated from one another as they head off in different directions to college. Joined by the rest of the Wildcats, they stage an elaborate spring musical reflecting their experiences, hopes, and fears about the future. Directed by Kenny Ortega. Released in the U.S. on October 24, 2008, after October 22 releases in Denmark, France, Sweden, and the UK. Stars Zac Efron (Troy Bolton), Vanessa Hudgens (Gabriella Montez), Ashley Tisdale (Sharpay Evans), Lucas Grabeel (Ryan Evans), Corbin Bleu (Chad Danforth), Monique Coleman (Taylor McKessie), Olesya Rulin (Kelsi Nielsen), Matt Prokop (Jimmie Zara), Justin Martin (Donny Dion), Jemma McKenzie-Brown (Tiara Gold). 112 min. Features 10 new songs. Filmed at East High School in Salt Lake City, even though the story is set in Albuquerque, New Mexico. It opened with $42 million at number 1 in theaters, the

**High School Musical 4: East Meets West** (film) Planned for airing on Disney Channel in Fall 2010. A classic love triangle is set against the cross-town rivalry between the East High Wildcats and the West High Knights. Directed by Jeff Hornaday. There will be a new cast.

**Horn, Alan** He became chairman of The Walt Disney Studios on June 11, 2012, succeeding Rich Ross. Horn came from leadership roles at Warner Bros., Castle Rock Entertainment (which he co-founded), 20th Century Fox, and Embassy.

**How to Hook up Your Home Theater** (film) Goofy cartoon. Enthusiastic but clueless, Goofy is confronted by a huge instruction “manual,” and has to deal with a gargantuan universal remote and a spaghetti of multicolored cables. Directed by Kevin Deters and Stevie Wermers. Released on December 21, 2007. 6 min. Filmed in CinemaScope.

**Huge** (television) Drama series premiering on June 28, 2010, and ending on August 30, 2010, on ABC Family. A group of teens from different backgrounds attend Camp Victory, a weight loss camp, as they embark on their individual journeys of self discovery. The campers, who include opinionated non-conformist Willamina, deal with issues such as self-esteem, friendship, rivalry, romance, and body image. Stars Nikki Blonsky (Willamina), Hayley Hasselhoff (Amber), Ashley Holiday (Chloe), Harvey Guillen (Alistair), Ari Stidham (Ian), Raven Goodwin (Becca), Gina Torres (Dr. Dorothy Rand), Zander Eckhouse (George).

**Hulu** Disney announced on April 30, 2009, that it is becoming an equity partner (with NBC Universal, News Corp., and Providence Equity Partners) in Hulu, a purveyor of Web video. Disney will provide programs to the site and make a cash investment. ABC programs debuted on Hulu on July 6, 2009, as the deal was completed.

**Huntington, Sam** Actor, appeared in *Jungle 2 Jungle* (Mimi-Siku), and on television in *Cavemen* (Andy).

**I Am Number Four** (film) Extraordinary teen John Smith is a fugitive on the run from ruthless and powerful otherworldly enemies sent to destroy him. Changing his identity, moving from town to town with his guardian Henri, John is always the new kid with no ties to his past. In the small Ohio town he now calls home, John encounters unexpected, life-changing events—his first love, powerful new abilities, and a connection to the others who share his incredible destiny. A DreamWorks Pictures film, the first DreamWorks motion picture distributed by Disney under a deal announced in 2009. Released in the U.S. on February 18, 2011, after an initial release the previous day in Argentina, Hungary, and Israel. Directed by D. J. Caruso. Stars Alex Pettyfer (John), Timothy Olyphant (Henri), Teresa Palmer (Number 6), Dianna Agron (Sarah), Callan McAuliffe (Sam). 110 min. Released also in an Imax version.
Based on the science fiction novel for young adults by Jobie Hughes and James Frey writing as Pittacus Lore.

**I’m in the Band** (television) Original comedy series for Disney XD, previewing on November 27, 2009. Teenager Tripp Campbell wins a radio contest to have dinner with his favorite rock band, Iron Weasel, and soon the rock star misfits are bunking out at Tripp’s house and he is trying to help them make an epic comeback. Stars Logan Miller (Tripp Campbell), Steve Valentine (Derek Jupiter), Greg Baker (Burger Pitt), Stephen Full (Ash), Caitlyn Taylor Love (Izzy Fuentes).


**Imagination Movers** (television) Half-hour series premiering on Playhouse Disney on Disney Channel on September 6, 2008. The Imagination Movers, a popular New Orleans band, introduces preschoolers to their energetic rock and roll style of music while emphasizing creative problem-solving skills. The series features the band members, Rich, Scott, Dave, and Smitty, as “everyday guy” brain-stormers working hard to solve “idea emergencies” in their Idea Warehouse, a place of infinite inspiration. Stars Rich Collins, Scott Durbin, Dave Poche, and Scott “Smitty” Smith. From Zydeco Productions in association with Disney Channel.

**In Case of Emergency** (television) Half-hour comedy series premiering on ABC on January 3, 2007, and ending February 28. Harry, Jason, Sherman, and Kelly all went to the same high school. Several years after graduation, their lives haven’t exactly turned out the way they planned. A series of emergencies reunite this hapless brood and they will find, at the end of the day, that they have got each other in case of emergency. Stars Jonathan Silverman (Harry Kennison), David Arquette (Jason Ventress), Greg Germann (Sherman Yablonsky), Kelly Hu (Kelly Lee), Lori Loughlin (Dr. Joanna Lupone), Nicholas Roget-King (Dylan). From Touchstone Television.

**In the Motherhood** (television) Half-hour comedy series premiering on ABC on March 26, 2009, and ending on July 9. Three mothers try to juggle motherhood, work, and love lives. Rosemary is a free-wheeling mom who plays it fast and loose when it comes to parenting her teenaged son, Luke. Married numerous times, but currently single, Rosemary lives by her own rules. Rosemary’s best friend, Jane, is a recently divorced working mother of a pre-teen, Annie, and a baby girl, Sophie, who is just trying to keep her career and home afloat. Jane’s younger sister, Emily, is married to Jason and sees herself as the model stay-at-home mom for her two young children, Esther and Bill. Stars Cheryl Hines (Jane), Jessica St. Clair (Emily), Horatio Sanz (Horatio), RonReaco Lee (Jason), Megan Mullally (Rosemary). Based on a popular web series of the same name. From ABC Studios.
**Invisible, The** (film) By mistake, a high school senior is attacked and left for dead in a forest, but his ghost appears and starts shadowing the people who attacked him, led by a feisty and angry girl who is an outcast in the school. He also visits his family and best friend, trying to clue them in as to where to find his body and save him, though of course he is invisible to them and they cannot hear him. He comes to realize that his widowed mother really loved him, even though they constantly fought and she did not accept his desire to go to London to study writing. A Hollywood Pictures/Spyglass Entertainment production. Released on April 27, 2007. Directed by David S. Goyer. Stars Justin Chatwin (Nick Powell), Margarita Levieva (Annie Newton), Marcia Gay Harden (Diane Powell), Chris Marquette (Pete Egan), Callum Keith Rennie (Det. Brian Larson), Alex O’Loughlin (Marcus Bohem), Michelle Harrison (Kate Tunney). 102 min. Filming took place in Vancouver. Based on the novel *Den Osynlige* by Mats Wahl and Swedish film of the same title.

**Iwan, Bret** Provided the voice of Mickey Mouse, succeeding Wayne Allwine in 2009, beginning with Disney on Ice: Celebrations.

**Iwerks, Don** The son of Ub Iwerks, Don started with Disney in 1950 as a lab technician, eventually heading both the Machine Shop and Camera Service Department. He supervised the camera and projection systems for Epcot before leaving to form his own company in 1986. He was named a Disney Legend in 2009.

**Jack the Giant Killer** (film) Short cartoon, a modernized version of the story, made by Laugh-O-gram Films in 1922. A boy, with his girl friend and cat, travel to a land of giants, where Jack destroys four of them. This a separate film from *Jack and the Beanstalk*, also made by Laugh-O-gram.

**Jake and the Never Land Pirates** (television) Animated series from Disney Television Animation for preschoolers and parents on Playhouse Disney. Jake and his kid pirate fans sail aboard their amazing ship Bucky from their Pirate Island hideout on a lost treasure hunt throughout Never Land. There the team learns that they must work together to try to outsmart Captain Hook and Smee, earning doubloons as they conquer tasks. Voices include Colin Ford (Jake), Madison Pettis (Izzy), Jonathan Morgan Heit (Cubby). Premiered on Disney Junior on February 14, 2011. There will be two segments to each episode.

**Jane By Design** (television) Comedy-drama series on ABC Family, debutting on January 3, 2012. Jane Quimby, a quirky teen with an eclectic chic fashion sense, lands a job at a hip fashion house when they mistake her for an adult. Jane is soon torn between her love of fashion and the need to finish high school. Stars Erica Dasher (Jane Quimby), Andie MacDowell (Gray Chandler Murray), India De Beaufort (India Jourdain), Rowly Dennis (Jeremy Jones), Matthew Atkinson (Nick Fadden), Nicholas Roux (Billy Nutter).

**Jarre, Maurice** (1924-2009) Composer, wrote the musical scores for *Island at the Top of the World*, *The Last Flight of Noah’s Ark*, and *Dead Poets Society*. 

Jennings, Peter (1938-2005) One of America’s most distinguished journalists, he joined ABC News in 1964. For more than 20 years, beginning in 1983, he served as anchor and senior editor of World News Tonight. He was named a Disney Legend in 2006.

Jessie (television) Half-hour live-action comedy series on Disney Channel, premiering on September 30, 2011. Jessie Prescott, a small-town girl leaves behind her Texas roots and finds a job in New York City as a nanny to a high-flying couple’s four precocious kids—Emma, Ravi, Luke, and Zuri. While Jessie’s new big city life is full of opportunity and excitement, she quickly discovers how much she relies on the support and advice of the kids in her care, along with Bertram, the family’s butler, and Tony, the building’s doorman. Stars Debby Ryan (Jessie), Kevin Chamberlain (Bertram), Peyton List (Emma), Karan Brar (Ravi), Cameron Boyce (Luke), Skai Jackson (Zuri), Chris Galya (Tony). From It’s a Laugh Productions for Disney Channel.


John Carter (film) A war-weary, former Civil War captain, John Carter, is accidentally transported to the planet of Barsoom (Mars) where he is befriended by Tars Tarkas, the leader of the Tharks, tall, green, four-armed creatures. He soon becomes reluctantly embroiled in a conflict among other inhabitants of the planet, with Zodanga fighter, Sab Than, aided by shape-shifting Therns, battling the peaceful community of Helium and attempting to marry their princess, Dejah Thoris, against her wishes. On the mysterious and exotic planet, Carter soon finds his strength and jumping abilities greatly amplified. In a world on the brink of collapse, he redisCOVERS his humanity when he realizes that the survival of Barsoom and its people rests in his hands. Directed by Andrew Stanton. Stars Taylor Kitsch (John Carter), Lynn Collins (Dejah Thoris), Willem Dafoe (Tars Tarkas), Samantha Morton (Sola), Dominic West (Sab Than), Polly Walker (Sarkoja), Ciaran Hinds (Tardos Mors). Based on the Edgar Rice Burroughs novel, A Princess of Mars. Released March 9, 2012 in Disney Digital 3D and IMAX. This is the first live-action film directed by Pixar director Andrew Stanton. Filmed in CinemaScope.

Johnny and the Sprites (television) Half-hour series on Disney Channel, debuting on January 13, 2007. Johnny, a singer/songwriter, moves out to the country after inheriting a family home. He soon discovers a portal in his backyard leading to the enchanted world of the Sprites: Ginger, Basil, Lily, Root, and Sage. Together, Johnny and the Sprites share valuable lessons about getting along with others and respecting the world around them. Stars John Tartaglia (Johnny/Sage), Heather Asch (Root), Leslie Carrara-Rudolph (Ginger), Tim Lagasse (Basil), Carmen Osbahr (Lily) Natalie Venetia Belcon (Gwen). A Happy Puppet/Homegirl Production in association with Disney Channel. The show uses unique hand and rod puppets.
Johnny Kapahala: Back on Board (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering June 8, 2007. When avid snowboarder and surfer Johnny Kapahala returns to his hometown in Hawaii to attend the wedding of his grandfather, a surf legend, he discovers he has a new step-uncle, a 12-year-old boy named Chris who is a mountain boarder with a rebellious attitude. The wedding and the grand opening of the family’s new surf shop are soon put in jeopardy by the turmoil Chris and Johnny create as they attempt to come to terms with each other and their newly blended family. Directed by Eric Bross. Stars Brandon Baker (Johnny), Cary Hiroyuki Tagawa (Grandpa), Jake T. Austin (Chris), Rose McIver (Val), Lil’ J (Sam), Mary Page Keller (Melanie), Yuji Okumoto (Pete), Robyn Lively (Carla), Andrew Allen (Jared). A sequel to Johnny Tsunami.

Johnson, Dwayne Actor, appeared in The Game Plan (Joe Kingman) and Race to Witch Mountain (Jack Bruno).

JONAS (television) Series on Disney Channel debuting on May 2, 2009. The Lucas brothers try to balance school (Horace Mantis Academy) and family with becoming teenage superstar musicians in a band called JONAS, named after the street on which they live. Stars Kevin Jonas (Kevin Lucas), Joe Jonas (Joe Lucas), Nick Jonas (Nick Lucas), Chelsea Staub (Stella Malone), Nicole Anderson (Macy Misa), John Ducey (Tom Lucas), Frankie Jonas (Frankie Lucas), Rebecca Creskoff (Sandy Lucas), Big Rob Feggans (The Big Man). For the show’s second season, beginning June 20, 2010, the title was changed to JONAS L.A. to reflect a move to Los Angeles.

Jonas Brothers Kevin, Joe, and Nick Jonas became instant rock star successes in 2007, with their self-titled album from Hollywood Records selling over a million copies. They toured with Miley Cyrus on her concert tour, and then starred in the Disney Channel Original Movie, Camp Rock and their own TV series JONAS. In a deal with LiveNation, they set out on a two-year, 140-city tour of their own.

Jonas Brothers: The 3D Concert Experience (film) A documentary blending excerpts from the Brothers’ 2008 “Burning Up” concert tour with guest performances, exclusive behind-the-scenes footage, new songs, and swarming fans. Directed by Bruce Hendricks in Disney Digital 3-D. Released on February 27, 2009. Stars Kevin Jonas, Joe Jonas, Nick Jonas, with guest performances by Demi Lovato and Taylor Swift. 76 min. The main concert was filmed at the Honda Center in Anaheim, California, with additional filming at Madison Square Garden and other sites in New York City.

Jones, Mary (1915-2008) She began working at Disneyland in 1962, soon being asked to head Community Relations. She administered the Community Service Awards and other programs, and coordinated visits by heads of state, royalty, and other important foreign dignitaries. She retired in 1986 and was named a Disney Legend in 2005.

Jostens Center 70,000 square foot indoor sports facility at Disney’s Wide World of Sports (later ESPN Wide World of Sports), opened in the summer of 2008. The center
includes basketball and volleyball courts, and roller hockey rinks, along with spectator seats and locker rooms.

**Jump In!** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering on January 12, 2007. A teen, Izzy, is known around his Brooklyn neighborhood as a promising natural-born boxer whose father is a local gym owner. Izzy’s neighbor, Mary, is the leader of the Joy Jumpers, a four-girl double Dutch team trying to make its mark in the tournament world. Double Dutch is a combination of lightning fast dance steps, gymnastics, and martial arts moves—all executed with pinpoint precision while leaping through two ropes twirling at blinding speeds. When one of the Joy Jumpers defects to a rival crew, Mary and her team beg Izzy to substitute for her at the upcoming citywide finals. Izzy is as surprised as anyone to discover he has a penchant for double Dutch, but he’s terrified of being ridiculed by his peers and of dashing his father’s hopes of raising a boxing champion. When word gets out, Izzy finally learns to follow his heart rather than let others determine his destiny. Directed by Paul Hoen. Stars Corbin Bleu (Izzy Daniels), Keke Palmer (Mary Thomas), David Reivers (Kenneth Daniels), Kylee Russell (Karin Daniels), Shanica Knowles (Shauna Keaton), Laivan Greene (Keisha Ray), Patrick Johnson (Rodney Tyler), Micah Williams (L’il Earl Jackson). David Reivers is Corbin Bleu’s real-life father. Released on DVD in 2007.

**Jungle Junction** (television) CG-animated series on Playhouse Disney on Disney Channel, premiered October 5, 2009. A group of fun-loving animals on wheels explore a unique jungle filled with a network of floating roads that twist and loop high off the ground in harmony with the trees. The show emphasizes an appreciation of the environment while highlighting pre-literacy skills through the use of road signs and symbols. Voices include Janet James (Zooter), Billy West (Ellyvan), Keith Wickham (Bungo), Jess Harnell (Taxicrab), Jimmy Hibbert (Bobby). From Spider Eye Productions (U.K.) for Playhouse Disney.

**Kagami, Toshio** As an executive with the Real Estate Division of the Oriental Land Company in the 1970s, Kagami was instrumental in convincing Disney to bring Disneyland to Tokyo. He continued to serve OLC in a variety of roles, and in 2008 was named a Disney Legend.

**Kalogridis, George** After beginning with the company in 1971 at Walt Disney World, he worked with the development team for Disneyland Paris, later serving, from 2000 to 2002, as senior vice president of operations at Disneyland. In 2006 he became the chief operating officer for Disneyland Paris, and in October 2009 he was named president of the Disneyland Resort.

**Katie** (television) One-hour syndicated daytime talk show with Katie Couric, debuting on September 10, 2012. Distributed by Disney/ABC Domestic Television.
**Kerpoof Studios** Disney announced on February 19, 2009, that it had bought Kerpoof Studios, a creator of online tools which allow kids to use computers to make artwork, create short films, and write stories. The company is located in Colorado.

**Kick Buttowski--Suburban Daredevil** (television) Animated series for Disney XD, debuting on February 13, 2010. A boy, Clarence “Kick” Buttowski—short in stature but big in heart—overcomes incredible obstacles in his quest to become the world’s greatest and most extreme daredevil. Aided by his best friend, Gunther, Kick devises stunts out of his mundane suburban surroundings, and takes on each stunt with unwavering enthusiasm. Voices include Charlie Schlatter (Kick), Matt L. Jones (Gunther), Danny Cooksey (Brad), John DiMaggio (Mr. Vickle), Eric Christian Olsen (Wade). From Disney Television Animation.

**Kickin’ It** (television) Disney XD comedy series, premiering on June 13, 2011. At the underperforming Bobby Wasabi Martial Arts Academy, in a strip mall, a group of lovable misfits from Seafood High School learn about karate. To help save the troubled Academy and vanquish their bitter rivals, The Black Dragon, sensei Rudy recruits a new kid, Jack, a hotshot skateboarder, who helps teach them all about life and friendship and how to just plain “kick it.” Stars Dylan Riley Snyder (Milton), Leo Howard (Jack), Jason Earles (Rudy), Mateo Arias (Jerry), Alex Jones (Eddie), Olivia Holt (Kim). The working title was *Wasabi Warriors.*

**Kim Possible World Showcase Adventure** Interactive attraction at Epcot, opening January 28, 2009 and ending May 17, 2012, where guests transformed into secret agents, joined Team Possible, and helped save the world from super-villains with the help of a high-tech “Kimmunicator.” Seven pavilions were utilized, and each hosted a different mission, which could take 45-60 minutes.

**King of the Elves** (film) An animated feature planned for a Christmas 2012 release. An average man living in the Mississippi Delta reluctantly helps a desperate band of elves and is in turn named their new king. Joining the innocent and endangered elves as they attempt to escape from an evil and menacing troll, their unlikely new leader finds himself caught up in a journey filled with unimaginable dangers and a chance to bring real meaning back to his own life. Directed by Aaron Blaise and Robert Walker. Based on Phillip K. Dick’s short story.

**Kingdom Hearts** Action and role-playing video game series including Disney characters and situations developed by Square Enix and Disney Interactive Studios, debuting in the U.S. on September 17, 2002, after a March 28 release in Japan.

**Kingsley, Ben** Actor, appeared in *Anne Frank* (Otto Frank), *Tuck Everlasting* (Man in the Yellow Suit), and *Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time* (Nizam).

**Kitsch, Taylor** Actor, he starred as the title character in *John Carter*, after a role as a camper in the pilot in *Kyle XY.*
**Kniga Masterov** (*The Book of Masters*) (film) Disney’s first locally-produced film in Russia, a children’s adventure based on well-known Russian fairy tales and characters. An ancient prophesy is about to come true, putting the world in danger. The Stone Princess will break free from the tower to conquer the world with her evil magic. By coincidence the fate of the world is in the hands of Ivan who will have to face many challenges. Ivan can give the Princess magic powers that can help her rule the world but he can also defeat her to save his sweetheart Katya. Many dangers await Ivan in his adventure as he gets to meet the traditional characters of Russian fairy tales—Baba Yaga, Mermaid, Koschey Bessmertny and many others. Directed by Vadim Sokolovsky. Released on October 29, 2009, with the highest-grossing opening for a family film ever in Russia. Cast includes Maxim Loktionov (Ivan), Liya Azhedzhakova (Baba Yaga), Mariya Andreeva (Katya), Irina Apeksimova, Olga Aroseva, Dmitriy Demyanenko, Mikhail Efremov.

**Knights of Prosperity, The** (television) Half-hour comedy series, premiering on ABC on January 3, 2007, and ending August 8. (Two unaired episodes were made available on abc.com.) Janitor Eugene Gurkin has dreamed of opening a bar, but he has no money. Soon he gets the idea to recruit a group of misfits into his “gang” for a heist to finance their dreams. The target—rock icon Mick Jagger’s super-luxe Central Park West apartment. Working together, this band of affable, new-age Robin Hoods, who have never even shoplifted a candy bar, are soon casing the joint and prepping for their crime. What they don’t know is that there is a much richer target for them, the chance to find hope, self-esteem, and confidence within themselves. Stars Donal Logue (Eugene Gurkin), Maz Jobrani (Gary), Sofia Vergara (Esperanza Villalobos), Kevin Michael Richardson (Rockefeller Butts), Lenny Venito (Francis “Squatch” Scuacieri), Josh Grisetti (Louis Plunk). 13 episodes. From Touchstone Television.

**Kouzzina by Cat Cora** Restaurant with Mediterranean-style cuisine operated by Disney in collaboration with chef Cat Cora on the Boardwalk at the Walt Disney World Resort, taking the place of Spoodles, opening on August 15, 2009. Kouzzina means kitchen in Greek.

**Kurtti, Jeff** Disney historian and author of more than a dozen books on various Disney subjects, he was employed by Disney in various capacities from 1987 to 1995 and later produced documentaries and other bonus materials for DVDs, as well as producing many of the Walt Disney Treasures DVD series. He has continued to serve as a Disney consultant and is creative director of The Walt Disney Family Museum.

**Kutcher, Ashton** Actor, appeared in *A Lot Like Love* (Oliver Martin), *The Guardian* (Jake Fischer).

**Kyle XY** (television) Hour-long drama series for ABC Family, debuting on June 26, 2006, and ending March 16, 2009. Kyle is a 16-year-old teenage savant, found wandering in the woods. Psychologist Nicole Trager takes him from a youth detention center into her home, realizing that he needs special attention. While the rest of the Trager family is not as welcoming of Kyle, they come to see that he has some unique
abilities and a thirst for knowledge. But still there is a question about his past, and, above all, why he does not have a belly button. Stars Matt Dallas (Kyle), Marguerite MacIntyre (Nicole Trager), Bruce Thomas (Stephen Trager), April Matson (Lori Trager), Jean-Luc Bilodeau (Josh Trager). From Touchstone Television.

**La Luna** (film) Animated short from Pixar Animation Studios, directed by Enrico Casarosa. Originally shown at the Annecy Film Festival on June 6, 2011; U.S. theatrical release with *Brave* on June 22, 2012. A fable of a young boy who is coming of age in the most peculiar of circumstances. Tonight is the very first time his Papa and Grandpa are taking him to work. In an old wooden boat they row far out to sea, and with no land in sight, they stop and wait. A big surprise awaits the little boy as he discovers his family's most unusual line of work. Voices include Krista Sheffler (Bambino), Tony Fucile (Papa), Phil Sheridan (Grandpa). 7 min. The short was nominated for an Academy Award for 2011.

**Lab Rats** (television) Comedy series on Disney XD, premiering on February 27, 2012. A billionaire inventor, Donald Davenport, genetically engineers three super-human kids to save the world. Teenager, Leo, discovers he has newfound “siblings;” one is smart, another has super speed and stealth reflexes, and another is strong but dumb. They try to navigate a typical high school while dealing with bionic glitches and attempting to keep their extraordinary abilities a secret. Stars Spencer Boldman (Adam), Billy Unger (Chase), Kelli Berglund (Bree), Tyrel Jackson Williams (Leo Dooley), Hal Sparks (Davenport).

**Lanny and Wayne the Christmas Elves in Prep & Landing** See *Prep & Landing.*

**Last Song, The** (film) An estranged father in a small Southern beach town gets a chance to spend the summer with his young son, Jonah, and reluctant teenage daughter, Ronnie, who’d rather be home in New York. He tries to reconnect with Ronnie through the only thing they have in common—music—in a story of family, friendship, secrets, and salvation, as she finds solace in the love of a charming local volley ball player, Will, and eventually gets over her anger towards her father. Directed by Julie Anne Robinson. A Touchstone Picture. Released on March 31, 2010. Stars Miley Cyrus (Ronnie Miller), Liam Hemsworth (Will Blakelee), Greg Kinnear (Steve Miller), Kelly Preston (Kim), Bobby Coleman (Jonah Miller), Hallock Beals (Scott), Nick Lashaway (Marcus), Carly Chaikin (Blaze), Nick Searcy (Tom Blakelee), Kate Vernon (Susan Blakelee). 107 min. Adapted from the novel by Nicholas Sparks. Filming took place on Tybee Island, off the coast of Georgia, with the wedding scene at the Wormsloe State Historic Site near Savannah.

**Lawrence, Martin** Actor, appeared in *Nothing to Lose* (T. Paul), *Wild Hogs* (Bobby Davis), *College Road Trip* (James Porter).

**Legend of the Seeker** (television) One-hour syndicated series premiering November 1, 2008, and ending May 22, 2010. Woodsman Richard Cypher is extraordinarily transformed into a magical leader who joins with a mysterious beautiful woman
named Kahlan Amnell and a wise old wizard named Zedd Zu’l Zorander to stop a
ruthless tyrant from unleashing an ancient evil and enslaving the world. Stars Craig
Horner (Richard Cypher), Bridget Regan (Kahlan), Bruce Spence (Zedd). Based on
Terry Goodkind’s bestselling epic fantasy series *The Sword of Truth*. Its first
announced title was *Wizard’s First Rule*. From ABC Studios. Filmed in New
Zealand.

**Lemonade Mouth** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie premiering on April
15, 2011. Five disparate high school students meet in detention and realize they are
destined to rock. They ultimately form a band that becomes a champion for students
sidelined by the high school elite. Directed by Patricia Riggen. Stars Bridgit Mendler
(Olivia White), Hayley Kiyoko (Stella Yamada), Naomi Scott (Mohini “Mo”
Banjaree), Blake Michael (Charlie Delgado), Nick Roux (Scott Picket), Chris Brochu
(Ray Beech), Tisha Campbell-Martin (Miss Reznick), Christopher Mc Donald
(Principal Brenigan), Adam Hicks (Wen Gifford). Based on the novel by Peter
Hughes. Filmed in Albuquerque, New Mexico, by GWave Productions.

**Leroy & Stitch** (television) Direct-to-video release on June 27, 2006, after a world
premiere on Disney Channel on June 23. With the mission to capture all 625
experiments completed, Lilo must say goodbye to her outer space family, including
Stitch, not knowing they will reunite for another adventure as their nemesis, Dr.
Hämsterviel, has broken out of prison and has forced Jumba to create “Leroy,” Stitch’s
evil twin. To make things worse, Hämsterviel clones Leroy so it is up to Lilo and the
gang to stop the Leroy army. Voices include Daveigh Chase (Lilo), Tia Carrere
(Nani), Kevin McDonald (Pleakley), Kevin Michael Richardson (Capt. Gantu), David
Ogden Stiers (Dr. Jumba), Jillian Henry (Elena), Chris Sanders (Stitch). 73 min.

**Let It Shine** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, debuting on June 15, 2012.
Cyrus DeBarge, musical director of his father’s Atlanta church, has a hard time
convincing his father that hip-hop is not the devil’s music. At a freestyle rap
competition at a local teen club, Cyrus tells his childhood friend and longtime crush,
Roxanne Andrews, how he really feels about her. But his best friend, Kris McDuffy,
is mistakenly named author of the rap song and winner of the contest, and Roxanne
begins to fall for Kris. Cyrus has to overcome self-doubt and seize the opportunity to
reveal both his talent and his feelings and pursue his dreams. Directed by Paul Hoen.
Stars Tyler James Williams (Cyrus DeBarge), Coco Jones (Roxanne Andrews), Trevor
Jackson (Kris McDuffy), Brandon Mychal Smith (Lord of Da Bling), Nicole Sullivan
(Lyla), Courtney B. Vance (Jacob DeBarge), Dawnn Lewis (Gail).

**Let the Memories Begin** Campaign at the Disney parks, beginning September 23, 2010
and continuing through 2011. Guests are encouraged to share their experiences at the
Disney parks, to be used in TV spots, online and print ads, broadcast specials,
promotions, and a website.
Let’s Talk Puberty for Boys (film)  Animated educational film released in 2006. Describes what happens to a boy’s body during puberty. From Disney Educational Productions. 10 min.

Let’s Talk Puberty for Girls (film)  Animated educational film released in 2006. Girls are given answers to questions about puberty and reproduction. From Disney Educational Productions. 10 min.

Levi, Zachary Actor, appeared on television in Less Than Perfect (Kipp) and provided the voice of Flynn Rider in Tangled.

Life on Mars (television) Hour-long series premiering on ABC on October 9, 2008, and ending April 1, 2009. Sam Tyler, a modern-day police detective, after a car crash, finds himself transported back to 1973 and still working as a detective. Based on the BBC series created by Matthew Graham, Tony Jordan, and Ashley Pharoah. Stars Jason O’Mara (Sam Tyler), Gretchen Mol (Annie Norris), Michael Imperioli (Det. Ray Carling), Harvey Keitel (Gene Hunt). Jonathan Murphy (Chris Skelton). A production of Twentieth Century Fox Television and ABC Studios.

Lifted (film) An inept young alien student from a distant planet tests the patience of his increasingly weary instructor as he attempts a first-time abduction of a slumbering farmer. Directed by Gary Rydstrom. Initial release at the Laemmle One Colorado Theater in Pasadena on September 11, 2006, and later at the Chicago International Film Festival on October 14. General release with Ratatouille on June 29, 2007. Nominated for an Academy Award for 2006. 5 min.

Lindo, Delroy Actor, appeared in Bound by Honor (Bonafide), Ransom (Lonnie Hawkins), Gone in Sixty Seconds (Roland Castlebeck), and he provided the voice of Beta in Up.

Liotta, Ray Actor, appeared in Operation Dumbo Drop (Captain Doyle), The Last Shot (Jack Devine), Wild Hogs (Jack).

Lithgow, John Actor, appeared in A Civil Action (Judge Skinner) and Confessions of a Shopaholic (Edgar West), and narrated on Disney Channel The Art of Disney Animation and Walt Disney World: Past, Present and Future.

Little Matchgirl, The (film) An animated short, without spoken dialogue, directed by Roger Allers and set to the music of Alexander Borodin’s “String Quartet No. 2 in D Major: Third Movement: Noturno (Andante).” A poor young girl finds visions of happiness in the fiery flames of the matches that she lights to keep warm. 7 min. The music was recorded by the Emerson String Quartet. From a story by Hans Christian Andersen. Directed by Roger Allers. Released on the Little Mermaid DVD on October 3, 2006, after a May 13 screening at the Eugene [Oregon] Film Festival and an August 23 run in Los Angeles for Academy Award consideration. Nominated for an Academy Award.
**Little Mermaid, The**  Stage version of the 1989 animated film, opened at the Lunt-Fontanne Theater on Broadway on January 10, 2008, after previews beginning November 3, 2007. It had a pre-Broadway run at the Ellie Caulkins Opera House of the Denver Center for the Performing Arts from July 26 to September 9, 2007. Lyricist Glenn Slater worked with Alan Menken on nine new songs for the production. The original cast included Sierra Boggess (Ariel), Norm Lewis (Triton), Sherie Rene Scott (Ursula), Eddie Korbich (Scuttle). The originally announced opening date of December 6, 2007, was postponed a month due to the 2007 stagehands strike. The show closed on August 30, 2009, leading up to a national tour launching in the fall of 2010.

**Little Mermaid, The: Ariel's Beginning** (film)  Direct to DVD animated feature, released by Walt Disney Studios Home Entertainment on August 26, 2008. A year before Ariel meets Prince Eric, she and her sisters share a love for music with their mother, Queen Athena. But when the Queen is captured by pirates, King Triton is heartbroken and bans music from Atlantica forever. Directed by Peggy Holmes. Voices include Jodi Benson (Ariel), Samuel E. Wright (Sebastian). From DisneyToon Studios.

**Little Mermaid, The: Ariel’s Undersea Adventure**  Dark ride attraction opening at Disney California Adventure on June 3, 2011. Guests embark in an clam shell Omnimover for a visit to scenes from The Little Mermaid film. The attraction is located in a new elegant Victorian Exposition-style building, featuring an ornate 86-foot-long hand-painted mural.

**Liu, Lucy**  Actress, appeared in *Play It to the Bone* (Lia) and *Shanghai Noon* (Princess Pei Pei), and provided the voices of Mei in *Mulan II* and Silvermist in the *Tinker Bell* films.

**Logan, Ron**  After starting his Disney career as a trumpet player at Disneyland, then directing the band at Long Beach City College for over a decade, he returned to Disney as Walt Disney World music director in 1978. He then held increasingly important positions—director of entertainment at Disneyland in 1980, vice president of entertainment at Walt Disney World in 1982, vice president of creative show development for Walt Disney Attractions in 1987, and finally, executive vice president, executive producer for Walt Disney Entertainment. He was responsible for producing dozens of shows for the Disney parks and other Disney enterprises during his lengthy career. He retired in 2001 and was named a Disney Legend in 2007.

**Lone Ranger, The** (film)  Motion picture from Jerry Bruckheimer announced for release on July 3, 2013. Tonto, a spirit warrior on a personal quest unintentionally joins forces in a fight for justice with John Reid, a lawman who has been transformed into a masked avenger. Directed by Gore Verbinski. Stars Armie Hammer (John Reid), Johnny Depp (Tonto).
Lovato, Demi  Actress, appeared on Disney Channel in Camp Rock and Camp Rock 2: The Final Jam (Mitchie Torres), Sonny With a Chance (Sonny Munroe), and Princess Protection Program (Rosalinda Marie Montoya Flore).

Luigi’s Flying Tires  Attraction in Cars Land at Disney California Adventure, opening on June 15, 2012. At Luigi’s Casa Della Tires, Cars characters Luigi and Guido host guests in a “Festival of Flying Tires.” The tires float and glide, and guests can shift their body weight to guide their tire while trying to catch one of the inflatable balls scattered throughout the attraction.

Luna, La  See La Luna.

Mac, Bernie  (1957-2008)  Actor, appeared in Mr. 3000 (Stan Ross) and Old Dogs (Jimmy Lunchbox).

McCartney, Jesse  Actor, provided the voice of Terence in the Tinker Bell films, and Ventus/Roxas in Kingdom Hearts.

Macdonald, Kelly  Actress, appeared in The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy (Reporter) and Brave (Princess Merida).

Macy, William H.  Actor, appeared in A Civil Action (James Gordon) and Wild Hogs (Dudley Frank).


Magical Express, Disney’s  Special service begun at Walt Disney World on May 5, 2005 whereby guests at Walt Disney World Resorts receive complimentary round-trip Orlando airport transfers and baggage transportation. Disney representatives claim the previously tagged baggage, and it is delivered directly to the guests’ rooms. On departure, guests can complete airport check-in and receive boarding passes at the Resort. The service welcomed its 10 millionth guest, Lori Ogurkis, from Hazelton, PA, on May 3, 2010.

Make It or Break It  (television)  Series premiering on ABC Family on June 22, 2009. Teen gymnasts from the Rocky Mountain Gymnastics Training Center (The Rock) hope to make it to the Olympic Games, while antagonizing the head of the National Gymnastics Committee who chafes at their independence. Stars Chelsea Hobbs (Emily Knetko), Ayla Kell (Payson Keeler), Josie Loren (Kaylie Cruz), Cassie Scerbo (Lauren Tanner), Candace Cameron Bure (Summer), Zachary Burr Abel (Carter Anderson). Produced by ABC Family.

Man Up!  (television)  Comedy series on ABC, premiering on October 18, 2011, and ending on December 6, 2011. Three modern men try to get in touch with their inner tough guys and redefine what it means to be a “real man.” Will and his friends, Craig and Kenny, start to wonder what does it really mean to be a guy anymore. Stars
Mather Zickel (Will Keen), Christopher Moynihan (Craig Griffith), Dan Fogler (Kenny Hayden), Teri Polo (Theresa Hayden Keen), Amanda Detmer (Brenda Hayden), Henry Simmons (Grant Sweet), Jake Johnson (Nathan Keen), Charlotte Labadie (Lucy Keen). From ABC Studios.

Mars Needs Moms (film) Nine-year-old Milo finds out just how much he needs his mom when she’s nabbed by Martians who plan to steal her “mom-ness” for their own young. Milo goes on a quest to save his mom, stowing away on a spaceship, navigating an elaborate, multi-level planet, and taking on the alien nation and their leader. With the help of a tech-savvy, underground earthman named Gribble and a rebel Martian girl called Ki, Milo just might find his way back to his mom—in more ways than one. Released in the U.S. on March 11, 2011, after an original release in Greece on March 3. Directed by Simon Wells. Stars Seth Green (Milo), Joan Cusack (Mom), Mindy Sterling (The Supervisor), Dan Fogler (Gribble), Elisabeth Harnois (Ki), Kevin Cahoon (Wingnut), Tom Everett Scott (Dad). Seth Dusky provided the voice of Milo. 88 min. Released also in 3D and Imax versions. Filmed in CinemaScope. Created using performance capture by ImageMovers Digital, that studio’s final product before it closed.

Marvel Entertainment Disney announced an agreement on August 31, 2009, to acquire Marvel Entertainment, Inc. in a reported $4 billion deal. Marvel’s strong global brand includes a library of 5,000 characters such as Iron Man, Spider-Man, X-Men, Captain America, Fantastic Four, and Thor. Marvel CEO Isaac (Ike) Perlmutter will continue to oversee the brand. The acquisition was completed on December 31, 2009, after acceptance by Marvel stockholders.

Mater and the Ghostlight (film) Mater, from Cars, is haunted by a mysterious blue light that teaches him not to play pranks on the other cars in Radiator Springs. Directed by John Lasseter and Dan Scanlon. Voices include Larry the Cable Guy (Mater), Owen Wilson (Lightning McQueen). 7 min. Created for the DVD release of Cars, premiering first in Australia on October 25, 2006, and in the U.S. on November 7.

Mater’s Junkyard Jamboree Attraction in Cars Land at Disney California Adventure, opened June 15, 2012, based on Mater the tow truck. Guests spin in trailers hitched to baby tractors, new characters inspired by the movie Cars.

Mattinson, Burny Starting at Disney in 1953 in the mail room, he soon moved up to become an in-betweener on Lady and the Tramp. He was promoted to assistant animator on Sleeping Beauty and 101 Dalmatians. After working under Eric Larson on films from The Sword in the Stone to The Aristocats, he became a key animator on Winnie the Pooh and Tigger, Too and worked on storyboards for The Rescuers. It was Burny’s recollection of a Disneyland Records Christmas LP that led him to suggest, and eventually produce and direct, the featurette Mickey’s Christmas Carol, a role he continued with The Great Mouse Detective. He contributed to development and story
on films from *Beauty and the Beast* to *Mulan*, and provided additional story for *How to Hook Up Your Home Theater*. He was named a Disney Legend in 2008.

**Melissa & Joey** (television) Comedy series debuting August 17, 2010, on ABC Family. Mel Burke, the grown-up former wild child of a political family, is now a politician herself. When her sister ends up in prison and brother-in-law flees after a scandal hits, Mel must take responsibility for her teenaged niece, Lennox, and adolescent nephew, Ryder. Spread too thin to manage by herself, Mel finds help in the unlikely form of Joe Longo, who, desperate for a job, moves in and becomes the family’s “manny.” Stars Melissa Joan Hart (Mel), Joey Lawrence (Joe), Taylor Spreitler (Lennox Scanlon), Nick Robinson (Ryder).

**Mickey Mouse Clubhouse** (television) Half-hour CG animated series on Disney Channel, premiering on May 5, 2006. The “Sensational Six”—Mickey Mouse, Minnie Mouse, Donald Duck, Daisy Duck, Goofy, and Pluto—star in a music-filled series for preschoolers designed to encourage problem-solving and promote early math skills. The show combines the timeless characters with modern 21st century devices that help solve the day’s challenge. Voices include Wayne Allwine (Mickey), Russi Taylor (Minnie), Bill Farmer (Goofy, Pluto), Tony Anselmo (Donald), Tress MacNeille (Daisy, Chip, Dale).

**Mickey’s Fun Wheel** Ferris wheel attraction at Disney California Adventure which took the place of the Sun Wheel on May 4, 2009. A large image of Mickey Mouse took the place of the sun image on the side of the wheel.

**Mickey’s Magic Show** See Disney Live! Mickey’s Magic Show.

**Minutemen** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiered on January 25, 2008. Three high school outcasts—Virgil, Charlie, and Zeke—shake their school’s social structure by inventing a time machine that allows them to go back in time and prevent other misfits from enduring humiliating situations. Soon the three kids, calling themselves the Minutemen, learn there are unexpected consequences of changing the course of time. Government officials suspect them of hacking into top secret files, and their plans go further awry when covert agents arrive in hot pursuit of their time machine. Directed by Lev L. Spiro. Stars Jason Dolley (Virgil Fox), Luke Benward (Charlie Tuttle), Nicholas Braun (Zeke Thompson), Chelsea Staub (Stephanie Jameson), Steven R. McQueen (Derek Beaugard).

**Miracle at St. Anna** (film) The story of four black American soldiers who are members of the U.S. Army’s all-black 92nd “Buffalo Soldier” Division, stationed in Tuscany, Italy during World War II. They experience the tragedy and triumph of the war as they find themselves trapped behind enemy lines in a Tuscan village, separated from their unit after one of them risks his life to save a traumatized young Italian boy. As the Nazis approach, the American soldiers rely on help from the villagers and a small group of partisan fighters. Released on September 26, 2008, after a world premiere on September 7 at the Toronto Film Festival. Directed by Spike Lee. A Touchstone

**Miss Guided** (television) Half-hour ABC comedy television series, debuting with a special premiere on March 18, then moving to its regular night on March 20, 2008. It ended April 3, 2008. A former high school ugly duckling, Becky Freeley, comes back to her alma mater as a guidance counselor, after having finally conquered the awkward, traumatic world of high school, only to see an ex-cheerleader and former nemesis return as an English teacher, forcing Becky to relive her past and to find she has a competitor for the affections of a hot Spanish teacher. Stars Judy Greer (Becky), Brooke Burns (Lisa Germain), Earl Billings (Principal Huffy), Kristoffer Polaha (Tim O’Malley), Chris Parnell (Bruce Terry). From 20th Century Fox Television and ABC Studios.

**Missing** (television) Drama series premiering on ABC on March 15, 2012, and ending on May 17, 2012. Becca Winstone’s son is kidnapped while studying abroad, and it is a race against time when she travels to Rome to track him down. She begins piecing together the clues left behind, and it isn’t long before the kidnappers realize they have picked a fight with the wrong woman, because Becca has a secret of her own—before her husband’s death, she was also a lethal CIA operative. If she wants to find her son alive, she will have to rely on old friends and reopen old wounds, putting her resourcefulness, skill, and determination to the test. Stars Ashley Judd (Becca Winstone), Sean Bean (Paul Winstone), Cliff Curtis (Dax Miller), Adriano Giannini (Giancarlo Rossi), Nick Eversman (Michael Winstone), Tereza Voriskova (Oksana). Produced by Stillking Films with ABC Studios.

**Miziker, Ron** Entertainment producer and director at Disney during the 1970s and 1980s. Reporting to Bob Jani, he was responsible for numerous opening ceremonies, parades, and special events. He produced network specials from the parks, and in 1983 moved to the Disney Channel as vice president of original programming.

**Monsters, Inc. Laugh Floor** Attraction in Tomorrowland in the Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World, which opened on April 2, 2007. Mike Wazowski, who has opened a comedy club, collects laughs that will generate electricity for the monster world of Monstropolis.

**Monsters University** (film) Animated feature from Pixar, planned for release on June 21, 2013. This prequel to *Monsters, Inc.* (2001), has the monsters Mike and Sulley going off to college to learn how to be monsters. Directed by Dan Scanlon. Voices include Steve Buscemi, John Goodman, Billy Crystal.
Moore, Mandy  Actress, appeared in *The Princess Diaries* (Lana Thomas) and *Bubble Boy* (Lorraine), and provided the voice of Rapunzel in *Tangled*.

**Morning Light** (film)  A true-story documentary about a group of 11 (selected from an initial 15) intrepid and daring young men and women, on the cusp of adulthood, who embark on the TRANSPAC, the most revered of open-ocean sailing competitions, in a high-performance 52-foot sloop, the Morning Light.  The crew matches wits and skill in a dramatic 2,300-mile showdown against top professionals.  From their earliest training sessions in Hawaii conducted by world-class teachers through their test of endurance on the high seas, they form an unbreakable bond in the process of becoming a singular team that is greater than the sum of its parts.  Released on October 17, 2008.  Directed by Mark Monroe.  Roy E. Disney and Leslie DeMeuse were executive producers.  98 min.

**Muppet Mobile Lab**  Audio-Animatronics Muppet characters Dr. Bunsen Honeydew and Beaker roam the park and interact with each other and with guests.  First tested for the public at Disney’s California Adventure on February 27, 2007.

**Muppets, The** (film)  In Smalltown, U.S.A., Kermit-obsessed Walter (a brand new Muppet) travels to Hollywood with his brother Gary and Gary’s girlfriend Amy.  When they go to tour the Muppet Studio, they find out it is falling into ruin, and the Muppets are no longer there.  In order to save the Muppet Theater from being razed so a dishonest businessman can tear it down to drill for oil, Gary, Amy, and Walter search out Kermit at his home.  They all work to get the Muppets together again for a telethon to raise the $10 million necessary to save the theater.  This is easier said than done, as the Muppets have for years all gone their separate ways—Miss Piggy, for example, is a plus-size fashion editor in Paris, Gonzo runs a high-class plumbing business, and Fozzie plays with a tribute band called The Moopets in Reno.  Released on November 23, 2011.  Directed by James Bobin.  Stars Jason Segel (Gary), Amy Adams (Mary), Chris Cooper (Tex Richman), Rashida Jones (Veronica), cameos by a couple dozen celebrities, and more than 100 Muppets.  Walter is voiced by Peter Linz.  103 min.  The song, “Man or Muppet,” by Bret McKenzie, won the Oscar for best song in 2012.

**Muppets Christmas, A: Letters to Santa** (television)  Musical TV special, first aired on NBC on December 17, 2008.  When Kermit and the gang cause three letters on their way to Santa Claus to go missing, the troupe sets off to save Christmas for the letter writers.  Directed by Kirk R. Thatcher.  The Muppets are joined by Nathan Lane (Officer Meany), Whoopi Goldberg (cab driver), Richard Griffiths (Santa Claus), Jane Krakowski (Claire’s mom), Jesse L. Martin (postal worker), Petra Nemcova (Beaker’s girlfriend), Uma Thurman (Joy), Tony Sirico (Mafia guy), Steve Schirripa (Mafia guy), Michael Bloomberg (himself), Madison Pettis (Claire), and Paul Williams (Elf).  60 min.  A production of The Muppet Studio.

**My Generation** (television)  ABC drama series, debuted on September 23, 2010, and ended on September 30, 2010.  In 2000, a documentary crew follows a disparate group
of nine students from Greenbelt High School in Austin, Texas, who cannot wait to
graduate and head out into the real world, then revisits these former classmates ten
years later as they return home, revisiting their old hopes for the future and
discovering that just because they’re not where they planned doesn’t mean they’re not
right where they need to be. Stars Michael Stahl-David (Steven), Kelli Garner
(Dawn), Jaime King (Jacqueline), Keir O’Donnell (Kenneth), Sebastian Sozzi (the
Falcon), Mechad Brooks (Rolly), Anne Son (Caroline), Daniella Alonso (Brenda),
Julian Morris (Anders). From ABC Studios.

My Friends Tigger and Pooh (television) CG animated series premiering on Disney
Channel on May 12, 2007. The Pooh characters are joined by Lumpy, the Heffalump,
and a 6-year-old girl, Darby, and her puppy, Buster. Darby, who has her own pink
scooter, loves to solve mysteries with her friends, the Super Sleuths, in the Hundred
Acre Wood. Voices include Jim Cummings (Tigger/Pooh), Chloë Moretz (Darby),
Kath Soucie (Kanga), Max Burkholder (Roo), Peter Cullen (Eeyore), Travis Oates
(Piglet), Dee Baker (Buster/Woodpecker), Ken Sansom (Rabbit), Oliver Dillon
(Lumpy), Struan Erlenborn (Christopher Robin). From Walt Disney Television
Animation.

My Yard Goes Disney (television) Half-hour television series on HGTV produced by
JayTV in cooperation with Walt Disney Parks and Resorts. Disney Imagineers help
transform the backyard of a selected family into a Disney-themed playground.

Naked Beauty: A Love Story that Feeds the Earth (film) Disneynature documentary
planned for release in 2011. The film explores flowers and their pollinators—a bat, a
hummingbird, a butterfly, and a bumblebee. Directed by Louie Schwartzberg.

National Treasure: Book of Secrets (film) When a missing page from the diary of
assassin John Wilkes Booth surfaces, treasure hunter Ben Gates discovers that his
great-great grandfather, Thomas Gates, is implicated as a key conspirator in Abraham
Lincoln’s death. Determined to prove his ancestor’s innocence, Ben uses portions of a
cipher on the page fragment to follow an international chain of clues, searching for the
true story. The search for truth turns into a race to discover the whereabouts of a
mythological treasure, taking Ben on a chase from Paris to London to Washington to
South Dakota’s Black Hills. Doggedly pursuing Ben is Mitch Wilkinson, a
descendant of Confederate General Albert Pike, who seems to have a fiendish and less
noble desire to uncover his own family history and find the treasure for himself.
Along the way, and while keeping the FBI at bay, Ben enlists the help of his ex-
girlfriend, his technology-whiz partner, his long-separated university professor
parents, and even the President of the United States, who is purported to have a highly-
guarded, enigmatic book of secrets, kept by presidents and known only to them, which
holds the final clue. Released on December 21, 2007. From Walt Disney
Stars Nicolas Cage (Ben Gates), Jon Voight (Patrick Gates), Helen Mirren (Emily
Appleton), Ed Harris (Mitch Wilkinson), Diane Kruger (Abigail Chase), Justin Bartha
(Riley Poole), Harvey Keitel (Sadusky), Bruce Greenwood (President).  125 min. Filmed in Super 35.  For scenes in the Library of Congress, the filmmakers were allowed to build a special set, the President’s Library, on the balcony above the Main Reading Room in the historic Jefferson Building. Special permission was also given to film for two full nights a birthday party sequence just off the front portico of Mt. Vernon in nearby Virginia. In London, the interior of Lancaster House doubled for Buckingham Palace.

**Newman, Randy**  Composer; he wrote scores and songs for *Toy Story, James and the Giant Peach, A Bug’s Life, Toy Story 2, Monsters, Inc.*, and *Cars*. He won an Oscar for “If I Didn’t Have You” in *Monsters, Inc*. He was named a Disney Legend in 2007.

**Newsies**  A stage musical version of the motion picture opened at New Jersey’s Paper Mill Playhouse on September 15, 2011. Additional songs were written by Alan Menken and Jack Feldman, with the book by Harvey Fierstein. Previews at the Nederlander Theater on Broadway began March 15, 2012, with opening night on March 29. A limited 101-performance run was planned, but it was extended due to the show’s success. The musical will be available for licensing by Music Theatre International. It received eight Tony Award nominations in 2012, including Best Musical, and won for music (composer Alan Menken and lyricist Jack Feldman) and choreography (Christopher Gattelli).

**Nighy, Bill**  Actor, appeared in *The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy* (Slartibartfast), *G-Force* (Saber), and as Davy Jones in *Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest* and *Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End*.

**No Ordinary Family**  (television)  ABC drama series, debuted on September 28, 2010, and ended on April 5, 2011. During a plane trip on a family vacation, Jim and Stephanie and their two children crash land into the Amazon River. They soon discover that something is not quite right. Each of them now possesses unique and distinct superpowers. They try to find purpose for their new powers, as they try to save and savor their family life. Stars Michael Chiklis (Jim Powell), Julie Benz (Stephanie Powell), Romany Malco (George St. Cloud), Tate Donovan (Mitch McCutcheon), Autumn Reeser (Katie Andrews), Christina Chang (Yvonne Cho), Kay Panabaker (Daphne Powell), Jimmy Bennett (JJ Powell). From ABC Studios.

**Norman, Floyd**  Animator; he started as an inbetweener and animator on *Sleeping Beauty, The Sword in the Stone*, and *The Jungle Book*, and later worked on *Robin Hood, The Hunchback of Notre Dame*, and *Mulan*, and for Pixar on *Toy Story 2* and *Monsters, Inc*. He was named a Disney Legend in 2007.

**O’Byrne, Bryan**  (1931-2009)  Actor, appeared in *The Million Dollar Duck* (Bank Teller), *The Apple Dumpling Gang Rides Again* (Photographer), *Gus* (Grocery Store Manager), and on television in *The High Flying Spy* (Telegraph Operator) and *Return of the Big Cat* (Perc).
**Oceans** (film) Disneynature documentary. Nearly three-quarters of the Earth’s surface is covered by water, and the film chronicles the mysteries that lie beneath. Filmmakers armed with specially-designed camera units spent four years filming sea life in 54 different locations, coming up with extraordinary images of 80 different species of fish, crabs, turtles, iguanas, whales, penguins, polar bears, and seals. Directed by Jacques Perrin and Jacques Cluzaud. Narrated by Pierce Brosnan. Released on Earth Day, April 22, 2010 in the U.S., after a January 22, 2010 release in Japan, and an October 17, 2009 screening at the Tokyo International Film Festival. Disney handled the U.S. release. 84 min.

**OceanWorld 3D** (film) Through the viewpoint of a sea turtle, viewers voyage to kelp forests off California, Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, Mexico’s Roca Partida Island, and Argentina’s Peninsula Valdez encountering intriguing sea life—such as sharks, dolphins, lion fish, manta rays. Directed by Jean-Jacques Mantello. Produced by London’s 3d Entertainment and originally released in France on August 26, 2009; Disneynature is handling the U.S. and Mexican release. It took seven years, and 200 hours of footage, to produce this first feature-length nature documentary filmed and released entirely in 3D.

**October Road** (television) One-hour drama series on ABC, debuting on March 15, 2007, and ending March 10, 2008. Nick Garrett, a young, acclaimed novelist at a crossroads in life returns to his hometown of Knights Ridge, Massachusetts, hoping to get over his writer’s block. Back home on October Road, he must face the family and friends, including his widowed father and jilted girlfriend, he wrote about unfavorably in his successful novel and whom he has avoided for the past ten years. Stars Tom Berenger (The Commander), Geoff Stults (Eddie Latekka), Brad William Henke (Owen Rowan), Evan Jones (Ikey), Jay Paulson (Physical Phil), Warren Christie (Ray “Big Cat” Cataldo), Odette Yustman (Aubre), Slade Pearce (Sam Daniels), Laura Prepon (Hannah Daniels), Bryan Greenberg (Nick Garrett). From GroupM and ABC TV Studio.

**Odd Life of Timothy Green, The** (film) A happily married couple, Cindy and Jim Green, cannot wait to start a family, but when circumstances interfere, they bury notes in the garden about what their dream child would be like. When young Timothy, covered in mud, shows up on their doorstep one stormy night, Cindy and Jim—and their small town of Stanleyville—are in for a surprise, and from it they all learn that sometimes the unexpected can bring some of life’s greatest gifts. Released on August 15, 2012. Directed by Peter Hedges. Stars Jennifer Garner (Cindy Green), Joel Edgerton (Jim Green), Cameron “CJ” Adams (Timothy Green), Ron Livingston (Franklin Crudstaff), Dianne Wiest Ms. Crudstaff), David Morse (James Green, Sr.), M. Emmet Walsh (Uncle Bub).

**Off the Map** (television) ABC drama series premiering on January 12, 2011, and ending on April 6, 2011. A tiny town in the South American jungle has one understaffed, understocked medical clinic, founded by a legendary and enigmatic young chief of surgery from UCLA, Dr. Ben Keeton, and his right-hand man, Dr. Otis Cole.
Idealistic Dr. Lily Brenner arrives, with fellow doctors Mina Minard and Tommy Fuller. All five doctors have had problems with their lives and try to remember why they wanted to become doctors in the first place. In the jungle, the doctors learn how to save lives in the most challenging environment they have ever worked in. Stars Martin Henderson (Ben Keeton), Caroline Dhavernas (Lily Brenner), Zach Gilford (Tommy Fuller), Mamie Gummer (Mina Minard), Jason George (Otis Cole), Valerie Cruz (Zitajalehrena “Zee” Alvarez), Jonathan Castellanos (Charlie), Rachelle Lefevre (Ryan Clark). Filmed in Hawaii by ABC Studios.

Old Dogs (film) Two best friends—one unlucky-in-love divorcee and the other a fun-loving bachelor—have their lives turned upside down when they are unexpectedly charged with the care of six-year-old twins while on the verge of the biggest business deal of their lives. The not-so-kid-savvy bachelors stumble in their efforts to take care of the twins, leading to one debacle after another, and perhaps to a new-found understanding of what’s really important in life. A Touchstone Picture. Released on November 25, 2009. Directed by Walt Becker. Stars John Travolta (Charlie), Robin Williams (Dan), Kelly Preston (Vicki), Ella Bleu Travolta (Emily), Conner Rayburn (Zach), Seth Green (Craig), Lori Loughlin (Amanda), Matt Dillon (Barry), Ann-Margret (Martha). 88 min. Kelly Preston is John Travolta’s wife; this marks the first time the couple has appeared in the same film in more than 20 years. Ella Bleu is their daughter. In addition, John Travolta’s brother, Sam, and sister, Margaret, had small roles as a singing waiter and hostess. Filmed on location in New York and Miami, with the zoo scene at the Santa Ana Zoo.

Once Upon a Time (television) Drama series on ABC premiering on October 23, 2011. Emma Swan, a 28-year-old bail bonds collector, has been on her own ever since she was abandoned as a baby. But when Henry, the son she gave up years ago finds her, everything starts to change. He believes that Emma actually comes from an alternate world and is Snow White and Prince Charming’s missing daughter. According to his book of fairytales, they sent her away to protect her from the Evil Queen’s curse, which trapped the fairytale world forever, frozen in time, and brought them into our modern world. Emma doesn’t believe a word, but when she brings Henry back to Storybrooke, she finds herself drawn to this unusual boy and his strange New England town. Stars Jennifer Morrison (Emma Swan), Jared Gilmore (Henry), Ginnifer Goodwin (Snow White/Mary Margaret), Robert Carlyle (Rumplestiltskin/Mr. Gold), Lana Parrilla (Evil Queen/Regina), Jamie Dornan (Sheriff Graham), Josh Dallas (Prince Charming/John Doe), Raphael Sbarge (Jiminy Cricket/Archie).

Once Upon a Warrior (film) In the land called Sangarashtra, a 9-year-old girl, Moksha, using her special healing powers and helped by a blind swordsman named Yodha, attempts to save her country from the tyranny of an evil sorceress, Irendri. Directed by Prakash Kovelamudi. Released in India on January 14, 2011 and in the U.S. on January 21, 2011. Stars Ali (Kufli), Ravi Babu (Sudigundam), Tanikella Bharani (Kaksheera), Brahmanandam (Jaffa), Shruti K. Haasan (Priya), Harshitha (Moksha), Lakshmi Manchu (Irendri), Vallabhaneni Ramji (Druki), Siddharth (Yodha). The first
Disney film in the Telugu language; the original title was *Anaganaga – O-Dheerudu*. Filmed in widescreen format.

**101 Dalmatians Musical, The** Non-Disney stage musical beginning a national tour in Minneapolis on October 13, 2009, and closing prematurely after playing Madison Square Garden in New York City on April 18, 2010. Taken from Dodie Smith’s book, with a score by Dennis DeYoung. It was not based on any of the Disney films. Presented by Purina Dog Chow.

**One Man Band** (film) A little peasant girl has one coin with which to make a wish in a fountain, but she encounters two competing street performers who would like the coin in their tip jars. The two overly-eager musicians rival to win the girl’s attention. Directed by Mark Andrews and Andrew Jimenez. Produced by Pixar Animation Studios, and distributed by Buena Vista Pictures Distribution. Released on June 9, 2006, with *Cars*, after an August 6, 2005, release at the Melbourne International Film Festival. 4 min. Nominated for an Academy Award.

**O’Quinn, Terry** Actor, appeared in *The Rocketeer* (Howard Hughes), *Tombstone* (Mayor Clum), *Shadow Conspiracy* (Frank Ridell), and on television on *Lost* (John Locke). He received an Emmy Award for Best Supporting Actor in a Drama for *Lost* in 2007.


**Osmont, Emily** Actress, appeared on Disney Channel in *Hannah Montana* (Lilly Truscott), in *Cyberbully* (Taylor Hillridge), and in *Dadnapped* (Melissa Morris). She also provided the voices of Kendall Perkins in *Kick Buttowski: Suburban Daredevil* and Pep in *Beverly Hills Chihuahua 2*.

**Oz: The Great and Powerful** (film) A prequel to L. Frank Baum’s original Oz story, showing how the Wizard arrived in Oz and became its ruler. Planned for release in March 2013, in Disney Digital 3D. Directed by Sam Raimi. Stars James Franco (Oz), Mila Kunis (Theodora), Rachel Weisz (Evanora), Zach Braff (Frank).

**Pair of Kings, A** (television) Comedy adventure series premiering on Disney XD on September 22, 2010. Fraternal twins Brady and Boomer must relocate from their Chicago home to the island of Kinkow after they learn they are the rightful heirs to the throne of this odd kingdom, one filled with peculiar superstitions and customs—and one that may not be ready for two teenage kings. Stars Mitchel Musso (Brady), Doc Shaw (Boomer), Kelsey Chow (Mikayla), Ryan Ochoa (Lanny), Geno Segers (Mason). In the third season, Adam Hicks joined the show as a long lost brother, Boz, while Mitchel Musso left. Produced by It’s A Laugh Productions, Inc.
**Partly Cloudy** (film) Up in the stratosphere, cloud people sculpt babies from clouds and bring them to life, to then be delivered by storks. Gus, a lonely and insecure gray cloud, is a master at creating “dangerous” babies such as crocodiles, porcupines, and rams, but these cause no end of trouble for his loyal delivery stork partner, Peck. As Gus’s creations become more and more rambunctious, Peck’s job gets harder and harder. Directed by Peter Sohn. Animated short, from Pixar, released with *Up*, on May 29, 2009. 6 min.

**Partners Federal Credit Union** Created on November 5, 2007, with the merger of Vista Federal Credit Union (started at the Studio on April 26, 1960, and expanded to Walt Disney World in 1970) and Partners Federal Credit Union (started at Disneyland on March 18, 1968). Disneyland’s credit union actually began life with different names, first as the DRC (Disneyland Recreation Club) Federal Credit Union and later the Disneyland Employees Federal Credit Union. But Disney credit unions go back even farther—unions at the Disney Studio spurred the creation of a short-lived Walt Disney Employees Federal Credit Union as early as 1945.

**Partysaurus Rex** (film) A short cartoon from Pixar, with the dinosaur Rex meeting some new toys during Bonnie’s bath time and transforming himself into a self-proclaimed “Partysaurus.” Directed by Mark Walsh, working with Pixar Canada. Released with *Finding Nemo 3D* on September 14, 2012.

**Path to 9/11, The** (television) A five-hour dramatization of the events leading up to the attack on the World Trade Center, beginning with the bombing of the Center in 1993. Directed by David L. Cunningham. Aired, without commercials, on ABC on September 10-11, 2006. Stars Harvey Keitel (John O’Neill), Stephen Root (Richard Clarke), Donnie Wahlberg (Kirk), Barclay Hope (John Miller), Patrica Heaton (Amb. Bodine), Shaun Toub (Emad Salem), Amy Madigan (Patricia Carver), Nabil Elouahabi (Ramzi Yousef), Mido Hamada (Massoud), Dan Lauria (George Tenet). From Touchstone Television. Before airing, controversy was raised regarding alleged historical inaccuracies. Eventually ABC made some slight cuts and ran a disclaimer reminding viewers that the film was fiction. In 2008, a documentary, *Blocking the Path to 9/11*, was produced by John Ziegler and Citizens United, claiming former President and Mrs. Clinton pressured television and studio executives into quashing a DVD release of the miniseries.

**People Like Us** (film) A DreamWorks film distributed by Disney. A fast-talking salesman, Sam, has his latest deal collapse on the day he learns that his father has suddenly died. Against his wishes, Sam is called home, where he must put his father’s estate in order and reconnect with his estranged family. In the course of fulfilling his father’s last wishes for him to deliver $150,000 from the estate to a young lady, money he could desperately use himself, Sam uncovers a startling secret that turns his entire world upside down: He has a sister he never knew about. As their relationship develops, Sam is forced to rethink everything he thought he knew about his family—and re-examine his own life choices in the process. Directed by Alex Kurtzman.
Released on June 29, 2012. Stars Elizabeth Banks (Frankie), Olivia Wilde (Hannah), Michelle Pfeiffer (Lillian), Chris Pine (Sam). 115 min. Filmed in CinemaScope.

Perégo, Walt  After a few years as an in-betweener in the late 1930s, Walt left the Studio for over a decade, returning in 1951 to work as a designer and animator on Peter Pan and Lady and the Tramp. He became lead background painter on Sleeping Beauty and did color styling on 101 Dalmatians. He left Disney after working on the features from The Sword in the Stone to The Jungle Book, but returned in 1977 as an Imagineer working on architectural facades, sculptures, and murals for The Land and Journey Into Imagination at Epcot. He was named a Disney Legend in 2008.

Peter and the Starcatchers  A prequel to Peter Pan, telling the backstory of the characters, written as a novel by Dave Barry and Ridley Pearson and published by Hyperion in 2004. A stage version of the novel prepared in conjunction with Disney Theatrical Productions had its premiere performance in a tryout engagement at California’s La Jolla Playhouse for three weeks beginning February 13, 2009. An off-Broadway production opened on March 9, 2011.

Philbin, Regis  ABC Television personality who for more than 50 years has entertained millions of people through talk and game shows. He has starred in the nationally syndicated LIVE! with Regis and Kelly, and served as emcee of the popular Who Wants to Be a Millionaire. He was named a Disney Legend in 2011.

Phineas and Ferb  (television) Animated series on Disney Channel previewing on August 17, 2007, and then debuting February 1, 2008. Two step-brothers attempt to make every day of their summer vacation count by building innovative creations, including the world’s largest popsicle and a backyard roller coaster, much to the exasperation of their tween sister, Candace. Meanwhile, the family’s simple minded pet platypus, Perry, leads a double life as a secret agent and faces off with the evil Dr. Doofenshmirtz in each episode. Voices include Vincent Martella (Phineas Flynn), Thomas Sangster (Ferb Fletcher), Dee Bradley Baker (Perry the Platypus), Mitchel Musso (Jeremy), Caroline Rhea (Mom), Richard O’Brian (Dad), Alyson Stoner (Isabella), Ashley Tisdale (Candace). From Walt Disney Television Animation; created by Dan Povenmire and Jeff “Swampy” Marsh.

Phineas and Ferb the Movie: Across the 2nd Dimension  (television) An animated Disney Channel Original Movie premiering on August 5, 2011. Phineas and Ferb discover that their pet platypus, Perry, is a secret agent, and they join him on a grand adventure that blasts them to another dimension where a truly evil Dr. Doofenshmirtz has taken over an alternate Tri-State Area. When they uncover his plot to travel back to their dimension to take over their Tri-State Area, the gang and their alter egos must band together to stop him. Voices include Dee Bradley Baker (Perry the Platypus), Thomas Sangster (Ferb Fletcher), Vincent Martella (Phineas Flynn), Bobby Gaylor (Buford Van Stomm), Kelly Hu (Stacy Hirano), Mitchel Musso (Jeremy Johnson), Dan Povenmire (Dr. Heinz Doofenshmirtz).
**Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End** (film) Lord Cutler Beckett of the East India Company has gained control of the terrifying ghost ship, the Flying Dutchman, and its malevolent, vengeful captain Davy Jones. The Dutchman now roams the seven seas unstoppable, destroying pirate ships without mercy under the command of Admiral Norrington. Will Turner, Elizabeth Swann, and Captain Barbossa embark on a desperate quest to gather the Nine Lords of the Brethren Court, their only hope to defeat Beckett, the Flying Dutchman, and his armada. But one of the Lords is missing—Captain Jack Sparrow—now trapped in Davy Jones’ Locker, thanks to his encounter with the mysterious Kraken. Our heroes travel to exotic Singapore to confront Chinese pirate Captain Sao Feng to gain charts, and a ship, that will take them off to world’s end to rescue Jack. But, even if Jack is successfully rescued, the Lords may not be able to hold back the fearsome tide of Beckett and his cohorts, unless the capricious sea goddess, Calypso, imprisoned in human form, can be freed and convinced to come to their aid. As betrayal piles upon betrayal, with no one to be trusted, each must make their final alliances for one last battle, in a titanic showdown that could eliminate the freedom-loving pirates from the seven seas forever. Directed by Gore Verbinski. Released on May 25, 2007, after numerous special screenings the night before, and a release on May 23 in France and Belgium. Stars Johnny Depp (Captain Jack Sparrow), Orlando Bloom (Will Turner), Keira Knightley (Elizabeth Swann), Stellan Skarsgard (Bootstrap Bill), Tom Hollander (Cutler Beckett), Chow Yun-Fat (Captain Sao Feng), Geoffrey Rush (Barbossa), Bill Nighy (Davy Jones), Jack Davenport (Norrington), Kevin McNally (Gibbs), Jonathan Pryce (Gov. Weatherby Swann), Naomie Harris (Tia Dalma), Lee Arenberg (Pintel), Mackenzie Crook (Ragetti), David Bailie (Cotton), Keith Richards (Captain Teague). 168 min. Filmed in Super 35. Second sequel to *Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl*, with much of it filmed concurrently with *Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest*.

**Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides** (film) Angelica, a ravishing pirate with whom Captain Jack Sparrow shares a dubious past, forces him aboard the Queen Anne’s Revenge, the ship of the legendary pirate Blackbeard. Jack finds himself on an unexpected journey to find the fabled Fountain of Youth. Along the way, Jack must use all his wiles to deal with the barbarous Blackbeard and his crew of zombies, Angelica, and the beautiful, enchanting mermaids whose masterful cunning can lure even the most seasoned sailor to his doom, and crews of Spaniards also searching for the fountain. Released on May 20, 2011, after a premiere at Disneyland on May 7, and many earlier international releases beginning with May 15 in Belgium. Directed by Rob Marshall. Stars Johnny Depp (Captain Jack Sparrow), Penèlope Cruz (Angelica), Geoffrey Rush (Captain Barbosa), Ian McShane (Blackbeard), Kevin R. McNally (Joshamee Gibbs), Sam Claflin (Philip), Astrid Bergès-Frisbey (Syrena), Keith Richards (Captain Teague), Richard Griffiths (King George). 136 min. Third sequel to *Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl*. Released also in 3D and Imax versions. Filmed in CinemaScope partially in England and Hawaii.

**Pixar Short Films Collection** (film) Video release of Pixar shorts on November 6, 2007, some made before Pixar’s connection with Disney—*The Adventures of Andre &
Pixar Story, The (film) Documentary produced, written, and directed by Leslie Iwerks about the history of the Pixar animation studios. Through interviews with the three Pixar principals (John Lasseter, Ed Catmull, Steve Jobs) and others, the story is told of the development of computer-generated animation and how Pixar helped bring audiences back to the animated film. Had its premiere in San Rafael, CA, at the Mill Valley Film Festival on October 6, 2007, and was released on the WALL•E DVD on November 18, 2008. 88 min. Narrated by Stacy Keach.

Planes (film) Direct-to-DVD CG animated feature from DisneyToon Studios about a crop duster plane from Propwash Junction. Encouraged by his mentor, Skipper, this daring dreamer takes on the most notoriously grueling air race in history, alongside the fastest air racers from around the world. Planned for release on Blu-ray and DVD on September 17, 2013. Directed by Klay Hall. Stars Jon Cryer (Dusty).

Playdom Disney announced in July 2010 its purchase of Playdom, a leader in the business of social games—casual games that consumers play on Facebook and MySpace. The deal was completed on August 27, 2010.


Plight of the Bumble Bee (film) Mickey Mouse cartoon planned in 1951 but never completed. Mickey grooms a talented bee to be an opera star, but the bee gets drunk on pollen from the flowers on stage and ruins the show. Directed by Jack Kinney.

Plummer, Christopher Actor, appeared in Where the Heart Is (The !#&@), Cold Creek Manor (Mr. Massie), The Insider (Mike Wallace), National Treasure (John Adams Gates), and he provided the voice of Charles Muntz in Up.

Ponyo (film) An animated feature about Sosuke, a 5-year-old boy who meets a goldfish girl who desires to become human and be his friend. When Sosuke, who lives on a cliff by the sea, finds her, he names her Ponyo. Her father, Fujimoto, an undersea god, sends his wave demons to look for his daughter, and bring her back to him. Ponyo uses her father’s magic to become human, but this causes imbalance in the world, which in turn results in a gigantic storm submerging much of the land. Ponyo rides the waves of the storm back to Sosuke, uses her magic to enlarge Sosuke’s toy boat, and they set out to find his mother who went to check on the residents of the nursing home where she worked. Granmammere, Ponyo’s mother, has rescued Lisa and the old ladies at the home, and she asks Sosuke if he can love Ponyo even if she is a fish; when he agrees, she restores the balance to the world. Released in the U.S. by Disney on August 14, 2009; original release in Japan on July 19, 2008. Directed by Hirao
Miyazaki. Voices include Cate Blanchett (Gran Mamare), Matt Damon (Koichi), Tina Fey (Lisa), Liam Neeson (Fujimoto), Frankie Jonas (Sosuke), Noah Cyrus (Ponyo), Cloris Leachman (Noriko), Lily Tomlin (Toki), Betty White (Yoshie). Frankie Jonas is the younger brother of the Jonas Brothers singing group, and Noah Cyrus is the younger sister of Miley Cyrus. Inspired by Hans Christian Andersen’s *The Little Mermaid*. From Studio Ghibli; Japanese title is *Gake no ue no Ponyo*.

**Postlethwaite, Pete** (1946-2011) Actor, appeared in *James and the Giant Peach* (Old Man) and *Dark Water* (Veeck).

**Prep & Landing, Lanny and Wayne the Christmas Elves in** (television) Half-hour television special for ABC airing on December 8, 2009. An elite elf unit, the high-tech North Pole Christmas Eve Command Center, makes sure that homes are ready for Santa’s visit at Christmas. Two elves, rookie Lanny and veteran Wayne, go on their first Christmas Eve mission, encountering a raging snowstorm and a number of other near disasters that threaten to undo Santa’s yearly visit to one deserving child. Directed by Kevin Deters and Stevie Wermers-Skelton. Voices include Dave Foley (Wayne), Derek Richardson (Lanny), Sarah Chalke (Magee). From Walt Disney Animation Studios.

**Prep & Landing: Naughty vs. Nice** (television) Half-hour animated television special. Santa’s dauntless elves, Wayne and Lanny, find themselves up to their pointy ears in trouble, as they race to recover classified North Pole technology, which has fallen into the hands of a computer-hacking Naughty Kid, and which could cause Christmas to descend into chaos. Directed by Kevin Deters and Stevie Wermers-Skelton. From Walt Disney Animation Studios. Premiered on ABC on December 5, 2011 after a preview showing at the D23 Expo in Anaheim, California, on August 19, 2011. Voices include Dave Foley (Wayne), Derek Richardson (Lanny), Sarah Chalke (Magee).

**Prep & Landing: Operation Secret Santa** (television) Animated short which premiered on ABC on December 7, 2010, during the airing of *A Charlie Brown Christmas*. Directed by Kevin Deters and Stevie Wermers-Skelton. With Christmas only days away, Mrs. Claus and Magee enlist Wayne and Lanny on a secret mission to retrieve a mysterious item hidden deep with Santa Claus’ office. From Walt Disney Animation Studios. Voices include Dave Foley (Wayne), Derek Richardson (Lanny), Sarah Chalke (Magee), Betty White (Mrs. Claus). It won the Emmy in 2011 for Outstanding Short-Format Animated Program. 7 min.

**Prestige, The** (film) Two young Victorian-era magicians in London, where magicians are idols and celebrities of the highest order, set out to carve their own paths to fame. The flashy, sophisticated Robert Angier is a consummate entertainer, while the rough-edged purist Alfred Borden is a creative genius who lacks the panache to showcase his magical ideas. They start out as admiring friends and partners. But when their biggest trick goes terribly awry, it sparks a powerful rivalry that builds into an escalating battle of tricks and an unquenchable thirst to uncover the other’s trade secrets. Trick by
trick, show by show, and now enemies for life, their ferocious competition builds until it knows no bounds, even utilizing the fantastical new powers of electricity and the scientific brilliancy of Nikola Tesla, while the lives of everyone around them hang in the balance. A Touchstone Pictures/Warner Bros./Newmarket Films production. Released on October 20, 2006. Directed by Christopher Nolan. Stars Hugh Jackman (Robert Angier), Christian Bale (Alfred Borden), Michael Caine (Cutter), Scarlett Johansson (Olivia Wenscombe), David Bowie (Tesla), Piper Perabo (Julia McCullough), Rebecca Hall (Sarah), Samantha Mahurin (Jess), Andy Serkis (Alley). 130 min. Filmed in CinemaScope. Based on the novel by Christopher Priest. Released on DVD in 2007.

**Presto** (film) Short cartoon, from Pixar, released with *Wall*E, on June 27, 2008. Presto DiGiotagione, a turn-of-the-century magician, is famous for an astounding hat trick. Presto’s apprentice rabbit, Alec, however, is dissatisfied as he shares in none of Presto’s wild success. While Presto is out eating lavish dinners, Alec is left behind, locked in a birdcage with a carrot tortuously out of reach. Directed by Doug Sweetland. Sweetland also voices Presto and Alec. Filmed in CinemaScope. 5 min. Nominated for an Academy Award.

**Pretty Little Liars** (television) Hour-long series on ABC Family, debuting on June 8, 2010. Four of the prettiest girls in Rosewood, Pennsylvania, a perfect little town, harbor dark secrets, which an anonymous foe seems to know all about. Stars Lucy Hale (Aria Montgomery), Ashley Benson (Hanna Marin), Troian Bellisario (Spencer Hastings), Shay Mitchell (Emily Fields), Sasha Pieterse (Alison DiLaurentis), Ian Harding (Ezra Fitz), Chad Lowe (Byron Montgomery), Holly Marie Combs (Ella Montgomery). Based on the novels by Sara Shepard. Produced by ABC Family, Alloy Entertainment, and Warner Horizon Television.

**Primeval** (film) In Africa, a legendary and bloodthirsty 25-foot crocodile known as Gustave has claimed over 300 victims. A news producer, cameraman, and reporter are dispatched to track him down and bring him back alive. However, they find their work much more difficult and deadly than they expected, especially after a feared warlord targets them for death. A Hollywood Picture in association with Pariah. Released on January 12, 2007. Directed by Michael Katleman. Stars Dominic Purcell (Tim Manfrey), Orlando Jones (Steven Johnson), Brooke Langton (Aviva Masters), Jürgen Prochnow (Jacob Krieg), Gideon Emery (Mathew Collins). 94 min. Inspired by a true story. Filmed in South Africa in Super 35.

**Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time** (film) In the 6th century, a Persian street urchin named Dastan, after defending a boy caught stealing an apple, is spared, and then adopted by the noble King Sharaman. He is raised alongside Sharaman’s sons Tus and Garsiv, and grows into a strong young warrior. Later, Dastan, driven to prove his worth, leads an attack on Alamut, a peaceful holy city which is reported by spies to be supplying weapons to Persia’s enemies. When the king is assassinated and Dastan is accused of the crime, he must join forces with a feisty and exotic princess, Tamina, to prevent a villainous nobleman from possessing an ancient dagger capable of releasing
the Sands of Time, a gift from the gods that can reverse time and allow its possessor to rule the world. Directed by Mike Newell. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal (Prince Dastan), Gemma Arterton (Tamina), Ben Kingsley (Nizam), Alfred Molina (Sheikh Amar), Steve Toussaint (Seso), Toby Kebbell (Garsiv), Richard Coyle (Tus), Ronald Pickup (King Sharaman). 116 min. An adaptation of Ubisoft’s hit fantasy game, created by Jordan Mechner. A Jerry Bruckheimer production. Released on May 28, 2010, after a May 9 world premiere in London. Filmed in CinemaScope on location in Morocco and on nine sound stages at Pinewood Studios in Britain.

**Princess and the Frog, The** (film)  Animated feature film. Tiana, a young African-American girl, is living amid the charming elegance and grandeur of the French Quarter of New Orleans in this musical set in the legendary birthplace of jazz. Her lifelong goal is to own her own restaurant. But when she meets neer-do-well Prince Naveen, who has been turned into a frog, she falls for the “kiss the frog” line and becomes a frog herself with the fateful kiss instead of transforming the handsome prince. This leads to an adventure through the mystical bayous of Louisiana. Directed by Ron Clements and John Musker. Released on November 25 in New York and Burbank (exclusive 2 ½ week engagement at the Disney Studio theater) and nationwide on December 11. Voices include Anika Noni Rose (Tiana), Bruno Campos (Prince Naveen), John Goodman (“Big Daddy” La Bouff), Keith David (Dr. Facilier), Michael-Leon Wooley (Louis), Jennifer Cody (Charlotte), Jim Cummings (Ray), Peter Bartlett (Lawrence), Jenifer Lewis (Mama Odie), Oprah Winfrey (Eudora). 97 min. Songs and score by Randy Newman, a New Orleans native, who also does the voice of Cousin Randy. Based on an original story by Ron Clements and John Musker. Working title was The Frog Princess.

**Princess Protection Program** (television)  A Disney Channel Original Movie, debuting June 26, 2009. A teenage princess must escape her country, Costa Luna, and be placed into a top-secret protection program. Hidden in the home of its lead agent in the small town of Lake Monroe, she now must learn to fit in as an average teenager and, ultimately, show the agent’s insecure daughter that she too has all the qualities of a true “princess.” Directed by Allison Liddi-Brown. Stars Demi Lovato (Rosalinda Marie Montoya Flore), Selena Gomez (Carter Mason), Nicholas Braun (Ed), Jamie Chung (Chelsea), Tom Verica (Joe Mason).

**Private Practice** (television)  ABC television series debuting on September 26, 2007. This spinoff from Grey’s Anatomy sees Addison Forbes Montgomery, the renowned neonatal surgeon, moving to Los Angeles and reuniting with recently-divorced friends from medical school at their chic, co-op Oceanside Wellness Center in Santa Monica. There, the doctors are dedicated pros; it’s their private lives that need a little practice. Stars Kate Walsh (Addison Forbes Montgomery), Amy Brenneman (Dr. Violet Turner), Tim Daly (Dr. Peter Wilder), Taye Diggs (Dr. Sam Bennett), Audra McDonald (Dr. Naomi Bennett), Paul Adelstein (Dr. Cooper Freedman), KaDee Strickland (Dr. Charlotte King), Chris Lowell (William “Dell” Parker). From ABC Studios and the Mark Gordon Co.
Prom (film) Several intersecting stories unfold at Brookside High School as the big dance approaches and excitement mounts for the big night. Boys are figuring out who to ask to the prom and girls are shopping for dresses. Senior class president, Nova Prescott, a real go-getter and the prom organizer, plans the perfect prom, only to have her plans ruined a few weeks before the big event by a fire that burns up all the decorations, requiring her to reconstruct the entire event. The principal orders school bad boy Jesse to help Nova remake the prom decorations if he wants to graduate. But even though Nova is upset by this development, she has to do as the principal requests. During their work together, Nova begins to realize that Jesse is not as bad as he seems. Released on April 29, 2011. Directed by Joe Nussbaum. Stars Aimee Teegarden (Nova Prescott), Danielle Campbell (Simone Daniels), Yin Chang (Mei Kwan), Jared Kusnitz (Justin Wexler), Nicholas Braun (Lloyd Taylor), Thomas McDonell (Jesse Richter), DeVaughn Nixon (Tyler Barso), Nolan Sotillo (Lucas Arnaz), Cameron Monaghan (Corey Doyle). 103 min. While the movie is set in Michigan, it was shot in and around Los Angeles, with that city’s John Burroughs Middle School becoming Brookside High.

Proposal, The (film) When high-powered book editor Margaret Tate faces deportation to her native Canada, the quick-thinking executive declares that she is actually engaged to her unsuspecting put-upon assistant Andrew, whom she has tormented for years. He agrees to participate in the charade, but with a few conditions of his own. The unlikely couple heads to Alaska to meet his quirky family and the always-in-control city girl finds herself in one fish-out-of-water comedic situation after another. With an impromptu wedding in the works and an immigration official on their tails, Margaret and Andrew reluctantly vow to stick to the plan despite the precarious consequences. A Touchstone Picture. Released on June 19, 2009 in the U.S., after a June 17 release in Belgium. Directed by Anne Fletcher. Stars Sandra Bullock (Margaret), Ryan Reynolds (Andrew Paxton), Malin Akerman (Gertrude), Mary Steenburgen (Grace Paxton), Craig T. Nelson (Joe Paxton), Betty White (Grandma Annie), Denis O’Hare (Mr. Gilbertson), Aasif Mandvi (Bob Spaulding), Oscar Nuñez (Ramone), Michael Nouri (Chairman Bergen). 108 min. Filming began on March 31, 2008, in Massachusetts, in CinemaScope. Some minor adjustments turned the Massachusetts towns of Rockport, Manchester-by-the-Sea, and Gloucester into Sitka, Alaska.

Prosky, Robert (1930-2008) Actor, appeared in Outrageous Fortune (Stanislov Korzenowski), Green Card (Bronte’s lawyer), and The Scarlet Letter (Horace Stonehall).

Protector, The (television) Hour-long series on Lifetime, premiering on June 12, 2011, and ending on September 19, 2011. Divorced mother Gloria Sheppard juggles her demanding personal and professional life as an intuitive LAPD homicide detective while raising two boys, with the live-in help of her troubled younger brother Davey. Stars Ally Walker (Gloria Sheppard), Tisha Campbell-Martin (Michelle Dulcett), Miguel Ferrer (Felix Valdez), Chris Payne Gilbert (Davey Sheppard), Terrell Tilford
(Ramon Rush), Thomas Robinson (Leo Sheppard), Sage Ryan (Nick Sheppard). From ABC Studios.

**Proud Family Movie, The** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering on August 19, 2005. Penny and her family are held captive by Dr. Carver, a mad scientist, who tries to get his hands on Oscar Proud’s Instant Everlasting Multiplying Formula, which would allow Dr. Carver to create an army of G-nomes to take over the world. Produced by Jambalaya Studio and Disney Channel. Directed by Bruce W. Smith. Voices include Kyla Pratt (Penny Proud), Tommy Davidson (Oscar Proud), Paula Jai Parker (Trudy Proud), Jo Marie Payton (Suga Mama), Orlando Brown (Sticky Webb), Soleil Moon Frye (Zoey), Arsenio Hall (Dr. Carver/Bobby Proud). 91 min.

**Race to Witch Mountain** (film) For years, stories have circulated about Witch Mountain, a secret place in the middle of the Nevada desert, known for unexplained phenomena and strange sightings. When a Las Vegas cab driver, Jack Bruno, finds two teens with supernatural powers in his cab, he suddenly finds himself in the middle of an adventure he cannot explain. When they discover that the only chance to save the world lies in unraveling the secrets of Witch Mountain, the race begins, as the government, mobsters, and even extraterrestrials try to stop them. Directed by Andy Fickman. Released on March 13, 2009, after a March 11 release in Egypt. Stars Dwayne Johnson (Jack Bruno), Carla Gugino (Dr. Alex Friedman), AnnaSophia Robb (Sara), Ciaran Hinds (Burke), Alexander Ludwig (Seth), Tom Everett Scott (Matheson), Chris Marquette (Pope), Cheech Marin (Eddie), and Garry Marshall (Dr. Donald Harlan). Kim Richards and Iake Eissinmann, who starred in the original 1975 classic *Escape to Witch Mountain* have cameo roles as Tina and Sheriff Antony. 99 min. Based on characters created by Alexander Key. Filmed in Super 35, on location in Las Vegas, and in Pomona and Saugus, California.

**Radiator Springs Racers** Attraction based on the movie *Cars* in Cars Land at Disney California Adventure, opened on June 15, 2012. A leisurely, scenic tour of Ornament Valley turns into an all-out race for the Piston Cup as guests race through the mountain range, around Willy’s Butte, and past Radiator Falls. Along the way, there is a stop at either Luigi’s Casa Della Tires or Ramone’s House of Body Art. The six-passenger ride vehicles come in eight colors, each with its own personality. At six almost six acres, the attraction is the largest by acreage at the Disneyland Resort.

**Radio Rebel** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiered on February 17, 2012. Tara is a shy 17 year old whose secret life begins with podcasts from her bedroom as the smooth-talking, edgy on-air personality, Radio Rebel. When her alter ego becomes all the rage, Tara is given a shot at hosting her own show on her stepfather’s radio station. Tara must choose between keeping her on-air identity secret and continuing the status quo, or owning her voice and risk losing everything. Directed by Peter Howitt. Stars Debby Ryan (Tara Adams), Sarena Parmar (Audrey), Adam DiMarco (Gavin), Merritt Patterson (Stacy), Atticus Mitchell (Gabe). Based on

**Raising the Bar** (television) Television series for TNT debuting on September 1, 2008, and ending on December 24, 2009. The story follows the lives and cases of young lawyers who have been friends since law school but who now work on opposing sides. Stars Mark-Paul Gosselaar (Jerry Kellerman), Gloria Reuben (Rosalind Whitman), Jane Kaczmarek (Judge Trudy Kessler), Teddy Sears (Richard Patrick Woolsley), Melissa Sagemiller (Michelle Ernhardt), Currie Graham (Nick Balco), J. August Richards (Marcus McGrath), Jonathan Scarfe (Charlie Sagansky). From ABC Studios.

**Rapunzel** Princess, with long hair, locked in a tower, in *Tangled*. Voiced by Mandy Moore.

**Ratatouille** (film) A rat named Remy dreams of becoming a great chef despite his family's wishes and the obvious problem of being a rat in a decidedly rodent-phobic profession. When fate places Remy in the city of Paris, he finds himself ideally situated beneath a restaurant made famous by his culinary hero, Auguste Gusteau. Despite the apparent dangers of being an unwanted visitor in the kitchen at one of Paris' most exclusive restaurants, Remy forms an unlikely partnership with Linguini, the garbage boy, who inadvertently discovers Remy's amazing talents. They strike a deal, ultimately setting into motion an exciting chain of extraordinary events that turns the culinary world of Paris upside down. Remy finds himself torn between following his dreams or returning forever to his previous existence as a rat. He learns the truth about friendship, family and having no choice but to be who he really is, a rat who wants to be a chef. Released on June 29, 2007. Directed by Brad Bird. Voices include Brad Garrett (Gusteau), Patton Oswalt (Remy), Lou Romano (Linguini), Brian Dennehy (Django), Peter Sohn (Emile), Peter O'Toole (Anton Ego), Janeane Garofalo (Colette), Ian Holm (Skinner), John Ratzenberger (Mustafa). Director Brad Bird provided the voice of Ambrister Minion. 111 min. Filmed in CinemaScope. The film is the first animated feature from Pixar after Disney’s purchase of the company. Its premise was invented by Jan Pinkava, who received a co-director credit. The film received five Oscar nominations (best animated feature, sound editing, sound mixing, screenplay, original score), winning the award for animated feature. It also won the Golden Tomato Award as the best-reviewed film of the year.

**Raven-Symoné** Actress, starred in *That’s So Raven* (Raven Baxter) on Disney Channel. Also on Disney Channel she was in *Zenon* and *Zenon: Z3* (Nebula Wade), *The Cheetah Girls* and *The Cheetah Girls 2* (Galleria Garibaldi), and she provided the voice of Monique in *Kim Possible* and Iridessa in *Tinker Bell*. She was also in *The Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement* (Asana) and *College Road Trip* (Melanie Porter). On ABC, she starred in *State of Georgia* as Georgia.

**Read It and Weep** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering on July 21, 2006. Teenager Jamie accidentally turns her personal, private journal in as her homework. The teacher loves what she’s written—a story chronicling the adventures
of a confident and cool teenager named Isabella (“Is”)—and it ends up getting published as a novel. When the book turns into an overnight success, Jamie cannot help but get caught up in her newfound celebrity status. Between book signings, interviews, and her new boyfriend, Jamie struggles to find a balance between her old life and her new life. She doesn’t want to lose her friends or change who she is, but she is haunted by Is, the star of her novel and her alter ego, who is pushing her to embrace her life as a celebrity. Directed by Paul Hoen. Stars Kay Panabaker (Jamie), Danielle Panabaker (Is), Alexandra Krosney (Harmony), Marquise C. Brown (Lindsay), Jason Dolley (Connor), Nick Whittake (Lenny), Tom Virtue (Ralph), Chad Broskey (Marco), Allison Scagliotti (Sawyer). Based on the book, How My Private, Personal Journal Became a Bestseller, by Julia DeVillers. Filmed in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Read, Write, and Draw (television) Beginning in January 1987, Disney Channel asked kids 12 and under to send in endings to short stories that were published in the Disney Channel Magazine. Within a few months, short videos were made of Vincent Price reading the children’s submissions, and these aired at various times during the week until the fall of 1988.

Real Steel (film) In the near future, the sport of boxing has gone high-tech. Charlie Kenton, a washed-up fighter, lost his chance at a title when 2000-pound, 8-foot-tall steel robots took over the ring. Now a small-time promoter, Charlie earns just enough money piecing together low-end bots from scrap metal to get from one underground boxing venue to the next. When Charlie hits rock bottom, he reluctantly teams up with his estranged son Max to build and train a championship contender. As the stakes in the brutal, no-holds-barred arena are raised, Charlie and Max, against all odds, get one last shot at a comeback at the robot Real Steel World Championship. From DreamWorks, distributed by Touchstone, released on October 7, 2011. Directed by Shawn Levy. Stars Hugh Jackman (Charlie Kenton), Dakota Goyo (Max), Evangeline Lilly (Bailey), Anthony Mackie (Finn), Kevin Durand (Ricky), Hope Davis (Deborah Barnes). 127 min. Based on a short story by Richard Matheson.

Reaper (television) Television series debuting on CW on September 25, 2007, and ending May 26, 2009. Sam, having skipped college, works in a dead-end job at the local Work Bench home improvement store and wastes endless hours playing video games. His parents never challenged him as they did his younger brother, Kyle. Now, turning 21, he finds out the reason—his parents sold his soul to the devil before he was born. Satan himself drops by to explain that Sam must now serve as his bounty hunter, tracking down evil souls that have escaped and returning them to Hell. While he initially rejects his fate, Sam soon realizes that breaking a deal with the devil has dire consequences. So, with the aid of friends from work, Sam is surprised to find that he somehow feels good about his newfound mission—removing evildoers from the world as the Reaper. Stars Bret Harrison (Sam Oliver), Tyler Labine (Bert “Sock” Wysocki), Ray Wise (Devil), Missy Peregryn (Andi), Rick Gonzalez (Ben), Valerie Rae Miller (Josie), Kyle Switzer (Kyle), Donavon Stinson (Ted), Allison Hossack (Mrs. Oliver), Andrew Airlie (Mr. Oliver). From ABC Studios.
Red Car Trolley  Attraction at Disney California Adventure, opening on June 15, 2012. Guests ride down Buena Vista Street and into Hollywood Land in one of two trolleys modeled after those of the historic Pacific Electric Railway system which operated in Southern California from 1901 to 1961. Each seats 20, and is battery-powered (the catenary lines—above-vehicle electric cabling—are only for show).

Redmond, Dorothea (1910-2009) She joined WED Enterprises in 1964 as an artist and designer, contributing to the transformation of the Red Wagon Inn to the sumptuously appointed Plaza Inn, then doing interior settings of shops and restaurants for New Orleans Square. At Walt Disney World, among other designs, she is noted for her design of the elaborate mosaic murals in the entry passage through Cinderella Castle. She retired in 1974, and was named a Disney Legend in 2008.

Regal Sun Resort  Resort at Walt Disney World, formerly the Grosvenor Resort. Became the Wyndham Lake Buena Vista in 2010.

Remy  The gourmet-cooking rat in Ratatouille, voiced by Patton Oswalt.

Replacements, The (television) Animated series premiering on Disney Channel on September 8, 2006. Orphaned tween siblings Riley and Todd come across a comic book ad that promises a new set of parents sent directly from the Fleemco Company in Canton, Ohio. The quirky new family consists of a British international spy mom named Agent K, a renowned stuntman, daredevil dad named Dick Daring, and C.A.R.T.E.R., a cynical talking spy car and Agent K’s former partner. Riley and Todd soon realize that they can replace any adult in their life simply by making a call to Conrad Fleem, owner of the Fleemco Company. Voices include Nancy Cartwright (Todd), Grey DeLisle (Riley), Kath Soucie (Agent K), Daran Norris (Dick Daring), David McCallum (C.A.R.T.E.R.), Lauren Tom (Tasumi), Jeff Bennett (Shelton). From Walt Disney Television Animation.

Return to Halloweentown (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering on October 20, 2006. As Halloweentown nears its 1000th anniversary, Marnie Piper and younger brother Dylan enroll at the prestigious Witch University. After Marnie’s freshman year gets off to a rocky start, she stumbles onto a devious plot to destroy Halloweentown. With the town’s destiny in her hands, Marnie must use all her powers, both magical and mortal, to head off disaster. Directed by David Jackson. Stars Sara Paxton (Marnie Piper), Summer Bishil (Aneesa), Lucas Grabeel (Ethan Dalloway), Judith Hoag (Gwen Piper), J. Paul Zimmerman (Dylan Piper), Kristy Wu (Scarlett Sinister), Keone Young (Silas Sinister), Millicent Martin (Prof. Periwinkle), Leslie Wing-Pomeroy (Dr. Goodwyn), Debbie Reynolds (Agatha Cromwell).

Revenge (television) Drama series on ABC, premiering on September 21, 2011. Emily Thorne, has come to the Hamptons, met some of her wealthy neighbors, made a few new friends, and seemingly blended into the town, but she isn’t exactly new to the neighborhood. In fact, this was once her own neighborhood, until something bad
happened that ruined her family and their reputation. Now Emily has returned to right some wrongs with a vengeance. Stars Emily Van Camp (Emily Thorne), Madeleine Stowe (Victoria Grayson), Gabriel Mann (Nolan Ross), Henry Czerny (Conrad Grayson), Ashley Madekwe (Ashley Davenport), Nick Wechsler (Jack Porter), Connor Paolo (Declan Porter), Josh Bowman (Daniel Grayson), Christa B. Allen (Charlotte Grayson). From ABC Studios.

**Reynolds, Ryan** Actor, appeared in *The Proposal* (Andrew Paxton) and on television in *Tourist Trap* (Wade Early).

**River, The** (television) Drama series on ABC, premiering on February 7, 2012, and ending on March 20, 2012. Famed explorer Dr. Emmet Cole went looking for magic deep in the uncharted Amazon and never returned. When his emergency beacon suddenly goes off, his family and friends set out on a mysterious and deadly journey to find him. Led by his wife, Tess, and estranged son, Lincoln, the rescue mission takes them to unexplored territory, where nothing is what it seems. To fund the rescue, Tess and Lincoln agree to let Dr. Cole’s cagey ex-producer, Clark, film the mission documentary style. Stars Bruce Greenwood (Emmet Cole), Joe Anderson (Lincoln), Leslie Hope (Tess), Eloise Mumford (Lena Landry), Paul Blackthorne (Clark Quietly), Thomas Kretschmann (Capt. Kurt Brynildson), Daniel Zacapa (Emilio Valenzuela), Shaun Parkes (Andreus Jude Poulain), Paulina Gaitán (Jahel Valenzuela). Produced by ABC Studios, with Steven Spielberg’s Amblin and DreamWorks Television.

**Roadside Romeo** (film) A Disney animated co-production with Yash Raj Films (India). Romeo, a pet dog, is having the time of his life, until his owners move and leave him behind on the streets of Mumbai. After a run-in with four strays, he encounters Laila, the most beautiful girl dog he has ever seen, and he loses his heart to her at first sight. But their romance is dogged by a snarling villain, Charlie Anna, and his gang. Directed by Jugal Hansraj. Released in Hindi in India, and with subtitles in selected theaters in the U.S., on October 24, 2008. Voices include Saif Ali Khan (Romeo), Kareena Kapoor (Laila), Jaaved Jaaferi (Charlie Anna). 93 min. Disney’s first co-production in India.

**Robb, AnnaSophia** Actress, appeared in *Bridge to Terabithia* (Leslie Burke) and *Race to Witch Mountain* (Sara).

**Rodgers & Hammerstein’s Cinderella** See *Cinderella*.

**Rose, Anika Noni** Actress, provided the voice of Tiana in *The Princess and the Frog*. She was named a Disney Legend in 2011.

**Romano, Lou** Actor, provided the voices of Bernie Kropp in *The Incredibles*, Snotrod in *Cars*, and Linguini in *Ratatouille*.

**Roving Mars** (film) This documentary presents a look at the awe-inspiring and amazing Mars landscape as seen through the eyes of Spirit and Opportunity, the two Mars
Rovers. Their dogged quest over the rugged terrain enables audiences to explore the surface of Mars as never before. Released on January 27, 2006. Directed by George Butler. Filmed in 70mm large format/IMAX.

Ruby & The Rockits (television) Series on ABC Family, premiering July 21, 2009 and ending September 22, 2009, from ABC Studios. Patrick Gallagher, a former teen idol, has chosen to lead a quiet life with his wife, Audie, and two sons, Jordan and Ben. But when his former Rockits band mate and brother, David, shows up unexpectedly with his new-found teenage daughter, Ruby, in tow, the Gallagher family’s life becomes anything but normal. David, who refuses to give up his past glory days, comes to Patrick for help raising Ruby while he continues to perform. Patrick must now put aside the past in order to help raise Ruby and keep order within the rest of the Gallagher clan. Stars Alexa Vega (Ruby), Patrick Cassidy (Patrick Gallagher), David Cassidy (David Gallagher), Katie Amanda Keane (Audie), Austin Butler (Jordan), Kurt Doss (Ben). Third brother, Shaun Cassidy, served as an executive producer.

Samantha Who? (television) Half-hour ABC television series debuting on October 15, 2007, and ended on July 23, 2009. Following a hit-and-run accident that leaves her with amnesia, Sam Newly learns that she wasn’t a particularly honest, good-hearted, or loving person in the past. She thus has a rare opportunity to start anew and rediscover who she really is. Stars Christina Applegate (Sam Newly), Jennifer Esposito (Andrea), Jean Smart (Regina).

Samurai Girl (television) Three-part mini-series on ABC Family, premiering on September 5, 2008. A 19-year-old Japanese girl named Heaven discovers that the wealthy businessman who adopted her as an infant is really the head of the Yakuza, the Japanese mafia, and may have had her beloved brother brutally murdered. She breaks from her family and begins training to become a samurai, and with the help of a group of new American friends, sets out to take down her father’s evil empire. Directed by Bryan Spicer. Stars Jamie Chung (Heaven Kogo), Brendan Fehr (Jake Stanton), Saige Thompson (Cheryl), Kyle Labine (Otto), Anthony Brandon Wong (Tasuke Kogo), Steven Brand (Severin), Kenneth Choi (Sato), Stacy Keibler (Linda). Filmed in Vancouver. Based on a series of popular young adult novels by Carrie Asai. From Big Light Prods., Space Floor, and Alloy Entertainment in association with ABC Studios.

Sandberg, Sheryl She was elected to the company’s Board of Directors in 2010.

Sandler, Adam Actor, appeared in The Waterboy (Bobby Boucher), The Hot Chick (uncredited bongo player), and Bedtime Stories (Skeeter Bronson).

Santa Buddies (film) Direct-to-DVD release on November 24, 2009. When Puppy Paws, the feisty son of Santa Paws, forgets the true meaning of the season, it is up to the Buddies to remind him that the true meaning of Christmas spirit is about things you cannot wrap in a box or tie with a bow. Directed by Robert Vince. Stars Christopher Lloyd (Stan Cruge), Danny Woodburn (Eli), George Wendt (Santa Claus),
and the voices of Field Cate (Buddha), Josh Flitter (Butterball), Skyler Gisondo (B-Dawg), Ty Panitz (Mudbud), Liliana Mumy (Rosebud), Tom Bosley (Santa Paws), Zachary Gordon (Puppy Paws), Richard Kind (Eddie the Elf Dog). 88 min. Based on the character Air Bud created by Kevin DiCicco. From Keystone Entertainment and Walt Disney Studios Home Entertainment. Continues the Air Bud/Air Buddies franchise. 2010’s The Search for Santa Paws is a prequel.

Sarandon, Susan  Actress, appeared in Cradle Will Rock (Margheritta Sarfatti), Moonlight Mile (JoJo Ross), and Enchanted (Queen Narissa). She provided the voice of Spider in James and the Giant Peach.

Scandal (television)  Drama series on ABC, debuting on April 5, 2012. Olivia Pope, a prominent crisis manager, has dedicated her life to protecting and defending the public images of the nation’s elite and keeping their secrets under wraps. A former communications director to the President of the United States, she has opened her own firm, but while she and her dysfunctional staff can fix other people’s lives, but they cannot quite fix their own. Stars Kerry Washington (Olivia Pope), Henry Ian Cusick (Stephen Finch), Columbus Short (Harrison Wright), Guillermo Diaz (Huck), Darby Stanchfield (Abby Whelan), Katie Lowes (Quinn Perkins), Tony Goldwyn (Fitzgerald Grant), Jeff Perry (Cyrus Beene). Produced by ABC Studios.

Scoundrels (television)  Hour-long drama series debuting on ABC on June 20, 2010, and ending August 15, 2010. The West family is forced to change their lifestyle after the man of the house gets sent to jail. Cheryl, the loving mother and devoted wife, will do everything to keep her family together and on the straight and narrow. Stars Virginia Madsen (Cheryl West), David James Elliott (Wolfgang “Wolf” West), Patrick Flueger (Logan West/Calvin West), Leven Rambin (Heather West), Vanessa Marano (Hope West), Carlos Bernard (Sergeant Mack). Based on a New Zealand series entitled Outrageous Fortune. Produced by ABC Studios.

Secret of the Wings (film)  In this animated feature, Tinker Bell and her fairy friends journey into the forbidden world of the mysterious Winter Woods, where curiosity and adventure lead Tink to an amazing discovery and reveal a magical secret that could change her world forever. Released on August 31, 2012, in an exclusive engagement at the El Capitan Theater in Hollywood, after earlier foreign releases beginning on August 17, 2012 in Turkey; released on DVD and Blu-ray on October 23. Directed by Peggy Holmes and Bobs Gannaway. Working title was Tinker Bell and the Mysterious Winter Woods. Voices include Mae Whitman (Tinker Bell), Lucy Hale (Periwinkle), Lucy Liu (Silvermist), Megan Hilty (Rosetta), Angelica Huston (Queen Clarion), Jesse McCartney (Terence), Raven-Simoné (Iridessa), Timothy Dalton (Lord Milori), Matt Lanter (Sled). Produced by DisneyToon Studios.

Search for Santa Paws, The (film)  Direct-to-DVD release on November 23, 2010. When Santa and his new best friend, Paws, discover that the boys and girls of the world have lost the spirit of the season, they take a trip to New York City. But after Santa loses his memory, it is up to Paws, a faithful orphan named Quinn, her new
friend Will, and a wonderful group of elves and magical talking dogs to save St. Nick and show the world what Christmas is really about. Directed by Robert Vince. Stars Kaitlyn Maher (Quinn), Richard Riehle (Santa Claus), Patrika Darbo (Mrs. Claus), Madison Pettis (Willamina), Danny Woodburn (Eli), Richard Kind (Eddy), with the voices of Zachary Gordon (Santa Paws), Josh Flitter (T-Money), Diedrich Bader (Comet). A prequel to 2009’s Santa Buddies.

Sears, Ted  (1900-1958) Starting in animation at Disney in 1931, he became the first head of the story department, working on the features from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs to Sleeping Beauty.

Secret of the Magic Gourd, The  (film) A young boy named Wang Bao finds a gourd with magical powers, but discovers that the gourd’s power to fulfill his wishes comes as a great price—everything the gourd helps him obtain is taken away from its rightful owner. He eventually learns that working hard is the only way to earn the things that truly matter. A joint venture between Buena Vista International, Centro Digital Pictures Ltd. of Hong Kong, and the China Film Group Corporation. The film had its premiere in Beijing on June 29, 2007. Directed by John Chu and Frankie Chung. The first Disney co-production in China, in the Mandarin language. Adapted from a 1958 novel by Zhang Tian Yi. The film was released on DVD in the U.S. in 2009, with an English-language soundtrack featuring the voice talents of Drake Johnston, Takayo Fischer, Megan Hilty, Aaron Drozin, Grace Fulton, Josh Reames, Jeremy Shada, and Corbin Bleu (the Magic Gourd).

Secret World of Arrietty, The  (film) Residing beneath the floorboards are little people who live undetected in a secret world. Arrietty, a tiny but tenacious 14-year-old, lives with her parents in the recesses of a suburban garden home, unbeknownst to the homeowner and her housekeeper. Like all little people, Arrietty remains hidden from view, except during occasional covert ventures beyond the floorboards to “borrow” scrap supplies like sugar cubes from her human hosts. But when 12-year-old Shawn, a human boy who comes to stay in the home, discovers his mysterious housemate one evening, a secret friendship blossoms. If discovered, their relationship could drive Arrietty’s family from the home and straight into danger. Directed by Hiromasa Yonebayashi, with an English language version directed by Gary Rydstrom. Released on February 17, 2012, after an original release in Japan on July 17, 2010. Voices include Bridgit Mendler (Arrietty), Will Arnett (Pod), Amy Poehler (Homily), Carol Burnett (Hara), David Henrie (Shawn), Gracie Poletti (Aunt Jessica), Moises Arias (Spiller). 95 min. Based on Mary Norton’s acclaimed children’s book series The Borrowers. The original version, produced by Hayao Miyazaki and Keiko Niwa at Studio Ghibli, was known in Japan as Kari-gurashi no Arietti.

Secretariat  (film) The story of the horse that won the 1973 Triple Crown. Housewife and mother Penny Chenery agrees to take over her ailing father’s Virginia-based Meadow Stables, despite her lack of horse-racing knowledge. Against all odds, Chenery—with the help of veteran trainer Lucien Laurin—manages to navigate the male-dominated business, ultimately fostering the first Triple Crown winner in 25
years and what may be the greatest racehorse of all time. Directed by Randall Wallace. Stars Diane Lane (Penny Chenery), John Malkovich (Lucien Laurin), Dylan Walsh (Jack Tweedy), Scott Glenn (Chris Chenery), Dylan Baker (Hollis Chenery), Nelsan Ellis (Eddie Sweat), Otto Tholwarth (Ronnie Turcotte), Fred Thompson (Bull Hancock), A.J. Michalka (Kate Tweedy), Kevin Connolly (Bill Nack), Margo Martindale (Miss Ham), Eric Lange (Andy Beyer), James Cromwell (Ogden Phipps). 123 min. Filming took place in Louisiana and Kentucky; released on October 8, 2010. The Triple Crown consists of the three top horse races—the Preakness Stakes, the Kentucky Derby, and the Belmont Stakes. Filmed in CinemaScope.

**Shadix, Glenn** (1952-2010) Actor, provided the voice of the Mayor in *Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas*, as well as television credits in *Parent Trap Hawaiian Honeymoon* (Chuck Schtutz) and *Student Exchange* (Mr. Barton). He guest-starred on *The Golden Girls* and *Empty Nest*, and provided voices for several animated series.

**Shake It Up** (television) Comedy series on Disney Channel premiering November 7, 2010. High-spirited best friends CeCe Jones and Raquel “Rocky” Blue have their dreams of becoming professional dancers realized when they become background dancers on the most popular teen dance show, *Shake It Up Chicago*, a gig they land thanks to their longtime and well-connected friend, Deuce. Between learning a wide range of new dance styles, navigating the backstage antics at the show (especially with their rivals Tinka and Gunther) and their newfound social status at school, the girls are on their way to new and fun adventures, some that will test their friendship. Stars Bella Thorne (CeCe Jones), Zendaya (Raquel Blue), Kenton Duty (Gunther), Adam Irigoyen (Deuce), Davis Cleveland (Flynn Jones).

**Shanghai Disneyland** After years of negotiations, groundbreaking ceremonies for Shanghai Disneyland were held on April 8, 2011. The park, jointly owned by Disney (43%) and a city-run joint venture company in Shanghai (57%), is planned for a 2014 opening. Disney has a 70% stake in a joint venture management company that will run the park.

**Sharpay’s Fabulous Adventure** (television) A direct-to-DVD movie, released on April 19, 2011. It aired a month later, on May 22, on Disney Channel. Aspiring thespian Sharpay Evans who is about to head to Broadway to meet her destiny gets a big break when a talent scout spots her performing with her dog Boi at a charity gala. But, life in the big city is a shock, and there’s an even bigger bombshell when Sharpay finally realizes that the Broadway role is really for Boi, not her. Putting her disappointment aside, she sets out to make Boi the most fabulous canine star to hit the stage, with the hope that his fame will become her fame. Before long, she makes a new friend in a student filmmaker, Peyton, who finds her to be a fascinating subject, and, meanwhile, Boi finds puppy love on a Big Apple adventure of his own. Directed by Michael Lembeck. Stars Ashley Tisdale (Sharpay), Austin Butler (Peyton Leverett), Bradley Steven Perry (Roger Elliston III), Cameron Goodman (Amber Lee Adams), Alec Mapa (Gill Samms), Jack Plotnick (Neal Roberts). The movie was filmed in Toronto.
**Six Degrees** (television)  One-hour drama series debuting on ABC on September 21, 2006, and ending March 30, 2007. Six very different New Yorkers go about their lives without realizing the impact they are having on one another. A mysterious web of coincidences will gradually draw these strangers closer, changing the course of their lives forever. Stars Jay Hernandez (Carlos), Bridget Moynahan (Whitney), Hope Davis (Laura), Campbell Scott (Steven Casemen), Dorian Missick (Damian), Erika Christensen (Mae Anderson). From Touchstone Television.

**16 Wishes** (television)  A TV movie premiering on Disney Channel on June 25, 2010. Abby Jensen, a girl who has been eager to reach her 16th birthday, has kept a secret wish list since she was a little girl. But, when the big day actually arrives, she makes a wish that changes everything. Directed by Peter DeLuise. Stars Debby Ryan (Abby), Jean-Luc Bilodeau (Jay). Filmed in Vancouver, British Columbia. Co-production between Disney Channel and MarVista Entertainment.

**Skyrunners** (television) The first original movie produced for Disney XD. Teenage brothers Tyler and Nick commandeer a small UFO that crashes near their town. They soon realize that the spacecraft is “alive” and Tyler begins to develop superhuman abilities. When the brothers uncover an ominous alien plot to take over Earth, Tyler is captured by the extraterrestrials, so now it is up to Nick to rescue his brother. Directed by Ralph Hemecker. Stars Joey Pollari (Tyler Burns), Kelly Blatz (Nick Burns), Linda Kash (Robin Burns), Conrad Coates (Agent Armstrong), Jacqueline MacInnes Wood (Julie Gunn), Nathan Stephenson (Darryl Butler). Produced by Ranger Productions and Shaftesbury Services II, Inc.

**Small Fry** (film)  Animated cartoon from Pixar released with *The Muppets* on November 23, 2011. Buzz Lightyear is left behind at a fast food restaurant when a 3-inch kids’ meal toy version of Buzz takes his place. While the toys are stuck with the annoying Buzz impersonator, the real Buzz is trapped in the restaurant at a support group for discarded, unloved fast-food toys. As Woody and the gang devise a way to rescue their friend, Buzz tries to escape the toy psychotherapy session. Directed by Angus MacLane. Voices include Tim Allen (Buzz), Tom Hanks (Woody), Joan Cusack (Jessie), Teddy Newton (Mini Buzz), Jane Lynch (Neptuna). 7 min.

**Snow Buddies** (film) Direct-to-video release on February 5, 2008. An unauthorized detour onto an ice cream truck lands the five talking puppies on the next plane to Alaska. Stranded in the small Arctic town of Ferntuuktuk, the pups are befriended by Shasta, a husky pup, and his owner, a boy named Adam. The boy has big dreams of becoming a sled dog racer and even his dad’s fears can’t stop him from entering the big race. If the Buddies can get him to the finish line they will be on their way home, so they turn to the wise old Husky hermit Talon for mentorship. Sure they can win with the former champion in their corner, the pups go into intensive training. But on the day of the race, they unexpectedly find themselves on their own. Unfamiliar terrain, harsh weather conditions, and dirty tricks from a rival musher teach the Buddies some valuable lessons about heart, friendship, and following your dreams. Directed by Robert Vince. Stars Dominic Scott Kay (Adam), John Kapelos (Jean
George), Lise Simms (Meg), Mike Dopud (Joe), Richard Karn (Patrick), Molly Shannon (Molly), with the voices of Kris Kristofferson (Talon), Josh Flitter (Budderball), Henry Hodges (Mudbud), Liliana Mumy (Rosebud), Jimmy Bennett (Buddha), Skyler Gisondo (B-Dawg), Tom Everett Scott (Buddy), Dylan Sprouse (Shasta), Jim Belushi (Bernie). From Keystone Entertainment and Buena Vista Home Entertainment. Continues the Air Bud/Air Buddies franchise.

Snow 2 Brain Freeze (television) TV movie airing on ABC Family December 14, 2008. It is three days before Christmas crunch time up at the North Pole. Nick Snowden is so busy with his Santa duties that he forgets all about the early Christmas he promised to celebrate with his wife. They have a tiff, and he goes out for a walk as only Santa can, right through his magic mirror, and ends up with amnesia. His old nemesis Buck Seger is on hand to use Santa’s amnesia for his own advantage. Directed by Mark Rosman. Stars Tom Cavanagh (Nick Snowden), Ashley Williams (Sandy), Patrick Fabian (Buck Seger).

So Random! (television) Comedy series on Disney Channel, premiered on June 5, 2011. Original comedic vignettes parodying pop culture and a wide variety of everyday life. The series brings viewers into the audience of So Random!, the hit comedy TV show for kids first introduced in Sonny with a Chance. Each episode showcases a performance by a special guest or recording artist. Stars Tiffany Thornton (Tawni Hart), Sterling Knight (Chad Dylan Cooper), Brandon Mychal Smith (Nico Harris), Doug Brochu (Grady Mitchell, Allisyn Ashley Arm (Zora Lancaster).

Sonny Eclipse Audio-Animatronics lounge lizard presenting his act in Cosmic Ray’s Starlight Café beginning in 1995 in Tomorrowland in the Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World. Sonny is voiced by Cal David.

Sonny With a Chance (television) Comedy series on Disney Channel, debuting on February 8, 2009. Sonny Munroe, a talented Midwestern girl, relocates to Los Angeles to join the cast of the most popular sketch comedy show for teens and tweens, So Random! But life behind the scenes on a Hollywood set is not as idyllic as Sonny imagined, especially because of her fellow performers: the self-absorbed Tawni, suave Nico, funnyman Grady, quirky Zora, and dreamy Chad Dylan Cooper, star of MacKenzie Falls, the teen drama that films in the adjacent studio, and whose cast has a simmering rivalry with the So Random! cast. Stars Demi Lovato (Sonny Munroe), Tiffany Thornton (Tawni Hart), Sterling Knight (Chad Dylan Cooper), Brandon Mychal Smith (Nico Harris), Doug Brochu (Grady Mitchell), Allisyn Ashley Arm (Zora Lancaster), Nancy McKeon (Connie Munroe), Michael Kostroff (Marshall Pike), Vicki Lewis (Ms. Bitterman). From It’s a Laugh Productions.

Sorcerer’s Apprentice, The (film) Balthazar Blake is a centuries-old master sorcerer, a former student of Merlin, in modern-day Manhattan trying to defend the world from his arch-nemesis Maxim Horvath and other evildoers who had been imprisoned in a series of nesting dolls. Balthazar cannot do it alone, so he recruits Dave Stutler, a seemingly average guy who demonstrates remarkable hidden potential, as his reluctant
protégé. The sorcerer gives his unwilling accomplice a crash course in the art and science of magic, and together, these unlikely partners work to stop the forces of darkness. It takes all the courage Dave can muster to survive his training, save the city, and get the girl as he becomes the sorcerer’s apprentice. Directed by Jon Turteltaub. Released on July 14, 2010. Stars Nicolas Cage (Balthazar Blake), Jay Baruchel (Dave Stutler), Alfred Molina (Maxim Horvath), Teresa Palmer (Becky Barnes), Monica Bellucci (Veronica), Toby Kebbell (Drake Stone), Alice Krige (Morgana). A Jerry Bruckheimer production. Filmed in CinemaScope.

**Sorcerers of the Magic Kingdom** An interactive, role-playing game which debuted at the Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World on February 22, 2012, after several weeks of testing. Guests discover and beat Disney villains by the use of special “spell cards,” after following magic symbols leading them to villain hideouts throughout the park.

**Space Buddies** (film) Golden Retriever puppies Rosebud, Buddha, Budderball, B-Dawg, and Mudbud travel to the moon in search of a dream, only to realize that what they want is back on earth. Moving at warp speed, dodging asteroids and more, the Buddies and their two new friends, Spudnick, a sweet bull terrier, and Gravity, a resourceful ferret, must summon their courage and ingenuity to launch plans for a moon landing and a rocketing trip back home. Direct-to-DVD release on February 3, 2009. Directed by Robert Vince. Stars Bill Fagerbakke (Pi), Kevin Weisman (Dr. Finkel), Lochlyn Munro (Slats), Ali Hillis (Astro), Pat Finn (Bill Wolfson), Nolan Gould (Sam), Wayne Wilderson (Tad Thompson), Diedrich Bader (Yuri), with the voices of Jason Earles (Spudnick), Field Cate (Buddha), Liliana Mumy (Rosebud), Josh Flitter (Budderball), Skyler Gisondo (B-Dawg), Henry Hodges (Mudbud), Amy Sedaris (Gravity). 84 min. Based on the character Air Bud created by Kevin DiCicco. From Walt Disney Studios Home Entertainment.

**Spall, Timothy** Actor, played Nathaniel in *Enchanted* and provided the voice for Bayard in *Alice in Wonderland*.

**Special Agent Oso** (television) Animated series on Disney Channel, premiered April 4, 2009. Oso, a stuffed panda bear, works for U.N.I.Q.U.E. (United Network for Investigating Quite Usual Events), an international organization of stuffed animals charged with helping kids accomplish everyday tasks such as mailing a letter, cleaning their room, or learning how to use the library. Throughout each special assignment the accident-prone Oso maintains a sunny outlook on life and an enthusiasm for his job with his catchphrase, “It’s all part of the plan.” Voices include Sean Astin (Oso), Meghan Strange (Paw Pilot), Gary Anthony Williams (Mr. Dos), Amber Hood (Agent Dotty), Phill Lewis (Agent Wolfie), Cam Clarke (Whirly Bird/R.R. Rapide). A production of Walt Disney Television Animation.

**Spooky Buddies** (film) Direct to DVD release on September 20, 2011. It is Halloween, and the talking puppies go far across town to a mysterious mansion where something very spooky is going on. In a race against the Howlloween Hound, the Buddies and their new friends Pip, Zelda, Rodney, and Skip must stop Warlock the Magician—and
save the world from his dastardly deeds. Directed by Robert Vince. Stars Harland Williams (Warwick), Rance Howard, Pat Finn (Frank Carroll), Jennifer Elise Cox (Mrs. Carroll), Sierra McCormack (Alice), Sage Ryan (Pete), Elisa Donovan (Janice). From Walt Disney Studios Home Entertainment.

**Squeegees** (film) The first example of short-form programming created by Stage 9 Digital Media. Entrepreneurial slackers have a fledgling window-washing business. Debuted on ABC.com and YouTube on February 28, 2008. Stars Adam Countee, Brendan Countee, Marc Gilbar, Aaron Greenberg.

**Stage 9 Digital Media** Part of the Disney-ABC Television Group, formed in February 2007. Stage 9 creates original short-form programming, beginning with the comedy series *Squeegees* debuting on ABC.com and YouTube on February 28, 2008.

**StarStruck** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, premiered on February 14, 2010. Jessica Olson, a down-to-earth girl from the Midwest who is visiting her grandmother in Los Angeles with her family has a chance meeting with Hollywood pop star Christopher Wilde. It seems that Christopher has it all—fame, fortune, and a big-budget Hollywood movie awaiting him—but after spending time with Jessica, he realizes that he has been missing out on something very important—being himself. As he shows her the city sights, the pair develop a friendship, but their bond is tested when he publicly denies knowing her. Now Christopher must decide what is more important—being true to himself or becoming a movie star. Directed by Michael Grossman. Stars Sterling Knight (Christopher Wilde), Danielle Campbell (Jessica Olson), Brandon Mychal Smith (Stubby), Maggie Castle (Sara Olson), Chelsea Staub (Alexis Bender), Dan O’Connor (Dean Olson), Beth Littleford (Barbara Olson). Filmed at landmark locations in Los Angeles.

**State of Georgia** (television) Half-hour comedy series on ABC Family, premiering on June 29, 2011, and ending on August 17, 2011. Georgia, an aspiring actress with a larger-than-life personality, and her science geek best friend try to make headway in New York City. Stars Raven-Symoné (Georgia Chamberlin), Majandra Delfino (Jo), Loretta Devine (Aunt Honey), Kevin Covals (Lewis), Jason Rogel (Leo). An ABC Studios production.

**Stay Alive** (film) After the mysterious, brutal death of an old friend, a group of teenagers find themselves in possession of *Stay Alive*, an ultra-realistic 3-D videogame based on the spine-chilling story of a 17th century noblewoman known as “The Blood Countess.” The gamers don’t know anything about the game other than they are not supposed to have it, and they are dying to play it. Not able to resist temptation, the group begins to play the grisly game and soon a chilling connection is made—they are each being murdered one-by-one in the same method as the character they played in the game. As the line between the game world and the real world disappears, the teens must find a way to defeat the vicious and merciful Blood Countess, all the while trying to *stay alive*. A Hollywood Pictures/Spyglass Entertainment production. Directed by William Brent Bell. Released on March 24, 2006. Stars Jon Foster
(Hutch MacNeil), Samaire Armstrong (Abigail), Frankie Muniz (Swink Sylvania), Sophia Bush (October Bantum), Jimmi Simpson (Phineus Bantum), Adam Goldberg (Miller), Milo Ventimiglia (Loomis Crowley). 86 min. Filmed in CinemaScope in New Orleans (just before the devastation of Hurricane Katrina).

**Step Up** (film) Hip-hop dancing rebel Tyler Gage has grown up all his life on the streets, and he knows he is unlikely to ever make it out of there. But after a brush with the law lands Tyler with a community-service gig at the city’s Maryland School of the Arts, everything changes. He meets Nora, the school’s prima ballerina, an alluring diva who is desperately searching for someone to replace her injured partner before the school’s all-important Senior Showcase. Spying Tyler’s moves, Nora can’t help but notice he’s got a raw but natural gift. She decides to take a chance on Tyler, but as they begin to train, the tension between them, and their polar-opposite backgrounds, skyrockets. The only thing standing between Tyler and the void are his dreams of making it off the streets—and the only thing standing in the way of Nora’s obviously brilliant future is the Senior Showcase. Now, with everything on the line, Tyler will have just one performance to prove to Nora, and to himself, that he can step up to a life far larger than he ever imagined. Released on August 11, 2006. A Touchstone Pictures/Summit Entertainment film. Directed by Anne Fletcher. Stars Channing Tatum (Tyler Gage), Jenna Dewan (Nora Clark), Damaine Radcliff (Mac Carter), De'Shawn Washington (Skinny Carter), Mario (Miles Darby), Drew Sidora (Lucy Avila), Rachel Griffiths (Director Gordon), Josh Henderson (Brett Dolan). 103 min. Filmed in CinemaScope on location in Baltimore.

**Step Up 3D** (film) In this third installment of the *Step Up* franchise, New York’s intense street-dancing underground comes alive as a tight-knit group of street dancers, including Luke and Natalie, team up with NYU freshman Moose and find themselves pitted against the world’s best hip-hop dancers in a high-stakes showdown that will change their lives forever. A Touchstone picture. Released on August 6, 2010. Directed by Jon M. Chu. Stars Rick Malambri (Luke), Sharni Vinson (Natalie), Adam Sevani (Moose), Alyson Stoner (Camille), Keith “Remedy” Stallworth (Jacob), Kendra Andrews (Anala), Stephen “tWitch” Boss (Jason), Joe Slaughter (Julian), Martin and Facundo Lombard (Santiago Twins). 107 min. The first 3D motion picture to shoot entirely in New York City, and the first-ever 3D dance drama. The fourth film in the series, *Step Up Revolution* (2012) was not made or distributed by Disney.

**Step Up 2 the Streets** (film) A sequel to *Step Up*. Andie, a rebellious street dancer, lands at the elite Maryland School of the Arts where she finds herself fighting to fit in while also trying to hold onto her old life. When she joins forces with the school’s hottest dancer, Chase, to form a crew of classmate outcasts to compete in Baltimore’s underground dance battle—The Streets—she ultimately finds a way to live her dream while building a bridge between her two separate worlds. A Touchstone Picture. Directed by Jon M. Chu. Released on February 14, 2008. Stars Briana Evigan (Andie), Robert Hoffman (Chase), Cassie Ventura (Sophie), Will Kemp (Blake), Adam G. Sevani (Moose), Danielle Polanco (Missy), Christopher Scott (Hair), Mari
Koda (Jenny Kido), Janelle Cambridge (Fly), Luis Rosado (Monster), Harry Shum, Jr. (Cable), Lajon Dantzler (Smiles), Telisha Shaw (Felicia). 98 min. Filmed in Baltimore.

**Stephen King's Desperation** (television) Three-hour television movie, airing on ABC on May 23, 2006. From Sennet/Gernstein Entertainment in association with Touchstone Television. Visitors to the town of Desperation, Nevada, are jailed by a sinister sheriff, only to find that everyone in the area has suddenly died. A small group has to discover what has been killing them, and what can be done to stop it. It is a child, David, who, with the help of some friendly ghosts, discovers how the group can conquer the evil that is bubbling out of the town’s recently opened mines. Directed by Mick Garris. Stars Tom Skerritt (Johnny Marinville), Steven Weber (Steve Ames), Annabeth Gish (Mary Jackson), Charles Durning (Tom Billingsley), Matt Frewer (Ralph Carver), Henry Thomas (Peter Jackson), Shane Haboucha (David Carver), Ron Perlman (Collie Entragian).

**Stitch** Feisty alien character (Experiment 626) adopted by Lilo in *Lilo & Stitch*, Stitch’s voice was provided by Chris Sanders, a co-director of the film.

**Storytellers** Bronze statue of Walt Disney with Mickey Mouse, placed outside the Carthay Circle Restaurant and Lounge at Disney California Adventure on June 15, 2012. The statue depicts Walt as a humble, optimistic young man, dreaming of achievements to come. The sculptor was Rick Terry.

**Suite Life Movie, The** (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie, airing on March 25, 2011. When Cody receives the opportunity to study at the Gemini Institute, a high-tech center which studies dynamics between twins, he and Zack find themselves connected in a way they have never been before. When one twin experiences a sensation, the other twin feels it. While this newfound power helps the boys see eye-to-eye for the first time in their lives, it ultimately puts them in more danger than they could have ever imagined. Directed by Sean McNamara. Stars: Cole Sprouse (Cody Martin), Dylan Sprouse (Zach Martin), Debby Ryan (Bailey Pickett), Brenda Song (London Tipton), Phil Lewis (Mr. Moseby), Matthew Timmons (Woody Fink), Matthew Glave (Dr. Olsen), Katelyn Pacitto (Nellie), John Ducey (Dr. Spaulding), Katelyn Pacitto (Kellie). Filmed in Vancouver and other British Columbia locations.

**Suite Life on Deck, The** (television) A spin-off of The Suite Life of Zack & Cody, premiered on Disney Channel on September 26, 2008. Zack and Cody are now aboard the SS Tipton, a luxury cruise ship owned by London’s father. The ship cruises the world with tourists and students who attend classes at Seven Seas High, the one high school that London’s dad thinks will make his daughter a better student. While out at sea, Zack and Cody still manage to get into a lot of mischief, and London learns to live a simpler life, including sharing a small room with Bailey, a country girl from Kansas. Stars Dylan Sprouse (Zack Martin), Cole Sprouse (Cody Martin), Brenda Song (London Tipton), Phill Lewis (Mr. Moseby), Debby Ryan (Bailey).
**Super Rhino** (film) Special short released on the DVD of *Bolt* on March 22, 2009. Super Rhino (the hamster) is called upon to save Penny and Bolt from the nefarious Dr. Calico. Directed by Nathan Greno. Voices include Miley Cyrus (Penny), Mark Walton (Rhino), Malcolm McDowell (Dr. Calico). 4 min.

**Surrogates** (film) Two FBI agents investigate the mysterious murder of a college student linked to the man who helped create a high-tech surrogate phenomenon that allows people to purchase unflawed robotic versions of themselves—fit, good-looking, remotely-controlled machines that ultimately assume their life roles—enabling people to experience life vicariously from the comfort and safety of their own homes. After the first murder in this utopia in years, FBI agent Greer discovers a vast conspiracy behind the surrogate phenomenon and must abandon his own surrogate, risking his life to unravel the mystery. A Touchstone picture. Directed by Jonathan Mostow. Released on September 25, 2009 in the U.S., after a September 24 release in Australia and other countries. Stars Bruce Willis (Greer), Radha Mitchell (Peters), Rosamund Pike (Maggie), James Francis Ginty (Canter), Boris Kodjoe (Stone), James Cromwell (Older Canter), Ving Rhames (The Prophet). 89 minutes. Based on the graphic novel by Robert Venditti and Brett Weldele. From Mandeville Films. Filmed in Super 35 on location in Massachusetts, primarily in Boston and surrounding suburbs.

**Swing Vote** (film) Bud Johnson, an apathetic, beer-slinging, lovable loser in the small town of Texico, New Mexico, is coasting through a life that has passed him by. The one bright spot is his precocious, over-achieving twelve-year-old daughter Molly. She takes care of both of them, until one mischievous moment on election day, when she accidentally sets off a chain of events that culminates in the presidential election coming down to a single vote—her dad’s. Bud becomes the most famous man in the world for ten days as both sides campaign to get his vote. A Touchstone Picture. Released on August 1, 2008. Directed by Joshua Michael Stern. Stars Kevin Costner (Bud Johnson), Paula Patton (Kate Madison), Kelsey Grammer (President Andrew Boone), Dennis Hopper (Donald Greenleaf), Nathan Lane (Art Crumb), Stanley Tucci (Martin Fox), George Lopez (John Sweeney), Judge Reinhold (Walter), Willie Nelson (himself), Mare Winningham (Larissa Johnson), Richard Petty (himself), Madeline Carroll (Molly Johnson). 120 min. Filmed in CinemaScope in Albuquerque, Belen, and Santa Fe, New Mexico.

**Switch, The** (film) Neurotic Wally Mars is a financial success in New York with his stock trading partner Leonard, but still he has a gloomy perspective on the world. The one bright spot is his girlfriend, Kassie, who, unfortunately for Wally, just wants to be friends. Even when she decides she wants a child, she searches elsewhere for Mr. Perfect Sperm Donor. Seven years later, Kassie has a precocious son, Sebastian, who hits it off with Wally. They are so much alike that Wally becomes convinced that Sebastian is his son and wonders if he might have hijacked Kassie's pregnancy. A Miramax film released on August 20, 2010. Directed by Josh Gordon and Will Speck. Stars Jason Bateman (Wally Mars), Victor Pagan (Knit Hat Guy), Jennifer Aniston (Kassie Larson), Jeff Goldblum (Leonard), Juliette Lewis (Debbie), Patrick Wilson
(Roland), Thomas Robinson (Sebastian). 101 min. Filmed in CinemaScope in New York City.

Switched at Birth (television) One-hour drama series on ABC Family, premiering on June 6, 2011. Two teenage girls discover that they were accidentally switched as newborns in the hospital. Bay Kennish grew up in a wealthy family with two parents and a brother, while Daphne Vasquez, who lost her hearing at an early age due to meningitis, grew up with a single mother in a working-class neighborhood. Both families eventually meet and struggle to learn how to live together for the sake of the girls. Stars Katie Leclerc (Daphne Vasquez), Vanessa Marano (Bay Kennish), Constance Marie (Regina Vasquez), D. W. Moffett (John Kennish), Lea Thompson (Kathryn Kennish), Lucas Grabeel (Toby Kennish), Sean Berdy (Emmett), Austin Butler (Wilke). From ABC Studios.

Tales from Earthsea (film) Lord Archmage Sparrowhawk, a master wizard, journeys to search for the force behind a mysterious disturbance that has caused an imbalance in the land of Earthsea—suddenly crops and livestock are dwindling, dragons have reappeared and humanity is giving way to chaos. Along the way he rescues Arren, a troubled young prince who fled his home and is being pursued by an enigmatic shadow. Arren and Sparrowhawk cross paths with Tenar, a former priestess, and her disfigured adopted daughter, Therru. With Sparrowhawk’s magical powers dissipating, all of them must band together to defeat the evil Cob and his henchman Hare before Cob’s mania to find immortality destroys Earthsea. Directed by Goro Miyazaki. Released in the U.S. on August 13, 2010, after an original January 29, 2006, release in Japan. Voices include Matt Levin (Arren), Willem Dafoe (Cob), Timothy Dalton (Ged/Sparrowhawk), Mariska Hargitay (Tenar), Cheech Marin (Hare), Blaire Restaneo (Therru). 115 min. Produced by Studio Ghibli; Japanese title is Gedo senki.

Tangled (film) A princess stolen from her parents’ castle as a baby, Rapunzel is locked away for years in a hidden tower. When the kingdom’s most wanted—and most charming—bandit, Flynn Rider, hides out in her tower, he’s taken hostage by Rapunzel, now a beautiful and feisty teen with 70 feet of magical golden hair. Flynn’s curious captor, who is looking for a way out of the tower, strikes a deal with the handsome thief, and the unlikely duo sets off on an action-packed escapade, complete with a super-cop horse named Maximus, an over-protective chameleon named Pascal, and a gruff gang of pub thugs. With the secret of her royal heritage hanging in the balance and her captor in pursuit, Rapunzel and her cohort find adventure, heart, and humor. Released on November 24, 2010. Directed by Byron Howard and Nathan Greno. Stars Mandy Moore (Rapunzel), Zachary Levi (Flynn Rider), Donna Murphy (Mother Gothel), Ron Perlman (Stabbington Brother), M.C. Gainey (Captain of the Guard), Jeffrey Tambor (Big Nose Thug), Brad Garrett (Hook Hand Thug), Paul F. Tompkins (Short Thug), Richard Kiel (Vlad). 100 min. A CG animated feature which raised the bar for human animation in the CG world. Music is by Alan Menken, with lyrics by Glenn Slater. Included a 3D version. Adapted from the Grimm Brothers’
fairy tale. The working title of the film was *Rapunzel*. Flynn’s real name is Eugene Fitzherbert.

**Tangled Ever After** (film) Short 3D cartoon released with *Beauty and the Beast 3D* on January 13, 2012. Directed by Nathan Greno and Byron Howard. As everyone gathers for the royal wedding of Rapunzel and Flynn, Pascal and Maximus, the flower chameleon and ring bearer, respectively, lose the wedding rings. They immediately start a frenzied search, hoping to find them before anyone discovers that they are missing. Voices include Mandy Moore (Rapunzel), Zachary Levi (Flynn).

**Tapulous** Disney announced on July 1, 2010, the purchase of Tapulous, Inc., headquartered in Palo Alto, California, a leading developer of music games for the iPad, iPhone, and iPod Touch.

**Tarzan** A stage production, “Disney Presents Tarzan,” with the book by David Henry Hwang and with Bob Crowley as director and set and costume designer opened in the Richard Rodgers Theater on Broadway in 2006, with previews beginning March 24 at the Richard Rodgers Theater leading up to an official opening on May 10. Original cast included Josh Strickland (Tarzan), Jenn Gambatese (Jane), Merle Dandridge (Kala), Shuler Hensley (Kerchak), Chester Gregory II (Terk). Inventive aerial design was by Pichon Baldinu, with music by Phil Collins. A Dutch production opened in The Hague in April 2007. The Broadway show closed on July 8, 2007, ending at a loss.

**Tempest, The** A Touchstone Picture/Miramax Film, released on December 10, 2010 in New York and Los Angeles, with a limited expansion on December 17. 110 min. Filmed in CinemaScope.

**10 Things I Hate About You** (television) ABC Family series, inspired by the 1999 motion picture, debuting on July 7, 2009, and ending on May 24, 2010. Walter Stratford is the over-protective father of Kat, a feminist looking to save the world, and Bianca, a girl planning to climb the social ladder at their new high school. With their contradictory goals, the girls start out on a bumpy year at Padua High. Stars Meaghan Martin (Bianca), Lindsey Shaw (Kat), Ethan Peck (Patrick Verona), Larry Miller (Walter Stratford), Nicholas Braun (Cameron James), Dana Davis (Chastity Church), Kyle Kaplan (Michael Bernstein), Chris Zylka (Joey Donner). Miller played the same role in the movie, whose director, Gil Junger, is helming the series.

**3-D** Over the years, Disney has experimented with three-dimensional techniques for its films. The first cartoon made in 3-D was *Adventures in Music: Melody* (1953) followed shortly by *Working for Peanuts*. A 3D Jamboree was shown at Disneyland beginning in 1958. However, it took a quarter century before the next 3-D film was produced by Disney—*Magic Journeys*, for Epcot in 1982. It has been followed by other park films *Captain Eo, Jim Henson’s MuppetVision 3-D, Honey, I Shrunk the Audience, It’s Tough to Be a Bug, The Magic Lamp Theater*, and *Mickey’s PhilharMagic*. Beginning with *Chicken Little* (2005) Disney perfected a new process
called Disney Digital 3-D. It was used in 2006 for the first time to transfer a film originally released in analog 2-D into 3-D—Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas.

**Three Investigators and the Secret of Skeleton Island, The** (film) A trio of young amateur detectives from Rocky Beach, California, go on vacation to Skeleton Island, off Cape Town, South Africa, where an amusement park is being built. But when they arrive, they find a mysterious beast, known as Tokolosh, is wreaking havoc and causing terror among the construction workers. The detectives soon discover a secret that originates from the 17th century, and are involved with a spirited local girl and her father from a nearby township. Directed by Florian Baxmeyer. Released in Germany on February 9, 2007. Stars Chancellor Miller (Jupiter Jones), Nick Price (Pete Crenshaw), Cameron Monaghan (Bob Andrews), Naima Sebe (Chris), Nigel Whitmey (Al Crenshaw), James Faulkner (Bill), Fiona Ramsey (Miss Wilbur). A production of Studio Hamburg International Production and Medienfonds in English, in association with Buena Vista International. Released in Germany as Die Drei Fragezeichen und das Geheimnis der Geisterinsel. Based on the sixth book in a lengthy series of 187 young peoples’ detective novels set in the 1960s. The first of a planned trilogy.

**Three Moons Over Milford** (television) Hour-long series on ABC Family, premiering on August 6, 2006, and ending September 24, 2006. After a meteor blasts the moon into three pieces, the town of Milford has never been the same with everyone worried that the next day may be their last. The residents begin acting peculiarly, throwing caution to the wind and acting on their wildest whims. Questions are raised as to whether Syndek, the mysterious conglomerate in town, is to blame. What if, with its high-tech telescopes and satellites, it set the meteor on a collision course with the moon. In any case, the Milford residents have decided to live for the moment, seize the day, make the most of every minute. Stars Elizabeth McGovern (Laura Davis), Rob Boltin (“Mack” McIntyre), Nora Dunn (Michelle Graybar), Sam Murphy (Alex Davis), Teresa Calentano (Lydia Davis), Samantha Leigh Quan (Claire Ling). From Three Moons Productions in association with Touchstone Television.

**Tick Tock Tale** (film) In this animated short, a quirky mantle clock is the laughing stock of the antique shop. But when the little clock foils a robbery, the unlikely hero proves that even imperfection can lead to something extraordinary. Directed by Dean Wellins. Premiered at the Annecy Animation Film Festival on June 8, 2010. 6 min.

**Time Jumper, Stan Lee’s** Serialized digital motion comic; five-minute episodes with cliffhangers, released on cell phones and the Internet beginning July 24, 2009. Terry Dixon, a famed agent from HUNT (Heroes United, Noble and True) has a unique cell phone, The Articulus, which doubles as a time machine. Only Terry and his brother Sam can operate Articulus, but Sam is lost in time and Terry is searching for him. Hindering Terry’s work is Charity Vyle, head of CULT (Council of Unstoppable, Lethal Terrorists) who wants Articulus for her own schemes.
**Tinker Bell** (film) Animated feature, released on DVD on October 28, 2008, by Walt Disney Studios Home Entertainment. The film earlier had an initial release in theaters in Argentina on September 11, 2008, and an exclusive theatrical release at the El Capitan Theater in Hollywood for two weeks beginning September 19, 2008. In Pixie Hollow, a secret hideaway deep in the heart of Never Land, Tinker Bell thinks her fairy talent as a “tinker” isn’t as special or important as the other fairies’ talents. But when Tink tries to change who she is, she creates nothing but disaster. With encouragement from her friends Rosetta (the garden fairy), Silvermist (an upbeat water fairy), Fawn (a rascally animal fairy), and Iridessa (a perfectionist light fairy), Tink learns the key to solving her problems lies in her unique tinker abilities, and discovers that when she’s true to herself, magical things can happen. Directed by Bradley Raymond. Voices include Mae Whitman (Tinker Bell), Kristin Chenoweth (Rosetta), America Ferrera (Fawn), Lucy Liu (Silvermist), Raven-Symone (Iridessa), Jesse McCartney (Terence), Anjelica Huston (Queen Clarion). Produced by DisneyToon Studios. The first of a series of films featuring the Disney Fairies.

**Tinker Bell and the Great Fairy Rescue** (film) Exclusive engagement at the El Capitan theater in Hollywood, beginning September 3, 2010; DVD release on September 21, 2010. There were earlier foreign theatrical releases, beginning with Hungary on July 29, 2010. Before she was ever introduced to Wendy and the Lost Boys, Tinker Bell met Lizzy, a girl with a steadfast belief in fairies. In the summertime in the beautiful English countryside, Tinker Bell has an enchanting encounter when she is discovered by Lizzy, and as their different worlds unite, Tink develops a special bond with the curious girl in need of a friend. As her fellow fairies launch a daring rescue, Tinker Bell takes a huge risk, putting her own safety and the future of the fairies in jeopardy. Directed by Bradley Raymond. Voices include Mae Whitman (Tinker Bell), Michael Sheen (Dr. Griffiths), Kristin Chenoweth (Rosetta), Lucy Liu (Silvermist), Raven-Symone (Iridessa), Jesse McCartney (Jesse), Lauren Mote (Lizzy). 76 min. From DisneyToon Studios.

**Tinker Bell and the Lost Treasure** (film) The second film in the series on the Disney Fairies, released direct to DVD on October 27, 2009, after a one-week run at the El Capitan Theater beginning October 16. In autumn, as the fairies on the mainland are changing the colors of the leaves, tending to pumpkin patches, and helping geese fly south for the winter, the rare Blue Moon will rise, and when its light passes through the magical Fall Scepter that Tinker Bell has been summoned to create, Pixie Hollow’s supply of pixie dust will be restored. But when Tinker Bell accidentally puts all of Pixie Hollow in jeopardy, she must venture out across the sea on a secret quest to set things right. Along her journey Tink meets new friends, including Blaze, a cute and courageous firefly that helps Tinker Bell complete her mission. Directed by Klay Hall. Voices include Mae Whitman (Tinker Bell), Kristin Chenoweth (Rosetta), Lucy Liu (Silvermist), Raven-Symone (Iridessa), Jesse McCartney (Terence), Anjelica Huston (Queen Clarion), Angela Bartys (Fawn), Eliza Pollack Zebert (Blaze). From DisneyToon Studios.

**Tinker Bell and the Mysterious Winter Woods** See *Secret of the Wings*. 
Tisdale, Ashley  Actress, appeared in The Suite Life of Zack & Cody (Maddie Fitzpatrick), as Sharpay Evans in High School Musical and Sharpay’s Fabulous Adventure, and provides the voice of Candace Flynn on Phineas and Ferb.

Togetherville  Social network for school children up to age 13, acquired by Disney on February 18, 2011. It was founded by Mandeep S. Dhillon.

Tokyo Mater (film)  A routine tow lands Mater in Tokyo, where he is challenged to a drift-style race against a gang leader and his posse of ninjas. Voice of Mater by Larry the Cable Guy. A Disney Digital 3D short released on December 12, 2008, with Bolt.

Toombs Thomas, Leota (1925-1991)  After starting her Disney career as a member of the Ink and Paint Department in 1940, she left to start a family, but returned to WED Enterprises in 1962 where she worked in figure finishing and maintaining attractions. She is best known for the use of her visage as Madame Leota, the face in the crystal ball at the Haunted Mansion. She was named a Disney Legend in 2009.

Toy Story Midway Mania  Attraction at both Disney’s Hollywood Studios (the space formerly occupied by Who Wants to Be a Millionaire—Play It!) and Disney California Adventure (in the Paradise Pier area). For the first time, an attraction was designed and built at California and Florida parks simultaneously. Guests wearing 3-D glasses ride themed vehicles along a route lined with “classic midway games of skill,” shooting toy cannons at animated targets. Various characters from Toy Story host the ride. The Disney’s Hollywood Studios attraction opened May 31, 2008, and the one at Disney’s California Adventure on June 17, 2008.

Toy Story 3 (film)  As Andy prepares to depart for college, Buzz Lightyear, Woody, and the rest of his loyal toys are troubled about their uncertain future. Andy packs Woody, his favorite toy, to take to college with him, but the rest are to be left behind. The toys land at the Sunnyside daycare center in a room full of untamed tots who cannot wait to get their sticky little fingers on these “new” toys. It’s pandemonium as the toys try to stay together, endeavoring to return to Andy’s house. Hindering their escape plans is a smooth-talking Ken doll, a Big Baby, and a pink, strawberry-scented teddy bear named Lots-o’-Huggin’ Bear (called “Lotso”), who runs the center as a prison. Unimagined terrors await the toys as they are mistakenly picked up by a trash truck and delivered to a landfill. Directed by Lee Unkrich. Released on June 18, 2010, and in Disney 3D and Imax versions, after a June 16 release in China and Egypt. Voices include Tom Hanks (Woody), Tim Allen (Buzz Lightyear), Joan Cusack (Jessie), Don Rickles (Mr. Potato Head), Wallace Shawn (Rex), Estelle Harris (Mrs. Potato Head), John Ratzenberger (Hamm), Ned Beatty (Lotso), John Morris (Andy), Laurie Metcalf (Andy’s Mom), R. Lee Ermey (Sarge), Jodi Benson (Barbie), Bonnie Hunt (Dolly), Jeffrey Garlin (Buttercup), Whoopi Goldberg (Stretch), Michael Keaton (Ken), Timothy Dalton (Mr. Pricklepants), Bud Luckey (Chuckles). 103 min. In August 2010 the film became the highest-grossing animated film of all time, passing $1 billion worldwide (U.S. grosses were over $400 million, making it Disney’s second highest grosser after
Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest). The film won two Academy Awards, for Animated Feature and for Song (“We Belong Together”).

Trail of the Panda (film) The second Disney collaboration with Chinese filmmakers. Lu, an orphan, finds a lost panda cub, Pang Pang, carries his new friend of his back, and begins an exciting trip to return it to its mother. Released in China on May 8, 2009, after an April 27 premiere in Chengdu. Directed by Xhong Yu. Stars Daichi Harashima (Lu). Chinese title is Xiong mao hui jia lu. Filmed at Siguniang Mountain, Balang Mountain, and Wolong Giant Panda Reserve in Sichuan Province. Six different panda cubs were utilized to play Pang Pang; Mao Mao, who played Pang Pang’s mother, perished in the May 12, 2008 Sichuan earthquake which nearly destroyed the Wolong Reserve.

Treasure Buddies (film) Direct to DVD release on January 31, 2012. The Buddies travel to the ruins of ancient Egypt. In a race against a devious cat, they, and their new friends Cammy (a baby camel) and Babi (a mischievous monkey), must avoid booby traps, solve puzzles, and explore a mysterious tomb, all in search of the greatest treasure known to animalkind, the legendary lost collar of Cleocatra. Directed by Robert Vince. Stars Richard Riehle (Thomas Howard), Edward Herrmann (Philip Wellington), Mason Cook (Pete Howard). With the voices of G. Hannelius (Rosebud), Skyler Gisondo (B-Dawg), Nico Ghisi (Budderball), Field Cate (Buddha), Ty Panitz (Mudbud), Kaitlyn Maher (Cammy). 93 min.

T-REX Prehistoric-themed restaurant, from Landry’s Restaurants, opened at Downtown Disney Marketplace at Walt Disney World on October 14, 2008.

Tron: Legacy (film) Sam Flynn, the tech-savvy, rebellious 27-year-old son of Kevin Flynn, is haunted by the mysterious disappearance of his father, a man once known as the world’s leading tech visionary. When Sam investigates a strange signal sent from the old Flynn’s Arcade—a signal that could only come from his father—he finds himself pulled into the digital world of Tron where his father has been living for 20 years. Along with Kevin’s loyal confidant and fearless warrior, Quorra, father and son embark on a life-and-death journey of escape across a visually stunning cyber universe created by Kevin himself that has become far more advanced, with never-before-imagined vehicles, weapons, landscapes, and a ruthless villain who will stop at nothing to prevent their escape. Sequel to Steven Lisberger’s 1982 cult classic film. Directed by Joseph Kosinski. Released in Disney Digital 3D and IMAX 3D on December 17, 2010. Stars Garrett Hedlund (Sam Flynn), Jeff Bridges (Kevin Flynn/CLU), Olivia Wilde (Quorra), Bruce Boxleitner (Alan Bradley/Tron), James Frain (Jarvis), Beau Garrett (Gem), Michael Sheen (Castor/Zeus). 125 min. Filmed in CinemaScope. Original music by the award-winning electronic music duo, Daft Punk.

Tron: Uprising (television) Animated series, premiering on Disney XD on June 7, 2012, with the story taking place between Tron and Tron: Legacy. Beck, a young program trained by Tron, becomes the unlikely leader of a revolution inside the computer world of The Grid. His mission is to free his home and friends from the reign of the
villainous Clu and his henchman, General Tesler. Tron, the greatest warrior The Grid has ever known, not only teaches Beck the fighting skills he needs to challenge the brutal military occupation, but guides and mentors him as he grows from an impulsive youth to a courageous, powerful leader. Destined to become the new protector of the system, Beck adopts Tron’s persona and becomes the archenemy of Tesler and his oppressive forces. Voices include Elijah Wood (Beck), Bruce Boxleitner (Tron), Emmanuelle Chriqui (Paige), Mandy Moore (Mara), Paul Reubens (Pavel), Lance Henriksen (General Tesler). The series was preceded by a 30-minute prelude, Tron: Uprising—Beck’s Beginning, airing first on Disney Channel on May 18, 2012.

Twitches Too (television) A Disney Channel Original Movie premiering on October 12, 2007. After discovering they are both twin sisters and princesses, Alex Fielding and Camryn Barnes begin learning about each other and what it means to have magical powers. As Camryn embraces the royal lifestyle in the magical kingdom of Coventry, Alex is eager to begin her new life as a college student. While trying to live as normally as possible in their new surroundings, their existence continues to be threatened by an evil darkness. The sisters uncover evidence that their missing father, Aaron, may be alive. Directed by Stuart Gillard. Stars Tia Mowry (Alex Fielding), Tamera Mowry (Camryn Barnes), Kristen Wilson (Miranda), Jackie Rosenbaum (Beth Fish), Pat Kelly (Karsh), Leslie Sieler (Ileana), Patrick Fabian (Thantos), Chris Gallinger (Demitri), Jayne Eastwood (Mrs. Norseng), Kevin Jubinville (Aaron). A sequel to Twitches.

Tyler, Ginny (1930-2012) She began with Disney narrating phonograph records for Disneyland Records, but moved to television to serve as Head Mouseketeer for the syndicated Mickey Mouse Club in 1962. For films, she provided voices for two amorous female squirrels in The Sword in the Stone and sang for several barnyard animals in the “Jolly Holiday” sequence of Mary Poppins. She was named a Disney Legend in 2006.

Ugly Betty (television) One-hour comedy series on ABC, premiering on September 28, 2006, and ended April 14, 2010. Even though plain Betty Suarez does not fit in the superficial world of high fashion, when she goes to work for the new, young publisher of the fashion magazine, Mode, her indomitable spirit and bright ideas eventually win him over. Neither of them really knows the ins and outs of the fashion world, but the two of them are a formidable team against the label-wearing sharks who will do anything to see them fail. Stars America Ferrera (Betty Suarez), Eric Mabius (Daniel Meade), Ana Ortiz (Hilda), Vanessa Williams (Wilhelmina Slater), Tony Plana (Ignacio), Ashley Jensen (Christina), Becki Newton (Amanda), Mark Indelicato (Justin), Alan Dale (Bradford Meade). From Touchstone Television.

Underdog (film) After an accident in the mysterious lab of maniacal scientist Dr. Simon Barsinister, an ordinary beagle, Shoeshine, unexpectedly finds himself with unimaginable powers and the ability to speak. Armed with a fetching superhero costume, Underdog vows to protect the beleaguered citizens of Capitol City and, in particular, one beautiful spaniel named Polly Purebred. When a sinister plot by
Barsinister and his overgrown henchman Cad threatens to destroy Capitol City only Underdog can save the day. From Walt Disney Pictures in association with Spyglass Entertainment. Released on August 3, 2007. Directed by Frederik Du Chau. Stars James Belushi (Dan), Alex Neuberger (Jack), Peter Dinklage (Dr. Simon Barsinister), Patrick Warburton (Cad), Jason Lee (voice of Underdog), Amy Adams (voice of Polly Purebred), Brad Garrett (voice of Riff Raff). Shoeshine/Underdog is played by Leo, a lemon beagle, Polly by Ginger, a Cavalier King Charles spaniel, and Riff Raff by Bronco, a rottweiler. 82 min. Filmed in Super 35. Based on the 1960, 121-episode, animated television series created by W. Watts Biggers. Providence, Rhode Island, portrayed the movie’s Capitol City.

Up (film) Carl Fredricksen spent his entire life dreaming of exploring the globe and experiencing life to the fullest. But at age 78, life seems to have passed him by, until a twist of fate (and a persistent and overly-optimistic 8-year-old Wilderness Explorer named Russell) gives him a new lease on life. Tying thousands of balloons to his house, Carl takes a thrilling journey to find a mountaintop waterfall in Venezuela where his late wife, Ellie, had always dreamed of visiting, only to discover all too late that his biggest nightmare, Russell, has stowed away on the trip. The unlikely pair encounter wild terrain and unexpected villains as they try to save a rare 13-foot-tall flightless bird they name Kevin. CGI animated film from Pixar Animation Studios. Directed by Pete Docter and Bob Peterson. Released on May 29, 2009 in the U.S., after a May 28 release in Russia and a May 13 screening at the Cannes Film Festival. Voices include Ed Asner (Carl), Christopher Plummer (Charles Muntz), John Ratzenberger (Tom), Delroy Lindo (Beta), Jordan Nagai (Russell), Bob Peterson (Dug/Alpha), Jerome Ranft (Gamma). 96 min. Pixar’s first title produced in Disney Digital 3-D. It became the second animated feature, after Beauty and the Beast, to be nominated for a Best Picture Academy Award. It won Oscars for Animated Feature and Original Score.

Us Weekly Disney purchased a 50% stake in the Us Weekly celebrity gossip magazine in 2001 for $40 million from Wenner Media. That stake was sold back to Wenner in 2006 for $300 million.

Vagnini, Steven After several years as a Walt Disney World cast member and an intern at the Walt Disney Archives, he joined the staff of the Archives as an archivist full time in 2010. He has written articles for Disney publications, spoken to Disney groups, and produced programs for D23 events.

Val de France Hotel district at Disneyland Resort Paris containing “selected hotels”: Hotel Kyriad, MyTravel’s Explorers Hotel, Holiday Inn (all 2003) and Mövenpick Dream Castle Hotel (2004).

Virtual Magic Kingdom Online multi-player game in which users create their own characters and check out Disneyland and the Walt Disney World Magic Kingdom. It was sponsored by Walt Disney Parks and Resorts Online, beginning in 2005, and ending May 21, 2008.
**Vista Federal Credit Union**  See Partners Federal Credit Union.


**WALL•E** (film)  Computer-animated feature from Pixar Animation. What if mankind had to leave Earth 700 years in the future, and somebody forgot to turn off the last robot? WALL•E (Waste Allocation Load Lifter Earth-Class), a robot, spends every day doing what he was made for, cleaning the trash-covered planet, but he discovers a new purpose in life when he meets a sleek search robot named EVE (Extra-terrestrial Vegetation Evaluator). EVE comes to realize that WALL•E has inadvertently stumbled upon the key to the planet’s future, and races back to space to the luxury spaceship Axiom to report her findings to the humans, who have been eagerly awaiting word that it is safe to return home. Meanwhile, WALL•E chases EVE across the galaxy and sets into motion an exciting adventure. Released on June 27, 2008, after an invitational premiere at the Greek Theater in Griffith Park on June 21, and a release in Bolivia and Chile on June 26. Directed by Andrew Stanton. Voices include Fred Willard (Shelby Forthright, who also appears in the film), Jeff Garlin (Captain), Ben Burtt (WALL•E), Elissa Knight (Eve), John Ratzenberger (John), Kathy Najimy (Mary), Sigourney Weaver (Ship’s Computer). 98 min. The film features a score by Thomas Newman, with Peter Gabriel collaborating on the song “Down to Earth.” The soundtrack includes two songs from *Hello Dolly* (Fox, 1969), on a videotape that WALL•E repeatedly watches. Filmed in CinemaScope. The film won the Oscar for Best Animated Feature.

**Walt & El Grupo** (film)  Documentary about Walt Disney’s trip to South America in 1941, out of which came *Saludos Amigos* and *The Three Caballeros*, from Walt Disney Family Foundation Films in association with Theodore Thomas Productions. The film draws from personal letters and artwork from the trip, remembrances by descendants and survivors, and archival footage to provide a candid glimpse of Walt Disney and his artists. Directed by Theodore Thomas. 107 min. The film premiered at the San Francisco International Film Festival on April 26, 2008. Limited release in Los Angeles, New York, and Anaheim beginning September 11, 2009. Released on DVD in 2010.

**Walt Disney Animation Studios**  New name, in 2007, for Walt Disney Feature Animation.

**Walt Disney Family Museum, The**  Diane Disney Miller has spearheaded the establishment of a museum in a restored building in the Presidio area of San Francisco.
to honor her father. Opening took place in 2009, with the first preview day on September 19 and official opening on October 1.

**Walt Disney World Boys and Girls Club** Located in Orlando’s Pine Hills neighborhood, this 25,000 square-foot facility was made possible in part by a $1 million contribution from the Walt Disney World Resort and Disney Worldwide Outreach. The Club offers numerous educational programs for children, including computer training, mentoring programs, a health and life skills center, career center, digital arts program, and instruction in visual and performing arts. The club opened on March 19, 2008.

**Walt Disney World Christmas Day Parade** See Walt Disney World’s Very Merry Christmas Parade.

**Walt Disney World College Program** See Disney College Program.

**Walt Disney World’s 15th Birthday Celebration** (television) Betty White and Bea Arthur were the hosts for this two-hour special on the Disney Sunday Movie, airing on November 9, 1986. Directed by Marty Pasetta. Entertainers included Diahann Carroll, Ray Charles, the Everly Brothers, the Monkees, Emmanuel Lewis, Dolly Parton, and Harry Shearer. President Reagan, Senator Edward Kennedy, former Chief Justice Warren Burger, and Charleton Heston were on hand to pay tribute to the U.S. Constitution.

**Walters, Barbara** She joined ABC in 1976 as the first woman to co-host the network news, and later became noted for her interviews of prominent American and international celebrities and politicians. She created and co-hosts *The View*. She has received numerous honors, including induction into the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences Hall of Fame and receipt of their Lifetime Achievement Award. Her autobiography, *Audition*, was published in 2008, the same year that she was named a Disney Legend.

**War Horse** (film) In rural England, a remarkable friendship occurs between a horse named Joey and a young man called Albert, who tames and trains him. They are forcefully parted when Joey is sold to the cavalry and sent to the trenches during World War I, changing and inspiring the lives of all those he meets—British cavalry, German soldiers, and a French farmer and his granddaughter. Back in England, Albert cannot forget Joey, and, even though he is not old enough to enlist in the army, he embarks on a dangerous mission to find his horse and bring him home. A DreamWorks film, released by Touchstone on December 25, 2011. Directed by Steven Spielberg. 146 min. Stars Jeremy Irvine (Albert Narracott), Emily Watson (Rose Narracott), Peter Mullan (Ted Narracott), David Thewlis (Lyons), Benedict Cumberbatch (Major Stewart), Toby Kebbell (Geordie), Tom Hiddleston (Capt. Nichols). Based on a 1982 children’s novel by Michael Morpurgo and a 2007 stage adaptation. Filmed in CinemaScope.
Warburton, Patrick  Actor, perhaps best known at Disney for his work as the pilot/narrator of Soarin’ Over California at Disney’s California Adventure. He appeared in *Big Trouble* (Walter Kramitz), and provided the voices of Kronk in *The Emperor’s New Groove* and *Kronk’s New Groove*, Patrick in *Home on the Range*, Royal Pain in *Sky High*, Alien Cop in *Chicken Little*, Buzz Lightyear in *Buzz Lightyear of Star Command*, Blag in *The Wild*, and Cad in *Underdog*.

Ward, Sela  Actress, appeared in *Hello Again* (Kim Lacey) and *The Guardian* (Helen Randall), and on television in *Cameo By Night* (Jennifer) and *Once and Again* (Lily Manning).

We Belong Together  Song from *Toy Story 3*, with words and music by Randy Newman. It won the Academy Award for Best Song.

Weaver, Sigourney  Actress, appeared in *Holes* (The Warden), *The Village* (Alice Hunt), *You Again* (Ramona), and provided the voice of the ship’s computer in *WALL•E*.

Welcome: Portraits of America  (film) Presented by Walt Disney Parks and Resorts in partnership with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and the State Department, this multi-media show was created to welcome international visitors to the United States at major airports. It includes a seven-minute film and hundreds of still images, featuring American people from all regions and walks of life. It premiered in October 2007.

Wendy Wu: Homecoming Warrior  (television) Disney Channel original movie, premiering on June 16, 2006. Wendy Wu, a popular Chinese-American teen is asked to choose between thwarting evil as a reincarnated warrior and running for high school Homecoming Queen. Saving the world cannot compete with her lifelong dream of holding court with her “perfect” boyfriend at her side, but her thousand-year-old destiny proves difficult to resist. A tenacious young monk enlists the help of Wendy’s grandmother to convince her to embrace her ancient birthright and face off with the malevolent spirit that only she can conquer. In the process, she learns to value her Chinese heritage. Directed by John Laing. Stars Brenda Song (Wendy Wu), Shin Koyamada (Shen), Tsai Chin (Grandma). Produced by Rubicon Films Ltd.

What Will You Celebrate?  Campaign at the Disney parks in 2009, featuring free admission on the guest’s birthday. The first person in the country to receive free admission on January 1, 2009, was Andrew DaCosta from Seattle, Washington, at the Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World. The campaign also features new park entertainment, added celebration experiences, and new ways for guests to customize their own celebration vacation. It was followed by a new campaign, Let the Memories Begin, in 2011.

What’s Next? Café  A fast casual restaurant located at Disney’s Wide World of Sports at the Walt Disney World Resort which opened on November 21, 2007. Took the place of the All Star Café. In 2010 it became the ESPN Wide World of Sports Grill.
**When in Rome** (film) An ambitious young New York art museum curator, Beth, disillusioned with romance, takes a whirlwind trip to Rome for her sister’s wedding. There she defiantly plucks some coins from a fountain of love, which inexplicably and magically ignites passion for her in those who had thrown them in. They are an odd group of suitors who show up in New York where they aggressively stalk her: a sausage magnate, a street magician, an adoring painter, and a self-admiring model. But, when a charming reporter pursues her with equal zest, how will she know if his love is the real thing? A Touchstone Picture. Directed by Mark Steven Johnson. Released on January 29, 2010. Stars Kristen Bell (Beth), Anjelica Huston (Celeste), Danny DeVito (Al), Dax Shepard (Gale), Josh Duhamel (Nick), Jon Heder (Lance), Will Arnett (Antonio), Alexis Dziena (Joan), Kate Micucci (Stacy), Bobby Moynihan (Puck), Luca Calvani (Umberto), Keir O’Donnell (Father Dino). 91 min. Don Johnson has an uncredited cameo as Beth’s father. Filmed in CinemaScope. Filmed around New York City, including at the Guggenheim Museum, and in Rome, where the fictional Venus statue, sculpted by Gianni Gianese, and its Fontana d’Amore were specially constructed in the Piazza Borghese.

**Wideload Games** Disney announced in September 2009 that it had acquired Wideload Games, with founder, Alexander Seropian, selected to oversee creative development for Disney Interactive. Wideload was originally founded in 2003.

**Wild, The** (film) In this animated comedy from C.O.R.E. Feature Animation & Complete Pandemonium, a group of animals leave their comfy life at the New York City Zoo to head out on a rescue mission to Africa. Led by the lion, Samson, Bridget, a nearsighted, intellectual giraffe; her boyfriend Benny, a cheeky streetwise squirrel; and Larry, a boa constrictor, manage to make it through the urban jungle, but when they reach Africa, it is a whole new world. None of them has ever been in the wild and they have to quickly learn lessons about the survival of the fittest. Directed by Steve “Spaz” Williams. Released on April 14, 2006, after an April 12 release in Belgium and France. Voices include Kiefer Sutherland (Samson), Jim Belushi (Benny), Eddie Izzard (Nigel), Janeane Garofalo (Bridget), William Shatner (Kazar), Richard Kind (Larry), Greg Cipes (Ryan), Patrick Warburton (Blag). 85 min.

**Wild About Safety: Timon and Pumbaa, Safety Smart at Home** (film) Animated educational film, released on January 27, 2008. Directed by Dave Bossert. When moving to a new house, Timon and Pumbaa, armed with a Safety Smart Checklist, find some serious safety problems which they discuss how to fix. Voices include Bruce Lanoil (Timon), Ernie Sabella (Pumbaa). From Disney Educational Productions. 11 min.

**Wild Hogs** (film) Four friends wear suits and work in offices during the week, but transform into leather-bound Harley riders on the weekend, hoping to unleash some of that free spirit which dwells within and get out into the great outdoors to ride. Then one day they decide to rev up their ho-hum suburban lives with one last-hurrah, cross-country motorcycle trip. Taking a long-dreamed-of breather from their jobs and
responsibilities, they cannot wait to feel the freedom of the open highway. But when the guys don their leathers and hit the road, they find themselves in an unwitting rivalry with the real-life biker gang known as the Del Fuegos, for whom biking is not a hobby but a way of life. The foursome soon finds themselves out of their league with unexpected travails and secrets within their own ranks. From Touchstone Pictures. Directed by Walt Becker. Released on March 2, 2007. Stars John Travolta (Woody Stevens), Tim Allen (Doug Madsen), Martin Lawrence (Bobby Davis), William H. Macy (Dudley Frank), Ray Liotta (Jack), Marisa Tomei (Maggie), Kevin Durand (Red), M.C. Gainey (Murdock), Jill Hennessy (Kelly Madsen). Peter Fonda has a cameo role as Damien Blade. 100 min. Filmed on location in New Mexico.

Williams, Vanessa Actress, appeared in Hannah Montana the Movie (Vita) and on television in Ugly Betty (Wilhelmina Slater) and Desperate Housewives (Renee Perry). She guest-starred in the TV special Disney’s Pocahontas—the Musical Tradition Continues.

Winnie the Pooh (film) Animated feature film released in the U.S. on July 15, 2011, after an April 6, 2011, release in Belgium. Pooh wakes up absolutely famished and he happens to have no honey, so he sets out on a journey which is ultimately derailed by a search to replace Eeyore’s lost tail. Everything becomes more complicated when Christopher Robin goes missing. Pooh finds a note from Christopher Robin that reads “Gone out. Busy. Back soon.” But then Owl misinterprets the note, proclaiming that the boy has been captured by a creature called a “Backson.” Soon the whole gang is on a wild quest to save Christopher Robin from the imaginary culprit. Directed by Don Hall and Stephen Anderson. Voices include Jim Cummings (Winnie the Pooh, Tigger), Bud Luckey (Eeyore), Craig Ferguson (Owl), Jack Boulter (Christopher Robin), Travis Oates (Piglet), Kristen Anderson-Lopez (Kanga), Wyatt Dean Hall (Roo), Tom Kenny (Rabbit), Huell Howser (Backson), John Cleese (narrator). 63 min.

Wizards of Waverly Place (television) Series on Disney Channel premiering on October 12, 2007, with the final episode airing on January 6, 2012. Alex Russo and her two brothers, Justin and Max, engage in typical family squabbles with one significant difference—they are all wizards in training, under the tutelage of their dad Jerry. Stars Selena Gomez (Alex), David Henrie (Justin), Jake T. Austin (Max), David DeLuise (Jerry), Maria Canals Barerra (Theresa), Jennifer Stone (Harper). It won an Emmy Award for Children’s Program in 2009.

Wizards of Waverly Place The Movie (television) Disney Channel Original Movie, premiering on August 28, 2009. Manhattan’s magical wizard siblings Alex, Justin, and Max Russo accompany their parents on a Caribbean vacation where Alex’s inadvertent magic spell makes it so her parents have never met. When they learn the only thing that will reverse the spell is the magical Stone of Dreams, they embark on a quest through the jungle to find it, with time running out to save their family. Directed by Lev L. Spiro. Stars Selena Gomez (Alex), David Henrie (Justin), Jake T. Austin (Max), Jennifer Stone (Harper), Maria Canals-Barrera (Theresa), David DeLuise
(Jerry). Filmed in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Based on the TV series created by Todd J. Greenwald.

**Wondertime** Magazine begun by Disney Worldwide Publishing in February 2006, aimed at moms of children from birth to age six.

**Woody** Cowboy toy, the favorite of the boy Andy, until the coming of Buzz Lightyear threatens his dominance, in *Toy Story*. Voiced by Tom Hanks.

**World of Color** Nighttime water/fire/music/projection spectacular in Paradise Bay at Disney California Adventure, opening on June 11, 2010. The show features almost 1,200 programmable fountains and 36 fire-emitting cannons, plus 28 high definition projectors.

**Wrather, Bonita** (1923-1988) As actress Bonita Granville, she married Jack Wrather and worked with him throughout his career, as he built and ran the Disneyland Hotel. Her first name, Bonita, was given to a tower at the hotel, and her last name, Granville, was used for a restaurant there. She was named a Disney Legend in 2011.

**Wrather, Jack** (1918-1984) A TV producer (*Lassie, The Lone Ranger*), he struck a deal with Walt Disney in 1954 to build and operate the Disneyland Hotel on land owned by Disney. Wrather’s company was acquired by The Walt Disney Company in 1988. He was named a Disney Legend in 2011.

**Wreck-It Ralph** (film) Animated feature planned for release on November 2, 2012. Wreck-It Ralph longs to be as beloved as his arcade game’s perfect Good Guy, Fix-It Felix. The problem is that nobody loves a Bad Guy. But they do love heroes, so when a modern, first-person shooter game arrives featuring tough-as-nails Sgt. Calhoun, Ralph sees it as his ticket to heroism and happiness. He sneaks into the game with a simple plan to win a medal, but soon wrecks everything, and accidentally unleashes a deadly enemy that threatens every game in the arcade. Ralph’s only hope is Vanellope von Schweetz, a young troublemaking “glitch” from a candy-coated cart racing game who might just be the one to teach Ralph what it means to be a Good Guy. But, will he realize he is good enough to become a hero before it’s “Game Over” for the entire arcade? Directed by Rich Moore. Voices include John C. Reilly (Ralph), Jack McBrayer (Fix-It Felix), Jane Lynch (Sgt. Calhoun), Sarah Silverman (Vanellope). Working title was *Reboot Ralph*.

**Wyndham Lake Buena Vista** Resort at Walt Disney World, November 10, 2010, taking the place of the Regal Sun Resort.

Year of a Million Dreams, The  Event that began October 1, 2006, celebrating the dreams of guests to the Disney parks. Special cast members, known as the Dream Squad, randomly selected guests for special prizes, including FastPasses, exclusive pins or Mouse ears, and unique experiences such as spending the night in the Dream Suite at Disneyland park or Cinderella Castle Suite at the Walt Disney World Resort, taking an Adventures by Disney vacation, or going on a Disney cruise. The celebration was extended to December 31, 2008.

Yin Yang Yo! (television)  Animated series for Toon Disney and Jetix, premiering on September 4, 2006. Tween rabbits, Yin and Yang, must put aside their sibling rivalry to learn the lost martial art form “woo foo” from grumpy panda Master Yo, who was forced out of retirement to train and guide the brother and sister to help them save the world from comical evil doers such as Carl the Evil Cockroach Wizard. The mystical martial art enables brother and sister to power up and defeat enemies ten times stronger than themselves. Voices include Stephanie Morgenstern (Yin/Chung Pow Kitties), Scott McCord (Yang/Yuck), Martin Roach (Yo), Jamie Watson (Carl/Zarnot), David Hemblen (Night Master), Tony Daniels (Ultimoose/Kraggler), Linda Ballantyne (Saranoia), Jonathan Wilson (Dave/Coop). Produced by Walt Disney Television Animation.

You Again (film)  Successful PR pro Marni heads home for her older brother’s wedding and discovers that he is marrying her high school arch nemesis, who seems to have conveniently forgotten all the rotten things she did so many years ago. Then the bride’s jet-setting aunt bursts in and Marni’s not-so-jet-setting mom comes face to face with her own high school rival. The claws come out and old wounds are opened in this crazy comedy about what happens when you are reunited with the one person you would like to forget. A Touchstone picture. Directed by Andy Fickman. Stars Jamie Lee Curtis (Gail), Kristin Chenoweth (Georgia), Odette Yustman (Joanna), Betty White (Grandma Bunny), Victor Garber (Mark), Kristen Bell (Marni), Jimmy Wolk (Will), Sigourney Weaver (Aunt Ramona), Patrick Duffy (Richie). Released in the U.S. on September 24, 2010, after a September 23 release in Russia. 105 min. Filmed in CinemaScope.

Your Friend the Rat (film)  Animated film starring Remy and Emile from Ratatouille, as they expound on the history and behavior of rats, in an effort to persuade human viewers not to kill rats. A combination of 3D, 2D, and stop-motion animation, reminiscent of Ward Kimball’s shows for the Disney television series. Directed by Jim Capobianco. Voices include Patton Oswalt (Remy), Peter Sohn (Emile). Released on the Ratatouille DVD on November 6, 2007. 11 min.

Youth Education Series (Y.E.S.)  The Y.E.S. programs for youth groups began in 1990 with one program at Disney-MGM Studios—Lights, Camera, Education. From there it grew into almost two dozen programs in all four Walt Disney World parks. Children from kindergarten to 12th grade participate in two to three-and-a-half hour programs taught by professional Disney facilitators using the resources of the Resort
and covering topics in the arts and humanities, life management, and physical and
natural sciences, with most programs aligned with state and national educational
standards. Participants see how principles that they are learning in their classrooms
are making exciting things happen every day in and around the Walt Disney World
Resort. Y.E.S. programs were also begun at the Disneyland Resort in October 2006,
and at Hong Kong Disneyland in January 2007.

**Zeke and Luther** (television) Comedy series, premiering on Disney XD on June 15,
2009. Two teenage best friends in the town of Pacific Terrace are on a quest to
become world-famous skateboarders. While they use their skateboards as their
principle means of transportation, the boys also strive to master the art of
skateboarding while being challenged by neighborhood friend and foe, Kojo. Another
thorn in their side is Ginger, Zeke’s 12-year-old sister, who finds her brother’s
skateboarding dreams childish. Stars Hutch Dano (Zeke), Adam Hicks (Luther),
Daniel Curtis Lee (Kojo), Ryan Newman (Ginger). Produced on location in and
around Torrance, California. From Turtle Rock Productions, Inc. Hutch Dano is the
grandson of Royal Dano, who provided the voice for Abraham Lincoln at the Disney
parks.

**Zokkomon** (film) Motion picture produced by Walt Disney Co. India in Hindi.
Released on April 22, 2011, after a world premiere at the Indian Film Festival in Los
Angeles on April 17. The orphan Kunal, after being abandoned by his uncle, has to
fend for himself. He finds the strength to face extraordinary challenges and begins the
journey to become the superhero Zokkomon. Directed by Satyajit Bhatkal. Stars
Darsheel Safary (Kunal/Zokkomon), Anupam Kher, Akhil Mishra (Security Guard),
Manjari Phadnis, Giselli Monteiro (Phunsukh). Filmed in widescreen format.

**Zoradi, Mark** Joining Disney in 1980, he worked in home entertainment marketing and
film television sales before being named president of Buena Vista International in
1992. In 2006 he was promoted to president of Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures
Group. He resigned in November 2009.

Changes:

Introduction – change Steve to Steven Vagnini.

Academy Awards – note: total now 98 Academy Awards.

change:

48) Petro Vlahos, not Peter

add:

87) 2006 – *The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe* (Best
Makeup, Howard Berger, Tami Lane)

89) 2008 – *Ratatouille* (Best Animated Feature, Brad Bird, director)

90) 2009 – *WALL•E* (Best Animated Feature, Andrew Stanton, director)

91) 2010 – *Up* (Best Animated Feature, Pete Docter, director)

92) 2010 – *Up* (Best Original Score, Michael Giacchino)

93) 2011 – *Toy Story 3* (Best Animated Feature, Lee Unkrich, director)

94) 2011 – *Toy Story 3* (Best Song, “We Belong Together,” music and lyrics by Randy Newman)

95) 2011 – *Alice in Wonderland* (Best Art Direction; Production Design - Robert Stromberg, Set Decoration - Karen O’Hara)

96) 2011 – *Alice in Wonderland* (Best Costume Design, Colleen Attwood)

97) 2012 – *The Help* (Best Supporting Actress, Octavia Spencer)

98) 2012 – *The Muppets* (Best Original Song, “Man or Muppet,” Bret McKenzie)

Adventurers Club – note that it closed September 27, 2008.

Adventures by Disney - add: Later other destinations were added.

Adventures of Ichabod and Mr. Toad, The – change “was never released” in next to last sentence to “was not initially released”.

Adventures of Mickey Mouse, The – drop the “The”


Agrati, Don – add (1944-2012)

Alias – note end date of May 22, 2006.

All in a Nutshell – add Donald Duck cartoon; released on September 2, 1949. Directed by Jack Hannah.

All-American College Band – change Al Bartner to Art Bartner.

Allen, Tim – add appearance in *The Shaggy Dog* (Dave Douglas), *The Santa Clause 3: The Escape Clause* (Scott Calvin/Santa), and *Wild Hogs* (Doug Madsen). He narrated *Chimpanzee*.

Alley Cats Strike! – delete exclamation point.


Amazing Race, The – change: The show won the Emmy Award for reality-competition program each year from 2003 through 2009.

Amemiya, Hideo – add (1944-2001)

American Broadcasting Co. – add at end: The ABC Radio stations were sold in 2006.

American Teacher Awards – change last two sentences: The name was changed to the DisneyHand Teacher Awards in 2003, and later Disney Teacher Awards. The 2005 award was presented to David Vixie at the Disneyland Hotel, where the 2006 award went to a team of teachers—Amanda Mayeaux, Kathryn Pilcher, and Monique Wild.

Andrews, Julie – add that she narrated *Enchanted*.

Animal Kingdom Lodge – add: Disney Vacation Club accommodations called Disney’s Animal Kingdom Villas opened on the 5th and 6th floor of Jambo House on July 2, 2007.

Animated features, classic

46. *Winnie the Pooh* (2011)

Animated features, computer – add:


Animated features; live-action features with animated characters or segments – add:


Animated Features, Other


Ann-Margret – add appearance in *The Santa Clause 3: The Escape Clause* (Sylvia Newman) and *Old Dogs* (Martha).

Annakin, Ken – add (1914-2009)

Annapolis – before director add: A Touchstone Picture. Add roles as follows: Jordana Brewster (Ali), Donnie Wahlberg (Lt. Burton), Chi McBride (McNally), Vicellous Shannon (Twins), Wilmer Calderon (Estrada), Roger Fan (Loo), McCaleb Burnett (Whitaker). 104 min. Replace last sentence with: Filmed in Pennsylvania, with Philadelphia’s Girard College standing in for Annapolis.

Annette – change from (film) to (television).

Annual passports – note that they were introduced at Hong Kong Disneyland on September 29, 2006. Both Disneyland Resort Paris and the Tokyo Disneyland Resort also have annual passports. On March 11, 2010, a Disney Premier Passport was first offered; it provides entrance to all Disneyland and Walt Disney World parks.

Anselmo, Tony - add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2009.

Antarctica – delete entry (now 8 Below)

Apocalypto – replace entry with: *Apocalypto* (film) The story is set in the times of the turbulent decline of the once great Mayan civilization. Jaguar Paw is a young father eking out a meager existence in the rain forest as a traditional hunter. His idyllic existence is brutally disrupted by a violent invading force, which captures him only after he manages to hide his pregnant wife and small son in a deep pit. Jaguar Paw is bound to a pole and taken on a perilous march through the forest to a great Mayan city, a city ruled by fear and oppression, where he is chosen to be sacrificed to the gods atop a mighty pyramid. Through a twist of fate and spurred by the power of his love
for his woman and his family, he is able to make a desperate break for freedom, embarking on a long and harrowing foot chase, pursued by fierce warriors, to return home and attempt to save his way of life. A Touchstone Picture. Directed by Mel Gibson. Released on December 8, 2006. Stars Rudy Youngblood (Jaguar Paw), Dalia Hernandez (Seven), Jonathan Brewer (Blunted), Morris Birdyellowhead (Flint Sky), Carlos Emilio Baez (Turtles Run), Amilcar Ramirez (Curl Nose), Israel Contreras (Smoke Frog), Raoul Trujillo (Zero Wolf), Gerardo Terracena (Middle Eye). (138 min. Shot on location in Mexico’s Catemaco rain forest and in Veracruz, with a cast made up entirely of indigenous peoples from the Americas. The dialogue is entirely in the Yucatec language, the primary Mayan dialect spoken in the Yucatan peninsula today. Filmed in Super 35 Scope. Released on DVD in 2007.


Arthur, Bea – add (1922-2009). She was named a Disney Legend posthumously in 2009.

Asner, Ed – add that he provided the voice of Carl Fredricksen in Up.

Astin, Sean – add that he provided the voice of Oso in Special Agent Oso.

Babbitt, Art – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2007.


Bambi – correct the London release date to August 9, 1942.

Barnes, Christopher Daniel – add that he also provided the voice of Prince Charming in Cinderella III: A Twist in Time.

Barr more, Drew – add that she provided the voice of Chloe in Beverly Hills Chihuahua.

Bearly Country – change Prairie Outpost Supply to Prairie Outpost & Supply.

Beauty and the Beast – A 3D version was released on January 13, 2012, on a program with the short Tangled Ever After.

Beauty and the Beast (park show) – note that it also played in Videopolis at Disneyland Resort Paris from December 31, 1992 to January 1, 1997.

Beauty and the Beast (stage version) – note that the last performance on Broadway was July 29, 2007, with a total of 5,464 performances and 46 previews.
Bedknobs and Broomsticks – correct spelling of Emelius Browne (twice)

Belle’s Magical World – add at end: containing an extra segment, Mrs. Potts’ Party.

Belushi, James – add that he provides the voice of Benny in The Wild and plays the role of Dan in Underdog.

Benson, Jodi – add: She appeared in Enchanted (Sam), and provided the voice for Barbie in Toy Story 2, Toy Story 3, and Hawaiian Vacation. She was named a Disney Legend in 2011.

Berlioz – move photo to Toulouse.

BET Soundstage Club – note that it closed September 27, 2008.

Betsy’s Wedding – change Connie Harper to Connie Hopper.

Big Thunder Ranch – add at end: and then returned to its original name.


Bill Nye the Science Guy – add end date of October 3, 1997 with the 100th episode, though those episodes continued in syndication.

Blair, Janet – add (1921-2007).


Boiler Room Barbecue - add: It was renamed Boiler Room Bites in 2003.

Borgnine, Ernest – add (1917-2012)

Bosché, Bill – change to O Canada!

Bostwick, Barry – add appearance in Hannah Montana: The Movie (Mr. Bradley).

Boyd, Barton K. – add (1942-2011). He was named a Disney Legend in 2011.

Breslin, Spencer – add appearance in The Shaggy Dog (Josh Douglas) and The Santa Clause 3: The Escape Clause (Curtis).

Bridges, Beau – add appearance in Single with Parents (Joe).

Brink – add exclamation point: Brink!
Broadway Music Theater - put presents in past tense; add: Encore ended on July 4, 2006, and Big Band Beat took its place on July 14.


Bryson, John – add: He was confirmed as U.S. Secretary of Commerce on October 20, 2011, and he subsequently resigned from the Disney board of directors on October 31.

Buena Vista Distribution – add that it was later known as Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures.

Buena Vista Games – note that it changed its name to Disney Interactive Studios on February 8, 2007.

Buena Vista International – note that it changed its name to Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures International in July 2007.


Bullock, Sandra – add appearance in The Proposal (Margaret Tate).


Burnett, Carol – note that she provided the voice of Hara in The Secret World of Arrietty.


Buscemi, Steve – note that he provided the voice of Bucky in G-Force.

Buttons, Red – add (1919-2006).

Buzz Lightyear Astro Blasters – note that the Disneyland Paris attraction, called Buzz Lightyear Laser Blast, opened on April 8, 2006.

Cabane de Robinson, Le – change to: Cabane de Robinson, La

Cage, Nicolas – note that he provided the voice of Speckles in G-Force.

Caine, Michael – add appearance in The Prestige (Cutter). He also provides the voices of Lord Redbrick in Gnomeo & Juliet, and Finn McMissile in Cars 2.
California Adventure, Disney’s – change last sentence: at the time the largest in the world. Add: The name was changed to Disney California Adventure in June 2010.


Candlelight Procession – note that Dennis Morgan was narrator in 1960, the first year that they had a celebrity narrator.

Captain Eo – To honor Michael Jackson after his death in 2009, the film was brought back to Disneyland beginning February 23, 2010, to Tokyo Disneyland, replacing MicroAdventure, from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011, and to Disneyland Paris beginning June 12.

Carlson, Joyce – add (1923-2008).

Cars – replace entry with: **Cars** (film) Lightning McQueen, a hotshot rookie race car driven to succeed, discovers that life is about the journey, not the finish line, when he finds himself unexpectedly detoured in the sleepy Route 66 town of Radiator Springs. En route across the country to the big Piston Cup Championship in California to compete against two seasoned pros, McQueen gets to know the town’s offbeat characters—including Sally (a snazzy 2002 Porsche), Doc Hudson (a 1951 Hudson Hornet with a mysterious past), and Mater (a rusty but trusty tow truck)—who help him realize that there are more important things than trophies, fame, and sponsorship. A Disney-Pixar film; released on June 9, 2006. A World Premiere was held on May 26, 2006, at Lowe’s Motor Speedway in Charlotte, North Carolina. Directed by John Lasseter. Voices include Paul Newman (Doc Hudson), Richard Petty (The King), Owen Wilson (Lightning McQueen), Bonnie Hunt (Sally), Larry the Cable Guy (Mater) Cheech Marin (Ramone), George Carlin (Fillmore), Michael Keaton (Chick Hicks), Tony Shalhoub (Luigi), John Ratzenberger (Mack), Michael Wallis (Sheriff), Paul Dooley (Sarge), Jenifer Lewis (Flo), Katherine Helmond (Lizzie). 117 min. A CGI-animated film. The idea for the film came from director John Lasseter’s love of cars and a 2000 road trip with his family across the country. Randy Newman provided the score. The film is dedicated to longtime storyman Joe Ranft who passed away in 2005 after his work on the film was completed.

Casanova – Add general release on January 6, 2006.

Cast member – change to using capitalization: Cast Member.

Caselotti, Adriana – change dates to (1916-1997)

Ceramics Shaw, Evan K. – missfiled after Eurospain; should be filed under: Shaw, Evan K., Ceramics

Chicken Little – Add: Released on DVD in 2006.
Chip ‘n’ Dale’s Treehouse – substitute for the last sentence: At Tokyo Disneyland it opened April 15, 1996.

Chronicles of Narnia, The – add after cast list: Skandar Keynes is the great, great, great grandson of naturalist Charles Darwin. 140 min. The film was nominated for three Academy Awards, and won for Best Makeup (Howard Berger and Tami Lane). It became the highest grossing live action Disney film, though soon passed by Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest.

Cinderella Castle – add: A suite was opened in the Castle as part of the Year of a Million Dreams, enabling a different family to be selected to stay in the park each night. The first family selected was the Fouch family from Michigan, on January 25, 2007.

Cinderella Castle Mystery Tour – note that it closed on April 5, 2006.

Cinderella’s Golden Carrousel – note that the name changed to Prince Charming Regal Carrousel on June 1, 2010.

Clark, Steven B. – change title to Vice President, Corporate Communications.

Coburn, James – remove last sentence and add: He provided the voice of Waternoose in Monsters, Inc.


Comedy Warehouse – note that it closed September 28, 2008.

Commander-in-Chief – add ending date of June 14, 2006.

Community Service Awards – note that they were renamed DisneyHand—Helping Kids Shine in 2006.

Condorman – change Porsche 939 to 935.

Considine, Tim – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2006.

Cook, Dick – add: He left the company in September 2009.

Corcoran, Kevin – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2006.

Country Bear Jamboree – remove sentence: These latter two shows….

Courting Alex – replace entry with: Courting Alex (television) Half-hour comedy series; premiered on CBS on January 23, 2006 and ended March 29, 2006. Alex Rose works alongside her lawyer father, Bill, at his law firm, and while he is proud of her, it pains him that she is not married yet. If Bill had his way, Alex would settle down
with Stephen, a star lawyer at the firm who is smitten with her. Alex turns to her friends for advice, but finds she has unexpected feelings for Scott, an impulsive, renaissance man she met while trying to negotiate a deal involving his tavern. Stars Jenna Elfman (Alex Rose), Dabney Coleman (Bill Rose), Hugh Bonneville (Julian), Josh Randall (Scott Larson), Jillian Bach (Molly), Josh Stamberg (Steven). From Touchstone Television and Paramount Network Television.

Cranium Command – add: Kirk Wise and Gary Trousdale directed the film.

Criminal Minds – change Hotch to Hotchner. Add: Mandy Patinkin left the show in 2007, and was replaced by Joe Mantegna (David Rossi).


Cummings, Jim – add that he provided the voice of Ray in The Princess and the Frog.

Curtis, Jamie Lee – add appearance in You Again (Gail).

Cusack, Joan – add appearance in Confessions of a Shopaholic (Jane Bloomwood) and Mars Needs Moms (Lissa).

Dafoe, Willem – add that he appeared in John Carter (Tars Tarkas).

Davis, Virginia – add (1918-2009).


Déjà vu – Replace entry with: Déjà Vu (film) Called in to recover evidence after a bomb sets off a cataclysmic explosion on a New Orleans ferry, ATF agent Doug Carlin is about to discover that what most people believe is only in their heads is actually something far more powerful—and will lead him on a mind-bending race to save hundreds of innocent people. As Carlin’s investigation deepens, it not only probes through the very fabric of space and time using top-secret surveillance techniques that can look back in time but it becomes an innovative love story that unfolds in reverse when Carlin discovers his puzzling emotional connection to a woman whose past holds the key to stopping a catastrophe that could destroy their future. There remains the question: Can he alter an event that has already happened? Directed by Tony Scott. A Touchstone Pictures/Jerry Bruckheimer Films production. Released on November 22, 2006. Stars Denzel Washington (Doug Carlin), Val Kilmer (Andrew Pryzwarra), Jim Caviezel (Carroll Oerstadt), Bruce Greenwood (Jack McCready), Paula Patton (Claire Kucheveer), Adam Goldberg (Denny), Elden Henson (Gunnars), Erika Alexander (Shanti). 126 min. Filming took place in post-Hurricane Katrina
New Orleans, and the credits include the statement “This film is dedicated to the strength and enduring spirit of the people of New Orleans.” The filming was set to begin in the fall of 2005, but Katrina hit in August and the film had to be put on indefinite hold. By early 2006, the city had begun to rebuild its infrastructure and the film company became the first to start shooting in New Orleans post-Katrina. The filmmakers leased the Alvin Stumpf Ferry and filmed on it and the Mississippi River for over a month, climaxing with a huge simulated pyrotechnic explosion with flames reaching 350 feet high in the middle of the Mississippi under the Crescent City Connection bridge. Fifteen cameras filmed the explosion from different angles. In order to prevent undue alarm at the flaming spectacle, New Orleans media warned the public in advance. Filmed in Super 35 Scope.

DeLuise, Dom – add (1933-2009)

Dempsey, Patrick – add that the portrayed Robert in Enchanted, and did the voice of Kenai in Brother Bear 2.

Dennehy, Brian – add that he provided the voice of Django in Ratatouille.

Depp, Johnny – add that he portrayed the Mad Hatter in Alice in Wonderland and Tonto in The Lone Ranger. He is the only actor to have starred in two $1 billion dollar films—Alice in Wonderland and Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest.

Desperate Housewives – change Mary Alice Scott (twice) to Mary Alice Young; change Sheryl Lee to Brenda Strong; change Michael Reilly Burke to Steven Culp. Dana Delany was added to the cast as Katherine Mayfair in 2007, and Gale Harold was added as Jackson in 2008. A Spanish-language version entitled Amas de Casa Desesperadas was produced for Latin America.

Dillon Matt – add appearances in Herbie: Fully Loaded (Trip Murphy) and Old Dogs (Barry)


Disney Channel – note that by 2009 it encompassed 94 channels available in 163 countries and 32 languages.

Disney Channel Original Movie –
change:
4. Brink! (8/29/98)
19. Miracle in Lane 2 (5/13/00)
41. Gotta Kick It Up! (7/26/02)
add:
61. The Proud Family Movie (8/19/05)
renumber:
62. Twitches (10/14/05)
add at end:
63. *High School Musical* (1/20/06)
64. *Cow Belles* (3/24/06)
65. *Wendy Wu: Homecoming Warrior* (6/16/06)
66. *Read It and Weep* (7/21/06)
67. *The Cheetah Girls 2* (8/21/06)
68. *Return to Halloweentown* (10/20/06)
69. *Jump In!* (1/12/07)
70. *Johnny Kapahala: Back on Board* (6/8/07)
71. *High School Musical 2* (8/17/07)
72. *Twitches Too* (10/12/07)
73. *Minutemen* (1/25/08)
74. *Camp Rock* (6/20/08)
75. *Cheetah Girls One World* (8/22/08)
76. *Dadnapped* (2/16/09)
77. *Hatching Pete* (4/24/09)
78. *Princess Protection Program* (6/26/09)
79. *Wizards of Waverly Place The Movie* (8/28/09)
80. *Starstruck* (2/14/10)
81. *Den Brother* (8/13/10)
82. *Camp Rock 2: The Final Jam* (9/3/10)
83. *Avalon High* (11/12/10)
85. *Lemonade Mouth* (4/15/11)
86. *Phineas and Ferb the Movie: Across the 2nd Dimension* (8/5/11)
87. *Geek Charming* (11/11/11)
88. *Good Luck Charlie, It’s Christmas* (12/2/11)
89. *Frenemies* (1/13/12)
90. *Radio Rebel* (2/17/12)
91. *Let It Shine* (6/15/12)

Disney Channel Premiere Films – delete 45. *Northern Lights*.

Disney College Program – add housing at Patterson Court, May 2008.


Disney Gallery, The – note that the Disneyland gallery closed 8/7/07. A new Disney Gallery opened in the former bank location on Main Street, U.S.A., on October 2, 2009.
Disney Institute – add: Even though it lost its home, the Disney Institute has continued to teach professional development, reaching business audiences around the world to share strategies perfected through Disney’s years of exceptional service and business excellence.

Disney Internet Group – Add: It combined with Disney Interactive Studios to become Disney Interactive Media Group in 2008. In 2012 the name was shortened to Disney Interactive.

Disney Legends – add: Beginning with 2009, the Disney Legends were to be named biannually at the D23 Expos.

add: 2010 – There were no new Legends named in 2010.
Add: 2012 – There were no new Legends named in 2012.

Disney Magic – For the summer of 2007, the Magic featured 10- and 11-day cruises through the Mediterranean out of Barcelona, and in the summer of 2008 it returned to the West Coast. For 2009, the Magic added stops in the Caribbean at St. Croix or Tortola. 2010 and 2011 Mediterranean cruises added Tunisia, Malta, and Corsica, and there were additionally four 2010 cruises to Northern European ports out of Dover, England. In 2011, cruises were announced to Canada and the New England Coast out of New York and the western Caribbean out of Galveston.

Disney-MGM Studios – On January 7, 2008, the park was renamed Disney’s Hollywood Studios.

Disney Wonder – add: Plans are to base the ship in Los Angeles for Mexican Riviera tours beginning in 2011, with a summer base in Vancouver, B.C., for 18 weeks of Alaska tours. In 2011 cruises were announced to the Hawaiian islands, out of Los Angeles. In December 2012, the Wonder began using Miami as a home port.

DisneyHand – change entry as follows: Brand used from the autumn of 2001 to the summer of 2005 for the worldwide outreach of The Walt Disney Company, which is dedicated to making the dreams of families and children a reality through public service initiatives, community outreach, and volunteerism in areas of learning, compassion, the arts, and the environment.

Disneyland – add at end: The two-billionth guest to visit a Disney Park was 12-year-old Emmalee Mason of Colorado Springs, Colorado, arriving at Disneyland on May 2, 2006.

Disneyland Around the Seasons – correct: it’s a small world

Disneyland Hotel – note that the three towers were renamed Magic, Dreams, and Wonder on August 13, 2007.

Disneyland Paris – Gérald Yernaux, with his family, became the 200,000,000th visitor on August 12, 2008. The name was changed back from Disneyland Resort Paris to Disneyland Paris on May 2, 2009.

DisneyQuest – add: A second DisneyQuest opened in Chicago on June 16, 1999 and closed on September 4, 2001. Plans for additional DisneyQuest facilities in such cities as Philadelphia and Toronto were then shelved.

Disney’s Animal Kingdom: The First Adventure – change Jan Goodall to Jane Goodall.

Disney’s Timon and Pumbaa in Stand By Me – change to Disney’s Timon & Pumbaa in Stand By Me.

DisneySea Electric Railway – note that it shuttles between American Waterfront and Port Discovery.

DisneySea Transit Steamer Line – add: or around American Waterfront.


Don Defore’s Silver Banjo – change closing date to March 4, 1962.

Donald Duck
13. change to: The Hockey Champ

Douglas, Mike – add (1925-2006)
Ducktales – add the title of the two-hour syndicated special that introduced the series: *Treasure of the Golden Sun*.

Duff, Hilary – add appearance on television in *Beauty & the Briefcase* (Lane Daniels).

Duffy, Patrick – add appearance in *You Again* (Richie).

Duggan, Andrew – add: He provided the voice of the father in the Carousel of Progress at the Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World from 1975 to 1993.


Durning, Charles – add appearance in *Stephen King’s Desperation* (Tom Billingsley).

E Entertainment – add: Disney sold its 39.5 percent stake to Comcast in November 2006 for $1.23 billion.


Ear Force One – change date to 1986.

Ebert & Roeper and the Movies – add: In 2001 the title of the show was shortened to *Ebert & Roeper*, and in 2007 it became *At the Movies with Ebert & Roeper*. In August 2006 Ebert left the show after complications due to tumor surgery, and Roeper continued with guest hosts. Ebert decided in April 2008 that he would be unable to return. See also *At the Movies*.

Ebsen, Buddy – note that he was named a Disney Legend in 1993.

8TRAX – note that it closed on September 27, 2008.

88 Minutes – remove entry

Eisenmann, Ike – note that Ike later changed the spelling of his name to Iake Eissinmann; he has a cameo role in *Race to Witch Mountain* (Sheriff Antony).

El Rio del Tiempo – add: The attraction was revised in 2007 to become Gran Fiesta Tour Starring The Three Caballeros.

Elizondo, Hector – add his appearance on TV in *Cane* (Pancho Duque).

Ellenshaw, Peter – add (1913-2007).

Epcot Discovery Center – change the closing date to October 3, 1998.
Emmy Awards –

change:

2004 – Bernie Brillstein, et al – note this was for Talk Show.

add:

2006 - Andrew Perrott, executive producer; Jeff Palmer, supervising producer; John Best, coordinating producer; Philip Hack, line producer; Darlene Papalini, Kevin Young, Gina D. Jones, Rhonda Parker, producers; Regis Philbin, Kelly Ripa, Ryan Seacrest, co-hosts for Special Class Program — “Walt Disney World Christmas Day Parade, 2005,” ABC (4/28/06)

“High School Musical” for Children’s Program, Disney Channel (8/19/06)

Linda Lowy, John Brace for Casting for a Drama – “Grey’s Anatomy,” ABC (8/19/06)

Kenny Ortega, Charles Klapow, Bonnie Story for Choreography – “High School Musical,” Disney Channel (8/19/06)

Per A.C. Larsson, director of photography; Sylvester Campe, Tom Cunningham, Chip Goebert, Uri Sharon, Scott Shelley, camera for Cinematography for Nonfiction Programming (Multicamera) – “The Amazing Race,” CBS (8/19/06)

Matt Deitrich, supervising editor; Mike Bolanowski, Evan Finn, Eric Goldfarb, Julian Gomez, Andy Kozar, Paul Nielsen, editors for Picture Editing for Nonfiction Programming (Multicamera) – “The Amazing Race,” CBS (8/19/06)

Tony Shalhoub for Actor in a Comedy Series — “Monk,” USA (8/27/06)

“The Amazing Race” for Reality/Competition Program, CBS (8/27/06)

2007 - Stanley Tucci for Guest Actor in a Comedy Series - “Monk,” USA (9/8/07)

Libby Goldstein, Junie Lowry Johnson for Casting for a Comedy Series - “Ugly Betty,” ABC (9/8/07)

Per Larsson, director of photography; John Armstrong, Sylvester Campe, Petr Cikhart, Tom Cunningham, Chip Goebert, Bob Good, Peter Rieveschi, Dave Ross, Uri Sharon and Alan Weeks, camera for Cinematography for Reality Programming - “The Amazing Race,” CBS (9/8/07)

Joe Foglia, production mixer; John W. Cook II and Peter J. Nusbaum, rerecording mixers for Sound Mixing for a Comedy or Drama Series (half-hour and Animation) - “Scrubs,” NBC (9/8/07)

Sally Field for Lead Actress in a Drama Series - “Brothers & Sisters,” ABC (9/16/07)

America Ferrera for Lead Actress in a Comedy Series - “Ugly Betty,” ABC (9/16/07)

Terry O’Quinn for Supporting Actor in a Drama Series - “Lost,” ABC (9/16/07)

Katherine Heigl for Supporting Actress in a Drama Series - “Grey’s Anatomy,” ABC (9/16/07)

“The Amazing Race” for Reality/Competition Program, CBS (9/16/07)

Richard Shepard for Directing for a Comedy Series - “Ugly Betty,” ABC (9/16/07)


James Crowe, editor, for Picture Editing of Clip Packages for Talk, Performance, Award or Reality-Competition Program - “Jimmy Kimmel Live: Fifth Year Anniversary Show, I’m F*****g Matt Damon,” [tie] ABC (9/13/08)

Sarah Silverman, Tony Barbieri, Wayne McClammy, Sal Iacono, and Dan Warner, writer/composers, for Original Music and Lyrics - “Jimmy Kimmel Live: I’m F*****g Matt Damon,” ABC (9/13/08)

Robert Anderson, production mixer, and Frank Morrone and Scott Weber, re-recording mixers, for Sound Mixing for a Comedy or Drama Series (one-hour) - “Lost,” ABC (9/13/08)

Jean Smart for Supporting Actress in a Comedy Series - “Samantha Who?,” ABC (9/21/08)

“The Amazing Race” for Reality/Competition Program, CBS (9/21/08)

2009 - Children’s Program – “Wizards of Waverly Place,” Disney Channel (9/20/09)

Music Composition for a Series (Original Dramatic Score) - “Legend of the Seeker,” Syndicated (9/20/09)
“The Amazing Race” for Reality/Competition Program, CBS (9/20/09)

Michael Emerson for Supporting Actor in a Drama Series - “Lost,” ABC (9/20/09)

2010 – Animated Program – “Disney Prep & Landing,” ABC (8/21/10)

Andy Harkness, art director, William M. George III, background key design, and Joe Mateo, storyboard artist, Individual Achievement in Animation, for “Disney Prep & Landing,” ABC (8/21/10)

Rodney Munoz, costume designer)“Jimmy Kimmel Live” (episode 09-1266), Costumes for a Variety/Music Program or a Special. ABC (8/21/10)

Stephen Semel, Mark J. Goldman, Christopher Nelson, and Henk Van Eeghen, editors, “Lost,” (The End) Single-Camera Picture Editing for a Drama Series, ABC (8/21/10)

Norman Leavitt, Brigitte Bugayong, and Michele Teleis, makeup artists, “Grey’s Anatomy,” (Suicide Is Painless), Makeup for a Single-Camera Series (Non-Prosthetic), ABC (8/21/10)

Randy Newman, “Monk” (“When I’m Gone,” Mr. Monk and the End Part II), Original Music and Lyrics, ABC (8/21/10)

“Wizards of Waverly Place: The Movie,” Children’s Program, Disney Channel (8/21/10)

Danny Weselis, stunt coordinator, “FlashForward,” (No More Good Days) Stunt Coordination, ABC (8/21/10)

2011 – Loretta Devine, “Grey’s Anatomy,” for Guest Actress in a Drama Series, ABC (9/10/11)


Jeff Daniels, Background Painter, "Phineas & Ferb," Individual Achievement in Animation, Disney Channel (9/10/11)

Brian Woods, Background Design, "Phineas & Ferb," Individual Achievement in Animation, Disney Channel (9/10/11)

Disney ABC Television Group & Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, "Oscar Digital Experience," Outstanding Creative Achievement in Interactive Media (ABC.com)

“The Amazing Race,” for Reality/Competition Program, CBS (9/18/11)
Escen, Don – add (1919-2006)


ESPN Zone – add: On December 1, 2008, the first ESPN Zone owned by another company (AEG) opened in LA Live adjacent to the Staples Center in Los Angeles. All other ESPN Zone facilities are owned by Disney Regional Entertainment. The Atlanta and Denver restaurants closed in 2009; the remaining ESPN Zones, except for the ones at LA Live and Anaheim, closed in June 2010.

Euro Disneyland Railroad – It was renamed Disneyland Railroad.

Fairy Tale Wedding Pavilion – delete text and substitute: See Wedding Pavilion.

Fallberg, Becky – add (1923-2007)

Fantasia/2000 – correct the premiere date to December 17, 1999.

Fantasmic – add: Fantasmic at Disneyland was updated in 2009 with the addition of Flotsam and Jetsam, a new Captain Hook’s Crocodile, and a new fire-breathing dragon.

Farmer, Bill – Replace entry with: Voice actor, he became the voice of Goofy in 1986, doing the voice for theatrical and television animation, along with occasional miscellaneous voice work. He was named a Disney Legend in 2009.

Feature Animation – add: Feature Animation changed its name to Walt Disney Animation Studios in 2007.

Features – change:
250. 1992. 3 Ninjas
512. 2003. add Hope Springs (Touchstone)(PG-13) [renumber all films after this one starting with 513. Cold Creek Manor]
554. 2005. add (PG)

add:
561. 2006. The Shaggy Dog (PG)
563. 2006. The Wild (G)
564. 2006. Stick It (Touchstone)(PG-13)
565. 2006. Goal! The Dream Begins (Touchstone)(PG)
566. 2006. Cars (G)
567. 2006. Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest (PG-13)
568. 2006. Step Up (Touchstone)(PG-13)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Invincible</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>The Guardian</td>
<td>(Touchstone)(PG-13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>The Prestige</td>
<td>(Touchstone)(PG-13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>The Santa Clause 3: The Escape Clause</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Déjà Vu</td>
<td>(Touchstone)(PG-13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Apocalypto</td>
<td>(Touchstone)(R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Primeval</td>
<td>(Hollywood Pictures)(R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Bridge to Terabithia</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Wild Hogs</td>
<td>(Touchstone)(PG-13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Meet the Robinsons</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>The Invisible</td>
<td>(Hollywood Pictures)(PG-13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End</td>
<td>(PG-13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Ratatouille</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>The Secret of the Magic Gourd</td>
<td>(NR)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Underdog</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>The Game Plan</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Dan in Real Life</td>
<td>(PG-13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Enchanted</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>National Treasure: Book of Secrets</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Hannah Montana &amp; Miley Cyrus: Best of Both Worlds Concert</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Step Up 2 the Streets</td>
<td>(Touchstone)(PG-13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>College Road Trip</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>WALL•E</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Swing Vote</td>
<td>(Touchstone)(PG-13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Tinker Bell</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Miracle at St. Anna</td>
<td>(Touchstone)(R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Beverly Hills Chihuahua</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Morning Light</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>High School Musical 3: Senior Year</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Roadside Romeo</td>
<td>(NR)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Bolt</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Bedtime Stories</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Confessions of a Shopaholic</td>
<td>(Touchstone)(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Jonas Brothers: The 3D Concert Experience</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Race to Witch Mountain</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Hannah Montana the Movie</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>(Disneynature)(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Trail of the Panda</td>
<td>(NR)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>The Boys: The Sherman Brothers’ Story</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>The Proposal</td>
<td>(Touchstone)(PG-13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>G-Force</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Ponyo</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>X-Games 3D: The Movie</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Walt &amp; El Grupo</td>
<td>(PG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
615. 2009. Surrogates (Touchstone)(PG-13)
616. 2009. Tinker Bell and the Lost Treasure (G)
617. 2009. Kniga Masterov (The Book of Masters) (NR)
618. 2009. Disney’s A Christmas Carol (PG)
619. 2009. Old Dogs (PG)
620. 2009. The Princess and the Frog (G)
621. 2010. When in Rome (PG-13)
622. 2010. Alice in Wonderland (PG)
623. 2010. Waking Sleeping Beauty (PG)
624. 2010. The Last Song (Touchstone)(PG)
625. 2010. Oceans (Disneynature)(G)
627. 2010. Toy Story 3 (G)
628. 2010. The Sorcerer’s Apprentice (PG)
629. 2010. Step Up 3D (Touchstone)(PG-13)
630. 2010. Tales from Earthsea (PG-13)
631. 2010. The Switch (Miramax)(PG-13)
632. 2010. Tinker Bell and the Great Fairy Rescue (G)
633. 2010. You Again (Touchstone)(PG)
634. 2010. Secretariat (PG)
635. 2010. Tangled (PG)
636. 2010. The Tempest (Touchstone/Miramax)(PG-13)
637. 2010. Tron: Legacy (PG)
638. 2011. Once Upon a Warrior (NR)
641. 2011. Mars Needs Moms (PG)
643. 2011. Zokkomon (NR)
644. 2011. Prom (PG)
646. 2011. Cars 2 (G)
647. 2011. Winnie the Pooh (G)
651. 2011. The Muppets (PG)
653. 2012. The Secret World of Arrietty (G)
655. 2012. Chimpanzee (Disneynature)(G)
656. 2012. Marvel’s The Avengers (Marvel)(PG-13)
657. 2012. Brave (PG)
659. 2012. The Odd Life of Timothy Green (PG)
660. 2012. Secret of the Wings (G)
Field, Sally – add her appearance in *Brothers & Sisters* (Nora Walker). She received an Emmy Award for Best Actress in a Drama for *Brothers & Sisters* in 2007.

Finding Nemo – add: A 3D version of the film was released on September 14, 2012.

Flash, the Teenage Otter – change to Teen-age

Fleischer, Richard – add (1916-2006)

Flightplan – add: Released on DVD in 2006.

Florez, Angel – add (1963-1995)


Ford, Glenn – add (1916-2006)

Fort Wilderness – add: It was torn down because of aging in May 2007.

Frees, Paul – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2006.


Garber, Victor – add appearance in *You Again* (Mark).

George of the Jungle II - Change to *George of the Jungle 2*.

Germany – correct spelling of Rothenberg to Rothenburg.

Getty, Balthazar – add appearance on television in *Brothers & Sisters* (Thomas Walker).

Getty, Estelle – add (1923-2008). She was named a Disney Legend in 2009.

Ghost Whisperer, The – drop “The”; add: Sets used for the show were damaged in a backlot fire at Universal Studios on June 1, 2008.

Glas und Porzellan – add: It closed on July 12, 2010, to be replaced by Karamelle-Küche.

Glory Road – replace entry with: **Glory Road** (film) The inspiring true story of the underdog Texas Western Miners basketball team. Passionately dedicated coach Don Haskins’ decision to play his all-African American team helped break down barriers of segregation that affected every segment of society and set a new course for the future as the team did the one thing they could to prove themselves to a watching world--they
played their hearts out. The Miners took the country by storm and, in a surprise turn of events, won the 1966 NCAA tournament title against the all-white juggernaut of the University of Kentucky Wildcats. From Walt Disney Pictures in association with Jerry Bruckheimer Films. Released on January 13, 2006. Directed by James Gartner. Stars Josh Lucas (Don Haskins), Derek Luke (Bobby Joe Hill), Austin Nichols (Jerry Armstrong), Jon Voight (Adolph Rupp), Evan Jones (Moe Iba), Mehcad Brooks (Harry Flournoy), Emily Deschanel (Mary Hawkins), Sam Jones III (Willie Worsley), Schin A.S. Kerr (David Lattin), Alphonso McAuley (Orsten Artis), Damaine Radcliff (Willie Cager), Al Shearer (Nevil Shed). 118 min. In order to help duplicate the NCAA championship game, the filmmakers were able to track down rare home movie footage, photos from Texas Western yearbooks, and over 30 priceless rolls of photographic film shot by Sports Illustrated. Filmed in New Orleans and El Paso, in Super 35 Scope.

Glover, Danny – add appearance in The Shaggy Dog (Ken Hollister).


Gone in 60 Seconds – change to Gone in Sixty Seconds

Goodman, John – add appearance in Confessions of a Shopaholic (Graham Bloomwood), and that he provided the voice of “Big Daddy” La Bouff in The Princess and the Frog.

Goofy – typo in middle of paragraph—as opposed tso should be as opposed to; change to 49 cartoons. add: After a gap of many years, a new Goofy cartoon, How to Hook up Your Home Theater, was made in 2007 during his 75th anniversary. add 49. How to Hook up Your Home Theater 2007.


Gordon-Levitt, Joseph – add appearance in Miracle at St. Anna (Tim Boyle).

Gotta Kick It Up – add exclamation point: Gotta Kick It Up!

Grad Nite – add: Samuel Jacobo, a graduate from Summit High School in Fontana, was named the 5 millionth Grad Nite guest at Disneyland on May 28, 2009.

Grammer, Kelsey – add appearance in Swing Vote (President Andrew Boone).

Grand Californian Hotel – add: On September 23, 2009, a vacation club addition—The Villas at Disney’s Grand Californian Hotel—opened with 50 2-bedroom villas and 203
traditional hotel rooms, plus a new swimming pool and additional valet parking spaces.

Grand Opening of Walt Disney World – change to Grand Opening of Walt Disney World, The

Grey’s Anatomy – add: A Spanish-language version entitled A Corazón Abierto was produced for the Latin American market.

Grosvenor Resort – note that it changed to the Regal Sun Resort in 2007, and to the Wyndham Lake Buena Vista in 2010.

Guardian, The – replace entry: Legendary Coast Guard Rescue Swimmer Ben Randall becomes the sole survivor of a deadly crash at the height of a massive storm. In the wake of the accident, he is sent against his will to teach at “A” School—the elite training program that turns young recruits into the best and bravest of Rescue Swimmers. Reeling with grief and regret, Ben throws himself into teaching the only way he knows how, turning the entire program upside down with his unconventional training methods. But Ben understands exactly what’s at stake—his students will one day have to make tough decisions between who dies and who lives. When he knocks heads with cocky swimming champ Jake Fischer, Ben sees someone with what it takes to be the best of the best—if only he can combine his raw talent with the heart and dedication necessary and avoid the mistakes that Ben himself has made. Heading out on his first treacherous mission to the fierce, turbulent waters of Alaska’s Bering Sea, Jake will have to put all that he’s learned into action as he discovers just what it means to truly risk everything. Directed by Andrew Davis. A Touchstone Picture. Released on September 29, 2006. Stars Kevin Costner (Ben Randall), Ashton Kutcher (Jake Fischer), Sela Ward (Helen Randall), Emily Thomas (Melissa Sagemiller), Bonnie Bramlett (Maggie McGlone), Clancy Brown (Capt. Bill Hadley), Neal McDonough (Jack Skinner), John Heard (Frank Larson), Brian Geraghty (Hodge), Dulé Hill (Ken Weatherly), Shelby Fenner (Cate). Created with the full cooperation of the Coast Guard. The film was originally slated to shoot in New Orleans in 2005, but the crew was forced to move to Shreveport, Louisiana, after Hurricane Katrina struck, shattering much of the city.

Guns in the Heather – change Spybusters to Spy-Busters.

Gyllenhaal, Jake – add appearance in Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time (Dastan).

Halloweentown High – add: See also Return to Halloweentown (2006).

Harnois, Elizabeth – add Mars Needs Moms (Ki)

Hathaway, Ann – change to Anne. Add her appearance in Alice in Wonderland (White Queen).
Haunted Mansion, The – for the attraction, drop the “The”

Hayward, Lillie – change dates to (1891-1977).

Heffalump – the name should end in IV, not III.

High Fidelity – add: A stage version of the show, based more on the novel than on the film, opened on Broadway in previews at the Imperial Theater on November 20, 2006, and closed December 17.

High School Musical – add at end: The film was very well-received, debuting as the no. 1 cable TV program for the week with 7,732,000 viewers, a record high for the network; its soundtrack reached no. 1 on the Billboard Top 200 chart and quickly went to platinum status. It was the first full-length movie to be made available via digital download, on Apple’s iTunes Music Store. Released on DVD in 2006. *High School Musical: The Concert* began a 40-city tour on November 29, 2006, in San Diego, featuring members of the original cast, culminating in a one-hour special on Disney Channel on May 4, 2007.

Hill, Arthur – add (1922-2006); add his appearance in *One Magic Christmas* (Caleb Grainger) and that he narrated *Something Wicked This Way Comes*.


Hockey Champ – change to: Hockey Champ, The

Holdridge, Cheryl – add (1944-2009).

Holm, Celeste – add (1917-2012)


Hopper, Dennis – add appearance in *Swing Vote* (Donald Greenleaf). Add (1936-2010).

Hoskins, Bob – add appearance in *A Christmas Carol* (Fezziwig/Old Joe).


How to Have an Accident in the Home – change release date to June 8, 1956.

Huemer, Dick – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2007.

Hughes, Barnard – add (1915-2006).

Hunt, Bonnie – add that she provided the voice of Sally in Cars and Cars 2, and Dolly in Toy Story 3 and Hawaiian Vacation.

Hurter, Albert – change death date to 1942. Change start year at Studio to 1931.

Huston, Anjelica – add that she provided the voice of Queen Clarion in Tinker Bell.

Iger, Robert – He took on the additional title of chairman of the board in March 2012.

In Justice – add ending date of March 31, 2006.

In Search of the Castaways – change Hamshire to Hamshere

Inconceivable – add ending date of September 30.

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Peril – Remove Backwards from title. Change last sentence: From April 1, 2000, until December 3, 2004, the roller coaster was operated backwards.

Invincible – replace entry with: Invincible (film) When Dick Vermeil, the coach of Vince Papale’s beloved hometown football team, the Philadelphia Eagles, hosted an unprecedented open tryout in 1976, the public consensus was that it was a waste of time—no one good enough to play professional football was going to be found this way. Certainly no one like Papale, a down-on-his-luck, 30-year-old substitute teacher and part-time bartender, who never even played college football. But against these odds, Papale made the team and soon found himself living every fan’s fantasy—to be standing on the field as a professional player—while at the same time inspiring his team to break through their 11-season losing streak and rediscover their winning spirit. Directed by Ericson Core. From Walt Disney Pictures/Mayhem Pictures. Stars Mark Wahlberg (Vince Papale), Greg Kinnear (Dick Vermeil), Elizabeth Banks (Janet), Kevin Conway (Frank Papale), Michael Rispoli (Max), Kirk Acevedo (Tommy), . Released on August 25, 2006. 104 min. Filmed in CinemaScope. Based on the life story of Vincent Papale, with he and Vermeil acting as consultants to the production. Filmed in Philadelphia, with Franklin Field at the University of Pennsylvania doubling for the now-demolished Veterans Stadium.

Irons, Jeremy – add that he is the MC for English-speaking guests for the Studio Tram Tour—Behind the Magic at Disney Studios Paris.

It’s a Small World – note that it opened at Hong Kong Disneyland on April 28, 2008.
Ives, Burl – add that he did the voice of the host Eagle Sam for America Sings at Disneyland.

Iyanla – note that the show ended March 1, 2002.


Jackson, Michael – add (1958-2009); change is to was.

Jani, Bob – change his title to vice president of entertainment.

Jay, Tony – add (1933-2006).

Jetix – change last sentence to: Disney obtained ownership of 100% of Jetix Europe in 2008-2009.

John, Elton – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2006, and later served as executive producer of Gnomeo & Juliet.

Johnny Fedora and Alice Bluebonnet – add: The title card on the film uses a variant spelling—Johnnie—though Johnny is more commonly used, including on the one-sheet poster and sheet music. Blue Bonnet has occasionally been spelled as two words.

Johnson, James A. – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2006.

Johnston, Ollie – add (1912-2008)

Jones, James Earl – add that he narrated Earth.

Journey into Imagination – note that Kodak sponsorship ended in 2010.

Jumbo Pictures – note the acquisition by Disney was in February 1996.

Justice, Bill – add (1914-2011)

Kent, Ralph – add (1939-2007)

Kenworthy, Paul – add (1925-2010)

Key West Seafood - note that it closed on October 13, 1998, replaced by Rainforest Café.

Kilmer, Val – add appearance in Déjà Vu (Agent Pryzwarra).
King Arthur Carrousel – add: On April 8, 2008, Jingles, the lead horse, was rededicated to honor Julie Andrews.


Kirk, Tommy – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2006.

Kitt, Eartha – add (1927-2008)

Knife & Gun Club, The – correct spelling: Laneuville.

Knotts, Don – add (1924-2006)

Korsmo, Charlie – change Siggy Martin to Siggy Marvin.

L.A. Bar and Grill – note that it closed in December 2001 and became Café Mickey.

Lane, Nathan – add appearance in *Swing Vote* (Art Crumb).

Lansbury, Angela – note that she narrated *The Age of Believing: The Disney Live-Action Classics*.

Larkin, Linda – add: She also provided the voice in later sequels, spin-offs, and television specials. She was named a Disney Legend in 2011.

Last Resort, The – add ending date of 3/31/03.

Laugh-O-gram Films – add the title *Jack the Giant Killer*, and change to seven films in the series.

Leachman, Cloris – add: In 2008 she competed on *Dancing With the Stars* on ABC and served as Grand Marshal of the 2009 Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena. She provided the voice of Noriko in *Ponyo*.

Leave a Legacy – add: Sales were discontinued June 16, 2007.

Ledger, Heath – add (1979-2008)

Lee, Jason – add that he provides the voice of the title character in *Underdog*.


Leguizamo, John – add appearance in *Miracle at St. Anna* (Enrico).
Less than Perfect – add ending date of June 6, 2006.

Lilo & Stitch 2: Stitch Has a Glitch – correct spelling of Tony Leondis.

Lion King, The – add: A 3D version of the film was released on September 16, 2011.

Lion King, The (stage show) – change at end: The show closed at the New Amsterdam on June 4, 2006, and moved to the Minskoff Theater on June 13 to make room for Mary Poppins at the New Amsterdam. In April 2012 it became the highest grossing show on Broadway, passing Phantom of the Opera.


Living Seas – add: Beginning in 2006 guests climbed aboard clam-mobiles to search for the playful clownfish in The Seas with Nemo and Friends.

Lomond, Britt – add (1925-2006)

L’Originale Alfredo di Roma Ristorante – add: The restaurant closed on August 31, 2007, with the Patina Restaurant Group taking over operation on September 1 with a name change to Tutto Italia.


Luck of the Irish – delete The

Lucky Fortune Cookery, The – add that it was removed in January 2009 to allow for an enhanced and expanded Cocina Cucamonga.


MacArthur, James – add (1937-2010)

McClanahan, Rue – add (1934-2010). add: She was named a Disney Legend in 2009.

McGavin, Darren – add (1922-2006)

McGoohan, Patrick – add (1928-2009)

McKennon, Dallas – add (1919-2009)

Magic Music Days – note that the program began at Walt Disney World in 1985, followed by Disneyland in September 1987. Prior to Magic Music Days, the program
for guest performing groups had various names, including Disneyland Music Festival Program beginning in the late 1970s. Walt Disney World had its Disney Band Festival Program beginning in 1972. A Guest Band Program, where Disney first solicited nationwide for high school bands to perform, was begun for America on Parade in 1975.

Main Street Cinema – note that the Tokyo Disneyland attraction closed in 2002.

Main Street Electrical Parade – note that a new Tinker Bell float was created to lead the parade at Disney’s California Adventure, along with other updates, beginning June 12, 2009. The parade concluded on August 23, 2009, to henceforth operate seasonally until April 18, 2010, when it ended, to move to Walt Disney World.

Making of Arachnophobia, The – change Chills, to Chills &.

Mako – add (1933-2006)

Malden, Karl – add (1912-2009)

Maliboomer – note that it closed on September 6, 2010.

Mannequins – note that it closed September 27, 2008.

Marin, Cheech – add that he appeared in Race to Witch Mountain (Eddie) and provided the voice of Ramone in Cars and Cars 2 and Manuel in Beverly Hills Chihuahua.

Market House – note that the Market House at Walt Disney World closed in 2007.

Mars, Kenneth – add (1935-2011)

Martin, Lucille – change: She retired in January 2006, and was named a Disney Legend in 2007.

Martin, Steve – delete appearance in Remember the Titans.

Mary Poppins [stage show] – change at end: The show premiered at the New Amsterdam Theater on Broadway on November 16, 2006, with Ashley Brown starring as Mary and Gavin Lee as Bert, after previews beginning October 14. Among the show’s seven nominations, Bob Crowley won the 2007 Tony Award for Scenic Design of a Musical.

Meet the Robinsons – replace entry with: Meet the Robinsons (film) A CG-animated feature. Lewis is a brilliant twelve-year-old with a surprising number of clever inventions to his credit. His latest and most ambitious project is the Memory Scanner, which he hopes will retrieve early memories of his mother and maybe even reveal why she put him up for adoption. But before he can get his answer, his invention is stolen.
by the dastardly Bowler Hat Guy and Doris, his diabolical hat and constant companion. Lewis has all but given up hope in his future when a mysterious boy named Wilbur Robinson whisks him away in a time machine and the two travel forward in time to spend a day with Wilbur’s eccentric family. In a world filled with flying cars and floating cities, they hunt down Bowler Hat Guy, save the future, and uncover the amazing secret of Lewis’s future family. Released on March 30, 2007, in a regular version, and in Disney Digital 3-D on more than 600 screens. Directed by Stephen Anderson. Voices include Angela Bassett (Mildred), Daniel Hansen (Lewis), Jordan Fry (Lewis), Tom Kenny (Mr. Willerstein), Harland Williams (Carl), Adam West (Uncle Art), Laurie Metcalf (Lucille Krunklehorn), Wesley Singerman (Wilbur), Stephen John Anderson (Bowler Hat Guy), Ethan Sandler (Doris/CEO/Spike/Dimitri), Tom Selleck (Cornelius), Nicole Sullivan (Franny). Anderson, the director, not only did the voice of the Bowler Hat Guy, but also Grandpa Bud and Tallulah. Two actors were needed to voice Lewis—Daniel Hansen began recording the voice in 2003, but as he grew and his voice changed, the producers had to find another kid, and they were lucky to find Jordan Fry, a young actor who sounded much like Daniel. 94 min. Based on the book A Day with Wilbur Robinson by William Joyce; Disney had originally acquired the book in order to make a live-action feature but the animation staff saw great possibilities in it for animation. Danny Elfman provided the score.
Miller, Bob – add: He left the company in 2008.

Million Dollar Collar, The – delete comma after Hector.

Miracle in Lane Two – change to Miracle in Lane 2

Miramax Films – note that Miramax no longer distributes the Dimension films. Add to list No Country for Old Men (Best Picture Oscar). In October 2009, Disney greatly cut back Miramax’s staff and film output, and on January 29, 2010 closed Miramax offices, moving the operations to Disney’s Burbank headquarters. Arrangements were announced in July 2010 to sell Miramax to an investor group led by Ron Tutor for more than $660 million, though Disney continued with plans to release two films under the Miramax label--The Switch and The Debt. The sale was completed in December.


Mitchell, George J. – note that he left the board on December 31, 2007.

Mitsukoshi Restaurant – note that the Teppanyaki Dining Room became Tappan Edo in 2007. Tempura Kiku became Tokyo Dining.


Monsters Inc. Mike & Sulley to the Rescue – change grand opening date to January 23, 2006.

Montalban, Ricardo – add (1920-2009). Add: He narrated Mustang and Chango, Guardian of the Mayan Treasure, and provided the voice of Señor Senior, Sr. on Kim Possible.


Moreno, Rita – add appearance on TV in Cane (Amalia Duque).

Morgan, Harry – add (1915-2011)
Moteurs … Action – delete mention of Jet Skis.

Motion – note that it closed September 27, 2008.

Mucha, Zenia – note that she was promoted to Executive Vice President in 2005.

Murphy, Thomas S. – add: His company, Capital Cities, merged with ABC in 1985, and he headed the combined companies until Capital Cities/ABC merged with Disney. He was named a Disney Legend in 2007.

My Boyfriend’s Back – change Cloris Leachman’s role to Maggie; add Mary Beth Hurt (Mrs. Dingle).

Najimy, Kathy – add that she provided the voice of Aunt Taggig in *Brother Bear 2* and Mary in *WALL•E*.


National Film Registry – note that *Toy Story* was added in 2005 and *Three Little Pigs* in 2007. A home movie, *Disneyland Dream*, made the list in 2009. *Bambi* was added in 2011.

Neeson, Liam – add: He provided the voice of Aslan in the *Chronicles of Narnia* films and Fujimoto in *Ponyo*.


New Century Clock Shop – note that the Disneyland shop was renamed New Century Timepieces in 1986 when Lorus became the sponsor. It closed in July 2008 to reopen as The Fortuosity Shop on October 3, 2008.

Newbern, George – add appearance on Disney Channel in *Dadnapped* (Neal).

Newman, Paul – add that he provided the voice of Doc Hudson in *Cars*. Add (1925-2008).

Nielsen, Leslie – add (1926-2010)


Nightmare Before Christmas, The – add: The film was rereleased in Disney Digital 3D on October 20, 2006, marking the first time that a once-analog 2D film has been turned into a wholly digital 3D film. The 3D version was produced by Don Hahn with
3D visual effects by ILM under Colum Slevin. It was brought back to theaters at Halloween time in 2007, 2008, and 2009.


Northwest Mercantile Trading Post – move photo to Norway.

O Canada – note that the film was updated in September, 2007.

O’Donovan, Leo J. – note that he retired from the board on March 8, 2007.

O’Hara, Paige - add: She appeared in Enchanted (Angela), and was named a Disney Legend in 2011.

Osmond, Donny – add appearance in College Road Trip (Doug Greenhut).

Oswald the Lucky Rabbit – add at end of initial paragraph: Disney acquired the rights to Oswald from Universal in 2006.

O’Toole, Peter – add that he provided the voice of Anton Ego in Ratatouille.


Pacifier, The – change Howard Plummer (Tate Donovan) to Tate Donovan (Howard Plummer).

Pal Mickey – Sales of Pal Mickey ended in 2008 as existing stock ran out, but the interactive plush continued to operate in the four parks.


Parker, Fess – add (1924-2010)


Phoenix, Joaquin – change Lucius Walker to Lucius Hunt.

Pierce, Bradley Michael – add that he did the voice of Nibs in Return to Never Land.

Pin trading – note that Pin trading ended at Tokyo Disneyland in 2002.
Pirates of the Caribbean – add: Revisions were made to the Disneyland and Walt Disney World Magic Kingdom attractions in 2006, and to Tokyo Disneyland in 2007, adding the Captain Jack Sparrow character.

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest – replace entry with: **Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest** (film) First sequel to *Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl*. The decidedly eccentric Capt. Jack Sparrow is caught up in another tangled web of supernatural intrigue when he is reminded of a blood debt he owes to the Ruler of the Ocean Depths, the legendary captain Davy Jones. Unless the ever-crafty Jack figures a cunning way out of this Faustian pact, he will be cursed to an afterlife of eternal servitude and damnation in the service of Jones aboard the ghostly Flying Dutchman. This startling development interrupts the wedding plans of Will Turner and Elizabeth Swann, who are once again thrust into Jack’s misadventures, leading to escalating confrontations with Jones’s destructive sea monster (the Kraken), cannibalistic islanders, flamboyant soothsayer Tia Dalma, and the mysterious appearance of Will’s long-lost father, Bootstrap Bill. Meanwhile, ruthless pirate hunter Lord Cutler Beckett of the East India Trading Company sets his eye on retrieving the fabled Dead Man’s Chest. According to legend, whoever possesses the Dead Man’s Chest gains control of Davy Jones, and Beckett intends to use this awesome power to destroy every last Pirate of the Caribbean. A Walt Disney Pictures film in association with Jerry Bruckheimer Films. Directed by Gore Verbinski. Released on July 7, 2006, after a premiere at Disneyland on June 24. Stars Johnny Depp (Jack Sparrow), Orlando Bloom (Will Turner), Keira Knightley (Elizabeth Swann), Stellan Skarsgard (Bootstrap Bill), Bill Nighy (Davy Jones), Jack Davenport (Norrington), Jonathan Pryce (Gov. Weatherby Swann), Kevin R. McNally (Gibbs), Naomie Harris (Tia Dalma), Tom Hollander (Cutler Beckett), Lee Arenberg (Pintel), Mackenzie Crook (Ragetti), David Bailie (Cotton). 151 min. Filmed in Super 35 Scope in Burbank, California, and at several locations in the Caribbean. The film broke all box office records on its release, including taking in $135.6 million on its first weekend, and soon became the company’s highest-grossing release with over $1 billion internationally, passing *Finding Nemo*. The film won an Oscar for Best Visual Effects. Released on DVD in 2006.

Pixar Animation Studios – note that Pixar was founded on February 3, 1986. Replace last sentence with: On January 24, 2006, Disney announced an agreement to purchase Pixar, and the purchase was completed on May 5, 2006. After the acquisition by Disney, Pixar continued its string of hits with such films as *Cars*, *Ratatouille*, *Up*, and *Brave*. Pixar opened a Canadian subsidiary, Pixar Canada, on April 20, 2010, where 100 artists will work on animating short films based on characters from the Pixar feature films.

Playhouse Disney—Live on Stage – It also opened at Walt Disney Studios Park in France on April 4, 2009. The Walt Disney World attraction changed to Disney Junior—Live on Stage on March 4, 2011, with *Jake and the Never Land Pirates, Mickey Mouse Clubhouse, Handy Manny*, and *Little Einsteins*. 

Pooh’s Heffalump Halloween Movie – change (Nikita Hopkins) to (Jimmy Bennett/Nikita Hopkins)

Pooh’s Heffalump Movie – change III to IV


Price, Vincent – He also did short segments for Disney Channel’s Read, Write, and Draw in 1987-88.

Primeval World – correct spelling of stegosaurus.

Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement – change to Princess Diaries 2, The: Royal Engagement.

Provine, Dorothy – add (1935-2010)

Pryce, Jonathan – add appearance in Bedtime Stories (Marty Bronson)

Rainbow Road to Oz – change to Rainbow Road to Oz, The

Rainforest Café – note that one opened in Ikspiari at the Tokyo Disney Resort in 2002.

Ranft, Joe – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2006.

Rapunzel Unbraided – delete entry

Ratzenberger, John – add that he provided the voice of Mack in Cars, Mustafa in Ratatouille, John in WALL•E, and Tom in Up.


Reinhold, Judge – add appearance in The Santa Clause 3: The Escape Clause (Neil Miller) and Swing Vote (Walter).


Reynolds, Debbie – add appearance in Return to Halloweentown.

Richards, Kim – note that she has a cameo role in Race to Witch Mountain (Tina).

Rivers of America – add Hong Kong Disneyland.
Roberts, Dodie – add (1919-2008).


Rodney – add ending date of June 6, 2006.


Ross, Rich – add: On October 5, 2009 he was named chairman, Walt Disney Studios, serving until April 2012. He was succeeded by Alan Horn.

Russell, Keri – add appearance in Bedtime Stories (Jill)

Salonga, Lea – add: She was named a Disney Legend in 2011.

Santa Claus 3, The – Replace entry with: Santa Clause 3, The: The Escape Clause (film) Scott Calvin, aka Santa, juggles a full house of family and the mischievous Jack Frost, who is trying to take over Santa’s holiday. At the risk of giving away the secret location of the North Pole, Scott invites his in-laws to share in the holiday festivities and upcoming birth of baby Claus with expectant wife, Carol, aka Mrs. Claus. Along for the adventure are Scott’s extended family—son Charlie, ex-wife Laura, her husband Neil, and their daughter Lucy—who, together with head elf Curtis, foil Jack Frost’s crafty scheme to control the North Pole. Released on November 3, 2006. Directed by Michael Lembeck. Stars Tim Allen (Santa/Scott Calvin), Elizabeth Mitchell (Mrs. Claus/Carol), Judge Reinhold (Neil Miller), Wendy Crewson (Laura Miller), Ann-Margret (Sylvia Newman), Alan Arkin (Bud Newman), Eric Lloyd (Charlie), Spencer Breslin (Curtis), Liliana Mumy (Lucy), Martin Short (Jack Frost). 92 min.

Satellite View of America – change to Satellite-View of America.

Schiffer, Bob – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2007.

Schroeder, Russell – add Disney’s Lost Chords, vol. 1 and 2, to list of books.


Sebastian – change Felonious to Thelonius.

Selleck, Tom – add that he provided the voice of Cornelius in Meet the Robinsons.
Shaggy Dog, The [2006] – replace entry with: **Shaggy Dog, The** (film)  In this update of the 1959 comedy classic, workaholic Deputy D.A. Dave Douglas takes on a case involving an animal laboratory—one that will take him away from his wife and kids, who already yearn for his all-too-distracted attention. But when Dave is accidentally infected with a top-secret, genetic mutation serum, he’s transformed from family dad to family dog. As a dog, Dave is able to gain a whole new perspective into his family’s secrets and dreams, learning what it really means to be his family’s best friend. He wants nothing more than to become human again, but first he has to stop the evil forces behind the serum. From Walt Disney Pictures, Mandeville Films, and Boxing Cat Films. Released on March 10, 2006. Directed by Brian Robbins. Stars Tim Allen (Dave Douglas), Robert Downey, Jr. (Dr. Kozak), Danny Glover (Ken Hollister), Kristin Davis (Rebecca Douglas), Spencer Breslin (Josh Douglas), Zena Grey (Carly Douglas), Joshua Leonard (Justin Forrester), Shawn Pyfrom (Trey), Bess Wohl (Dr. Gwen Lichtman), Jane Curtin (Judge Claire Whittaker), Philip Baker Hall (Lance Strickland), Craig Kilborn (Baxter). 99 min. Filmed in Super 35 Scope. The dog was played by Coal, a Bearded Collie, trained by Mark Forbes. Released on DVD in 2006.

Sherman, Robert B. – add (1925-2012)

Sindbad’s Seven Voyages – add: It was renamed Sindbad’s Storybook Voyage on March 29, 2007.

Siskel & Ebert – change original title to *Siskel & Ebert and the Movies*.

Sister Act – add: On October 24, 2006, a stage show, *Sister Act the Musical*, based on the motion picture and licensed by Disney, opened at the Pasadena Playhouse, starring Dawnn Lewis, directed by Peter Schneider, and with music by Alan Menken and Glenn Slater. It was co-produced by the Alliance Theatre Company in Atlanta.

Sklar, Marty – note that he retired on July 17, 2009, on which date a window was dedicated to him on City Hall in Town Square at Disneyland.

Sleeping Beauty Castle – note that the walk-through attraction was redesigned and upgraded, and reopened to guests in December 2008.

Smith, Dave – change Archives director to chief archivist. add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2007, and retired in 2010, though he continued to consult for the company as chief archivist emeritus. His book, *Disney Trivia from the Vault*, was published in 2012.

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs – change Someday My Prince Will Come to Some Day.

SoapNet – change to SOAPnet. In May 2010 it was announced that Disney Junior would replace SOAPnet in 2012.
Son of Flubber – change to Keenan Wynn (Alonzo Hawk), add Ed Wynn (A.J. Allen).

Space Mountain – Add: At Disneyland the ride was transformed into Rockin’ Space Mountain for Spring 2007 featuring new lighting and technology and an all-new soundtrack. On September 25, 2009, a Halloween overlay called Space Mountain Ghost Galaxy opened at Disneyland, two years after debuting at Hong Kong Disneyland.

Spacek, Sissy – add appearance in The Help (Missus Walters).

Spaceship Earth – Add: Siemens became the sponsor in 2005. In December 2007, Spaceship Earth reopened after extensive renovations. The storyline now follows the history of human innovation from prehistoric times to the 21st century, with new narration by Dame Judi Dench and a new musical score. The new finale enables guests to imagine their own future through the use of touch screen technology.

Spoodles – note that it closed August 1, 2009, to become the Greek-themed Kouzzina.

Spybusters – change to Spy-Busters.

Square Peg in a Round Hole, A – delete the initial “A.”

Star Tours – add: The attraction was completely revised in 2011, with multiple random storylines and locations, in 3D.

Steenburgen, Mary – add appearance in The Proposal (Grace Paxton) and The Help (Elaine Stein).

Stern, Robert A.M. – add that he designed the Walt Disney World Casting Center, the Feature Animation Building in Burbank, the BoardWalk Resort, Celebration Health, and the Disney Ambassador Hotel at the Tokyo Disney Resort.


Stick It – replace entry with: Stick It (film) Independent 17-year-old Haley Graham defies authority and the laws of gravity with her dirt-biking pals. When a joyride results in a trip to juvenile court, the judge sentences Haley to do time at the elite Vickerman Gymnastics Academy run with military regimentation by hardnosed coach Burt Vickerman. It is a return to a world Haley knows only too well—she was a former Junior Finals gymnastics champion who inexplicably walked out in the middle of the prestigious championships, betraying her teammates, scrapping her own aspirations, and trashing her reputation. There is a battle of wills with Vickerman, who sees Haley’s innate talent, and he is committed to helping her come back to a world she could easily rule, whether she wants to or not. Haley’s talent and one-of-a-kind personality galvanize the squad who find a hero in their new teammate and learn
that, along the way, some rules are meant to be broken. A Touchstone Picture in conjunction with Happy Landing Productions and Spyglass Entertainment. Released on April 28, 2006. Directed by Jessica Bendinger. Stars Jeff Bridges (Burt Vickerman), Missy Peregrym (Haley Graham), Vanessa Lengies (Joanne Charis), Nikki Soohoo (Wei Wei Yong), Maddy Curley (Mina Hoyt), Kellan Lutz (Frank), John Patrick Amendori (Poot), Jon Greis (Brice Graham), Gia Carides (Alice Graham). 103 min. Filming took place in Los Angeles, even though the story is set in Plano and Houston, Texas. Over a dozen elite international gymnasts were recruited for the competition scenes.

Stollery, David – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2006.

Storybook Land Canal Boats – change Le Pays de to Le Pays des.


Sun Wheel – note that it closed on October 13, 2008, to be remodeled as Mickey’s Fun Wheel, opening on May 4, 2009.

Sunshine Pavilion – delete one of the “Originally sponsored by the Florida Citrus Growers” sentences.

Super Duck Tales – change to Super Ducktales.

Sutherland, Kiefer – add that he provides the voice of Samson in The Wild.


Tarzan – delete the information on the play from the film entry.

Tarzan Rocks – note ending date of 1/21/06.

Taylor, Betty – add (1919-2011)

Taylor, Russi – add: She was named a Disney Legend in 2008.

Teddi Barra’s Swingin’ Arcade – note that it closed in 2002.

Television – change: longest-running weekly prime-time show of all time.

change: [This list does not include Disney Channel series]
24. Win, Lose or Draw – change 8/7/87 to 9/7/87 (twice)
44. Dinosaurs – change 9/20/94 to 7/20/94
67. Bill Nye the Science Guy – add ending date of 10/3/97
162. Alias – add ending date of 5/22/06.
178. Less than Perfect – add ending date of 6/6/06
188. Lilo & Stitch: The Series – add ending date of 6/23/06
194. The Tony Danza Show – add ending date of 5/26/06
195. Rodney – add ending date of 6/6/06
196. Lost – add ending date of 5/23/10
200. W.I.T.C.H. – add ending date of 12/23/06
204. Inconceivable [NBC] 9/23/05 – 9/30/05
207. The Night Stalker – add ending date 11/10/05
208. In Justice – add ending date of 3/31/06
209. Crumbs – add ending date of 2/7/06
210. Courting Alex – add ending date of 3/29/06
add:
211. What About Brian [ABC] 4/26/06 – 3/26/07
212. Kyle XY [ABC Family] 6/26/06 – 3/16/09
213. Three Moons Over Milford [ABC Family] 8/6/06 – 9/24/06
214. Six Degrees [ABC] 9/21/06 – 3/30/07
216. Ugly Betty [ABC] 9/28/06 – 4/14/10
217. Day Break [ABC] 11/15/06 – 12/13/06
218. Dirt [FX] 1/2/07 – 4/13/08
221. October Road [ABC] 3/15/07 – 3/10/08
223. Cane [CBS] 9/25/07 – 12/18/07
225. Private Practice [ABC] 9/26/07 –
231. Miss Guided [ABC] 3/18/08 – 4/3/08
232. Raising the Bar [TNT] 9/1/08 – 12/24/09
233. At the Movies [synd.] 9/6/08 – 8/15/10
235. Life on Mars [ABC] 10/9/08 – 4/1/09
236. Legend of the Seeker [synd.] 11/1/08 – 5/22/10
240. Make It or Break It [ABC Family] 6/22/09 -
241. 10 Things I Hate About You [ABC Family] 7/7/09 – 5/24/10
244. FlashForward [ABC] 9/24/09 – 5/27/10
245. Happy Town [ABC] 4/28/10 – 6/16/10
246. Pretty Little Liars [ABC Family] 6/8/10 -
247. Scoundrels [ABC] 6/20/10 – 8/15/10
249. Melissa & Joey [ABC Family] 8/17/10 -
250. Detroit 1-8-7 [ABC] 9/21/10 – 3/20/11
253. Off the Map [ABC] 1/12/11 – 4/6/11
254. Criminal Minds: Suspect Behavior [CBS] 2/16/11
256. Happy Endings [ABC] 4/13/11 –
257. Switched at Birth [ABC Family] 6/6/11 –
258. The Protector [Lifetime] 6/12/11 – 9/19/11
260. Revenge [ABC] 9/21/11 –
261. Man Up [ABC] 10/18/11 – 12/6/11
262. Once Upon a Time [ABC] 10/23/11 –
263. The River [ABC] 2/7/12 – 3/20/12
264. GCB [ABC] 3/4/12 – 5/6/12
265. Missing [ABC] 3/15/12 – 5/17/12
266. Scandal [ABC] 4/5/12 –
267. Baby Daddy [ABC Family] 6/20/12 –
268. Katie [Synd.] 9/10/12 -

Tempura Kiku – note that it became Tokyo Dining in 2007.

Test Track – take out statement about it being the longest.

Teppanyaki Dining Rooms – note that it became Teppan Edo in 2007.


Thomas, Bob – delete statement about the most authoritative biography of Walt Disney.

Thompson, Emma – add that she provided the voice of Queen Elinor in Brave.
Thunder Mesa Mercantile Building – delete Frontierland Traders, change to Tobias Norton & Sons – Frontier Traders.


Timekeeper, The – add at end: until it closed for good on February 26, 2006 (the last show had been December 31, 2005).

Tinker Bell Toy Shoppe – note that the Tokyo Disneyland shop changed its name to Baby Mine in 2001.

Todd, Richard – add (1919-2009)

Tokyo Disneyland – note that the 400,000,000th guest, Mrs. Aiko Hironaka, visited on November 1, 2006. The 500,000,000th guest was Ms. Megumi Soma, on August 27, 2010. Because of the major earthquake and tsunami in Japan on March 11, 2011, Tokyo Disneyland and Tokyo DisneySea had to close for several weeks beginning March 12, not because of damage but because of problems getting reliable electrical power to the resort. Tokyo Disneyland reopened on April 15.

Tokyo DisneySea – add: Tokyo DisneySea had to close for several weeks beginning March 12, 2011 due to the major earthquake and tsunami in Japan on March 11. The park reopened on April 28, 2011. The was the longest closing to date of any Disney park.

Tom Sawyer Island – add: At Disneyland, the island became Pirate’s Lair on Tom Sawyer Island on May 25, 2007, with the island receiving a pirate overlay to tie in with the release of *Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End*. Harper’s Mill became Lafitte’s Tavern and Injun Joe’s Cave became Dead Man’s Grotto. At the same time, the aging Fort Wilderness was torn down.

Tomlin, Lily – add that she provided the voice of Toki in *Ponyo*.

Tomlinson, David – correct spelling of Emelius Browne

Tony Awards – add:
2007—*Mary Poppins* (Bob Crowley, Scenic Design)
2012—*Newsies* (Alan Menken and Jack Feldman, Music)
2012—*Newsies* (Christopher Gattelli, Choreography)


Toon Disney – It became Disney XD in 2009.
Toy Story – A Disney Digital 3-D version was released on October 2, 2009 along with one for Toy Story 2.

Toy Story 2 – Note that the film was the first motion picture to be entirely created, mastered, and exhibited digitally. It was also the first animated film sequel to gross more than its original. A Disney Digital 3-D version was released on October 2, 2009 along with one for the original Toy Story.

Travolta, John – add appearance in Wild Hogs (Woody Stevens) and Old Dogs (Charlie), and that he provided the voice of the title character in Bolt.

Treehouse Villas – add: They were used for housing international College Program students from November 2005 to January 2008.

Turtle Talk with Crush – add: A similar attraction, entitled simply Turtle Talk, opened on the S.S. Columbia at Tokyo DisneySea on October 1, 2009.

Turturro, John – add appearance in Miracle at St. Anna (Antonio Ricci).

Twilight Zone Tower of Terror – add at end: and another at Tokyo DisneySea on September 4, 2006. The Tokyo version features a totally new backstory—adventurer Harrison Hightower III who founded the Hotel Hightower and filled it with curios gathered on his worldwide treks mysteriously disappeared in 1899 after unveiling a stolen idol, Shiriki Utundu, and now, 13 years later in 1912, the New York Preservation Society has opened the hotel for tours. A fourth version, Twilight Zone Tower of Terror: Un Saut dans la Quatrième Dimension, opened at Walt Disney Studios Paris on December 22, 2007.

Typhoon Lagoon – add: The Crush ‘n’ Gusher attraction was added in 2005.

Under Wraps – change character played by Clara Bryant to Amy.

Up Close and Personal – change to Up Close & Personal

Vacation Club Resort, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina – change 102-unit to 123-unit.


Vance, Courtney B. – add that he appeared on TV in FlashForward (Stanford Wedeck) and Let It Shine (Jacob DeBarge).

Video – add
45. Bambi II (2006)
46. Leroy & Stitch (2006)
47. Brother Bear 2 (2006)
49. The Fox and the Hound 2 (2006)
51. Snow Buddies (2008)
52. The Little Mermaid: Ariel’s Beginning (2008)
53. Space Buddies (2009)
54. Santa Buddies (2009)
55. The Crimson Wing: Mystery of the Flamingos (2010)
56. The Search for Santa Paws (2010)
57. Beverly Hills Chihuahua 2 (2011)
58. Sharpay’s Fabulous Adventure (2011)
59. Spooky Buddies (2011)
60. Treasure Buddies (2012)

Vincent – add: A 3-D version was released with a reissue of Tim Burton’s Nightmare Before Christmas in 2007.

Visionarium, Le – note that the Disneyland Paris attraction closed September 6, 2004,

Voight, Jon – add appearance in Glory Road (Adolph Rupp).

Walk Around the World – The project was completed in July 2000.

Wallace, Oliver – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2008.

Walt Disney Collectors Society – note that the Society ceased operations on December 31, 2009, and Sketches ended publication.

Walt Disney World Inside-Out – change to (television)

Walt Disney World’s Very Merry Christmas Parade – change at end (2002-2006). Note in 2009 it was retitled Disney Parks Christmas Day Parade.

Warden, Jack – add dates: (1920-2006)

Warren, Lesley Ann – change Cornelia to Cordelia; change Sandra to Sondra.

Washington, Denzel – add appearance in Déjà Vu (Doug Carlin)

Watson, Raymond L. – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2011.

Wayne Brady Show – note that the syndicated version ended 5/21/04.

What about Brian – replace entry with: What About Brian (television) One-hour drama series debuting on ABC on April 16, 2006, and ending March 26, 2007. At 34, Brian
is the last single guy in his group of friends, a serial monogamist who still holds out hope that one day he will open the door and be blinded by love. But questions arise in his head: Is there such a thing as Miss Right? Why does love have to be so complicated? What is his problem with commitment? And the most pressing question of all, could all his problems stem from the fact that he is harboring a crush on his best friend’s girl. Stars Barry Watson (Brian), Matthew Davis (Adam), Sarah Lancaster (Marjorie), Rick Gomez (Dave), Amanda Detmer (Deena), Raoul Bova (Angelo), Rosanna Arquette (Nic). From Touchstone Television and Bad Robot.

White, Betty – add appearance in *The Proposal* (Grandma Annie), *You Again* (Grandma Bunny), and provided the voice of Yoshie in *Ponyo* and Mrs. Claus in *Prep & Landing: Operation Secret Santa*. She was named a Disney Legend in 2009.


Who Wants to Be a Millionaire – note that the WDW attraction closed August 19, 2006.


Wilson, Owen – add that he provided the voice of Lightning McQueen in *Cars*.

Williams, Guy – add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2009.

Williams, Rhoda – add (1930-2006)

Williams, Robin – add appearance in *Old Dogs* (Dan). add: He was named a Disney Legend in 2009.

Wilson, Owen – add appearance in *Cars 2*.

Win Ben Stein’s Money – add that it ended 1/31/03.

Windom, William – add (1923-2012)

Winnie the Pooh Discovers the Seasons – change Earlenborn to Erlenborn.

Winningham, Mare – add appearance in *Swing Vote* (Larissa Johnson).

Wonderland – add: The entire series, including six unaired episodes, was shown on DirecTV beginning January 14, 2009.

Wonders of Walt Disney World – note that the program, which was for ages 10-15 years, began in the fall of 1979 and continued until the summer of 1996. It was absorbed by the Disney Institute and known as Camp Disney until it ended in 2000.
Wood, Elijah – note that he provided the voice of Beck in *Tron: Uprising*.

Woods, Ilene – add (1929-2010)

Wuzzles, The – note: See also Disney’s Wuzzles.

Wuzzles: Birds of a Feather, The – change to Disney’s Wuzzles: Bulls of a Feather.

Wyatt, Jane – add (1910-2006)

Wyman, Jane – add (1914-2007)

Wyndham Palace Resort and Spa – add: It reverted to the Buena Vista Palace name in August 2005.

Yacht Club Galley – It became Captain’s Grille on January 1, 2008.

Yakatori House – It was renamed Katsura Grill in December 2011.

Yellowstone Story/Bear Country – change to Yellowstone Story, The/Bear Country
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